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Carter Calls On Democrats
To Adopt Gay Rights Plank

by Larry Bush
President Jimmy Carter endorsed
passage of a gay rights plank at the
opening session of the Democratic Plat
form Committee in Washington yester
day. Csuler’s endorsement, given in a
7S-page outline of 1980 Democratic
Platform goals, also was emphasized
in a speech to Platform Committee
membm by Presidential aide Stuart
Eisenstadt and in a follow-up question
and answer period.
At the same session. Senator Edward
Kennedy’s representatives reiterated
their support for a gay rights plank.

making passage of some version of
Democratic Party support for gays a
virtual certainty.
Carter’s support, long sought un
successfully by gay leaders, laid to rest
fears that he would oppose gay efforts
as he had in 1976. Gays have sought
Democratic Party endorsement for an
end to anti-gay discrimination since
1972, but this year mounted the most
extensive effort yet, including electing
dozens of their representataives as del
egates to the Democratic Convention
in New York City in August.
Throughout that process. White
House officials have kept a cautious

Narrow Victory For Gays
At Family Conference

Independent Presidential candidate John Anderson reiterated his strong support for gay rights
at a noontime rally last Tuesday in Union Square. The rally was held to kick off a petition-signing
campaign aimed at securing the 101,300 valid signatures he must collect by August 8 to qualify for
the California November ballot.
Later in the day Anderson held an off-the-record meeting with local gay rights activists to
elaborate his pro-gay positions.

Cuban Gays
Lose Waiver
President Carter’s indecision on
designating fleeing Cubans as ” refugees” has stalled Administration efforts
to provide waivers for gay Cubans,
leaving them open to potential exclu
sionary hearings, a top Justice Depart
ment official revealed this week.
“The situation is still very unsettled
because no overall decision has been
made by the President,’’ Doris Meisner,
a top aide to the Associate Attorney
General told TTte Sentinel.
“ We are aware of the fact that there
is this homosexual question bound up
in it,’’ Meisner said, “ and we will do
what we can to prevent it from becom
ing an issue. It’s only in the case
where some of them are brought in as
immigrants by family members where
it would be a problem.
“ The best I can tell you is that there
is this isst^e with the Cubans, and 1
don’t know if you gain much by press
ing for what the resolution is going to
be,’’ Meisner cautioned. “ If it gets to
be a big cause, I don’t know that they
can be so sympathetic about it. I know
what happens when these things be
come spotlighted. It tends not to be
helpful.’’
The question of a waiver of current
immigration exclusions against gays in
the case of Cuban exiles had been raised
initially by the White House, and an
announcement was made in late April
that as refugees, gay Cubans would be
entitled to a waiver on “ humanitarian
grounds.”
At that time. White House officials
said they had no knowledge of actual
cases of gay Cubans, but were acting
in advance of a problem to both insure
the protection of Cubans and to re
assure American gays of the adminis
tration’s commitment to their concerns.
Since the arrival of more than 100,000
Cubans, however, a number of gay
Cubans have surfaced in the refugee
processing centers. In what appears to
be the last boatloads of refugees,
chartered ship captains in Key West
have claimed that an increasing num
ber of gays are leaving.
“They are getting the worst ready to
leave—the prostitutes and homosex
uals, and the crazy people, too,” one
captain told reporters. “ Anything you
can think of—like Castro is taking out
his garbage.” Cuban officials have
maintained from the outset that many
of the refugees were homosexuals.
One reason for such an exodus,
claim gay Cubans in the United States,
is the réintroduction of repressive pol
icies against homosexuals in Cuba.
A lengthy June 8 article in thb New
York Times seemed to buttress that
argument. The Times reported that
Castro had returned Ramiro Valdes to
the job of Minister of the Interior.
(Continued on page 6)

Painful Setback For
Pro-Gay Initiatives
Defeat attributed to last minute
media blitz by anti-gay forces
by Chris Kerby
The gay rights movement was dealt
a painful setback last week as the antidiscrimination measures on the ballots
in Santa Clara County, the City of San
Jose, and the City of Davis each suf
fered overwhelming defeats in the June
3 California voting.
San Jose Measure B feil by a surpris
ingly high three to one margin, while
Santa Clara County Measure A tallied
a lOVo "no” vote. Over 65% of the
voters in Davis balloted against the
local gay rights initiative.
The failed initiatives in Santa Clara
County and unincorporated San Jose
would have banned discrimination
against homosexuais in employment
and housing, while the Davis mea
sure, though not specifically outlawing
discrimination, would have indicated
that Davis voters believe “legal re
course should exist for men and women
discriminated against by reason of
affectional preference.”
Even though the Davis defeat was
expected in the conservative agricul
tural community outside of Sacra
mento, the Santa Clara Valley Coali
tion for Human Rights, which pushed
for passage of both the San Jose and
Santa Clara County measures, was
stunned by the heavy anti-gay vote in
that county.
SCVCHR leaders had hoped that
last year’s strong sentiment among
Santa Clara County voters against the
anti-gay Briggs initiative would trans
late into favorable outcomes for the
gay rights measures.
Bouyed by the endorsements of
many local community leaders, elected
officials, the Santa Clara Council of
Churches, and the San Jose newspaper,
the pro-gay forces expected better
results. Polls conducted several weeks
ago by the SCVCHR indicated the
voters were evenly divided among
“yes,” “ no,” and “ undecided” cat
egories.
Gay rights leaders involved in the
campaign attribute the sound defeats
to a well-financed last-minute media
blitz by the ultra-conservative anti-gay
forces. Moral Majority and Concerned
Citizens.
Heavily funded by Anita Bryant’s
Protect America’s Children, the na
tional religious organization Christian
Voice, Inc., and revenues from the
overflowing coilection plates of dozens
of local fundamentalist churches, the
opponents of the gay rights measures
fired off last-minute mass mailings to

the county’s voters.
The 200,000 glossy brochures sent
out by Moral Majority depict shots of
drag queens and gay men fondling on
Castro Street, whiie the 80,000 flyers
mailed out by Concerned Citizens
present “ outright lies of the issues,”
according to a SCVCHR spokesperson,
including statements that the measures
wouid mandate homosexual employ
ment quotas and require gay lifestyle
studies in local high schools.
The anti-gay barrage continued with
election week airplay of $15,000 worth
of radio and television commercials.
The 30-second television spot on San
Jose’s KNTV-Channel 11 showed a
crying little girl surrounded in a park
(Continued on page 6)

Vote follows dramatic walkout
by 40 ‘pro-family’ delegates

The first White House Conference
on Families voted to oppose discrimin
ation based on Mxual preference by a
one vote margin in Baltimore last
week, after dozens of “ pro-family”
delegates dramatically stalked out of
the proceedings and claimed the event
was rigged by Jiiiuny Carter to court
gay votes.
^
The resolution opposing gay dis
crimination. linked in a package with
thc-EquafRights Amendment and free
dom of choice for abortion, had been
an uphill battle throughout the threeday conference. Conference chairman
and Carter appointee Jim Guy Tucker
confirmed that he had privately urged
delegates to vote against the resolu
tion, and Conference officials had
sought for months to assuage “ profamily” delegates by snubbing efforts
to address gay parents and families.
Those efforts included turning down
recommendations from the prestigious
Coalition for the White House Con
ference on Families, an umbrella group
of major religious and civic organiza
tions, that the definition of families
include mention of gays, as well as a
recommendation that the Nationai
Gay Task Force be placed on the Na
tional Advisory Committee for the
conference.
Instead, Conference chairman
Tucker, a former Arkansas Congress
man defeated for state-wide office,
sought to emphasize “mainstream”
issues such as government family im
pact statements and flexible work

Navy Launches
Lesbian Witch Hunt
Female crew members undergo
psychological testing to determine
possible homosexual tendencies

Informed Sentinel sources have dis
closed that the Navy is investigating
charges of lesbianism among female
crew members on the missile test ship
USS Norton Sound and has requested
that nearly one-third of the 58 enlisted
women on board undergo voluntary
psychological testing.
Although no charges have been filed
against any of the female crew mem
bers, an inquiry began on May 15 to
investigate the accusations of lesbian
ism directed at 24 women. The probe
has since been narrowed to 16 women
due to insufficient facts to support
some of the allegations.
The accusations were made after a
list of all women personnel was circu
lated among the female sailors, who
were asked to check off the names of
those they suspected of homosexual
practices.
Most of those suspected of homo
sexuality are 2nd and 3rd class petty
officers. None of the three female
officers aboard the ship have been
accused.
While several of the crew members
begap voluntary psychologictd testing

25d:

for lesbianism Iqst Friday at Long
Beach Naval Hospital, some of the
women refused to submit to the exam
inations. A Navy public affairs officer
declined to say whether any of the
tests had indicated homosexual tenden
cies among the women who had under
gone examination.
"Homosexual activity will not be
tolerated,” the Navy spokesperson
added, “ and any member who is
determined to have attempted, solicited
or engaged in homsexual acts shall
normally be separated from Naval
Service.”
Lt. George Maris, head of legal serv
ices at the Long Beach base where the
ship is currently docked, said some of
the women had talked with lawyers.
If charges are brought against them,
the accused women are entitled to an
administrative hearing and legal
counsel.
The female crew members are part
of a crew of 375 aboard the USS
Norton Sound. The vessel was one of
the first to accept females under the
Navy’s “ Women at Sea” program.

schedules permitting both parents to
shoulder responsibility for child care.
To emphasize those concerns. Tuck
er commissioned a Gallup poll on fam
ily issues shortly before the conference
and highlighted issues with the greatest
public consensus as the real work of
the confetence.
By rejecting what he termed’ the
“ flashpoint” issues of homosexuality,
abortion and the Equal Rights Amend
ment as "nonconsensus” issues, Tucker
hoped to steer the Conference away
from a political brawl that could em
barrass the Administration.
That proved to'be a vain effort,
however, as conservative “pro-life,”
"pro-family,” and anti-gay groups
moved to take over the Conference
through state elections. In Virginia, the
first state to elect conference delegates,
those forces swept to lock up all the
delegate positions, heightening fears
that the conference would end up de
nouncing the Carter Administration.
That led to a revised selection pro
cess, “ pro-family” delegates charged,
in which most delegates were appointed
by state governors heavily influenced
by state welfare agencies and other
groups they considered “ liberal.”
“ They had stacked the deck with
their delegates,” charged Lawrence
Pratt, leader of the “ pro-family” coa
lition and a Virginia delegate. “ When
they heard America’s families, they de
cided they didn’t want to hear any
(Continued on page 7)

eye on gay progress, seeking to gauge
the impact of support for gay causes
against voter bgcklash from ' other
quarters. The final resolution, an
nounced yesterday, was to include gays •
along with traditionally protected
classes of people in a non-discrimina
tion plank.
“We must affirm the dignity of all
people and the right of each individual
to have access to and participation in
the institutions and services of our
society,” Carter’s statement read, “ in
cluding actions to protect all groups
from discrimination based on race,
coior, reiigion, national origin, sex or
sexual orientation.”
In delivering Carter’s address to
Platform Committee members. Do
mestic Policy Staff chief Stuart Eisen
stadt followed that lead, calling for
Democrats to "ensure that no Ameri
can is treated unfairly because of race,
sex, creed, religion, or sexual orien
tation.”
In a questioning period from Plat
form Committee members, California
delegate and gay activist Sheldon
Andelston called on Eisenstadt to clar
ify Carter’s support with a specific pro
gram to end anti-gay discrimination.
“ A platform ought to be a state
ment of goals,” Eisenstadt responded,
“ and that is a goal the President sub
scribes to. We have attempted already
to implement that goal, by the most
recent directive that was sent out to
each of the Federal agencies. That is
something which we are very much
trying to implement.”
Gay leaders at the hearing responded
generally positively to Carter’s endorse
ment, calling it an opening that would
be used to leverage more specific goals
from the Platform Committee over the
next two weeks.
“ Obviously that/is a recognition by
the Democratic Party that gays and
lesbians are not to be discriminated
against,” said Bill Krause, a Platform
Committee member representing San
Francisco’s gay community.
“ I think we have a good chance,”
Krause said, “ I really honestly think
it depends on the work we put into it
now. We’ve built a good foundation.
As long as Carter does hot tell his
delegates to stop us, I think we’il be
able to get something more. Generally
the message I got was that they would
not fight us on this.” Krause’s views
were echoed by two other gay Platform
Committee members, both pledged to
President Carter. Krause is a Kennedy
delegate.
“ I feel very pleased that our attempts
are looking so positive,” said Sheldon
Andelston, a Los Angeles representa(Continued on page 10)

NEWS BRIEFS
Pennsylvania
Sodomy Law
Ruled Invalid
(Pittsburgh) Pennsylvania’s sodomy
statute which prohibits anai and oral
sex between unmarried individuals was
ruled invalid by the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court last week.
The 4-3 ruling in the case of Com
monwealth of Pennsylvania vs. Patrick
Gagliano upheld a lower court decision
nullifying the law.
The court noted the irrational dis
tinction that the law drew between un
married and married persons with re
gards to private sexual behavior.
With this ruling, Pennsylvania be
comes the twenty-third state no longer
barring sodomy between consenting
adults.
Tom Coleman, attorney and co
chair of the National Committee for
Sexual Civil Liberties, predicts that
once the majority of states overturn
their sodomy laws or recognize the
right to privacy, the U.S. Supreme
Court will also follow suit.
The National Committee is currently
involved in suits to overturn sodomy
statutes in New York and Maryland.
Its lawyers recently met in New York
to discuss strategy regarding sexual
privacy bills and vulous pending court
cases around the nation.

Gay Ordinance
Urged In Palo Alto
(Palo Alto) The Palo Alto Task Force
on Sexual Orientation has recom
mended that the City Council adopt an
ordinance outlawing discrimination
based on sexual orientation.
Its report indicates that gays in Palo
Alto are harassed by their neighbors
and police and are subject to discrim
ination in housing and employment.
These findings are based on responses
to a questionnaire distributed to city
residents earlier this year.
The Task Force was established by
the city’s Human Relations Commis
sion after Palo Alto gays had asked the
commission to propose an anti-discrim
ination ordinance to the city council.

N.Z. Gays
Struggle Against
Repression
(Auckland) New Zealand gays took
to the streets this winter to protest
the continued problem of police harass
ment. The protest marches generated
the formation of an Auckland Cay
Task Force, whose goal is to introduce
gay rights legislation into New Zea
land’s Parliament.
Several men were arrested this Feb
ruary in a gay bathhouse by Auckland
policemen posing as bath house
patrons. By the following morning,
when the men were brought to trial,
gay activists had organized a rally at
the^cQurthouse sttps to protest the
policeHiftloTn—' ... _
The next week police raided the
offices of Out! magazine. New Zea
land’s gay journal. "Nothing was
found of value to the police in their
more than three hour visit,’’ said editor
Britt Shephard.
Legal counsel, he added, is investi
gating the "highly probable illegal na
ture” of the search warrant used by
the police.
Tlie incidents served to mobilize
Auckland gays. Later the same month
more than 300 people marched down
Queen Street in one of the largest gay
rights marches in New Zealand’s
history.
“ Marchers were very vocal through
out the demonstration,” reports Out
magazine, "with the lesbian protestors
being very so indeed.”
The newly formed Auckland Gay
Task Force is now working on drafting
a gay rights bill to be presented to
New Zealand’s Parliament.
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Gay Inmates
Win Damages
(Manhattan) A New York Federal
Court awarded two gay prison inmates
S1S,000 each this week, for damages
incurred while serving time in a portion
of the Brooklyn House of Detention
reserved for gay prisoners.
The two men charged the segregated
facilities for gay inmaates were in
adequate and inferior to those provided
for the rest of the prison population.
While other prisoners had lengthy
recreation periods and access to game
rooms, the gays were forced to stand
for 8'/i hours daily in a bare damp
corridor five feet wide.
The policy of segregating gay prisoiiers was instituted to prevent their
harassment. But the gay prisoners also
charged they received improper and
inadequate attention and were forced
to live in unsanitary conditions.
The jury’s decision to award the
men damages was considered un
precedented.

Amnesty International
Refuses Gay Rights
Stance

(Paris) Amnesty International has re
sponded ambiguously to a motion
which called upon the international or
ganization to provide support to les
bians and gay men denied basic human
rights.
Although a motion was passed at the
recent national congress of the French
section of Amnesty International, the
International organization as a whole
refused to take a stand on homosexual
ity as such.
The French motion, put forward by
the contributors to the French gay
liberation journal, Le Gai Pied, re
ferred specifically to a number of
countries such as Iran and the USSR
where gays are known to be the vic
tims of deliberate and planned state
repression.
The president of Amnesty Interna
tional’s French section stated that the
international steering committee is cur
rently investigating those cases in order
to appraise the "reality of imprison
ment linked to sexual orientation.”
In the interim, the president re
ported, “ Amnesty International will
not take a stand on homosexuality as
such. One must not forget that the
organization has to take into account
the serious consequences that an ex
tension of its missions to homosexuals
might bring for its actions in favor of
prisoners in certain parts of the world.”

Irish Gays in
Court Fight
(Dublin) Irish gay advocates have
announced that they will mount a
major constitutional challenge to their
nation’s anti-gay laws through an Irish
High Court trial beginning June 24.
David Norris, leader of Ireland’s gay
rights movement and a Dublin Uni
versity professor, announced he will be
the plaintiff in a test case of Ireland’s
laws against “ homosexual acts," pun
ishable by a life imprisonment term.
Norris’ case, to be heard by Ireland’s
second highest court, will be handled
by Irish constitutional lawyer and
Parliament member Mary Robinson,
who earlier won rulings striking down
^Ireland’s anti-contraception laws.
At a Dublin press conference, Norris
was joined by two other Irish parlia
ment members who are supporting an
end to the laws, first passed in 1806
when Ireland was pan of Great Britain.
That law, Norris said, was the same
one used against Oscar Wilde in one of
the most famous anti-gay trials in
England, but since has been ovenurned
in Great Britain.
Both Dr. John Spiegel, the past pres
ident of the American Psychiatric As
sociation and D.W. Morris, a noted
British criminologist who has opposed
anti-gay laws, will travel to Dublin to
testify for Norris.
Norris heads a gay organization
with more than 1,300 Irish members,
Dublin representatives said. Ife also is
described by Irish Embassy officials
in Washington as a “ colorful charac
ter and a distinguished member of the
faculty. He is Ireland’s greatest expert
on James Joyce. His character is
probably more Joycean than Wildean."
The trial is scheduled to last three
days, and any ruling is expected to be
appealed to the Irish Supreme Court
since government prosecutors are ada
mant about keeping the law on the
books.

Police Depts.
Sued For
Discrimination
(Costa Mesa, CA) A 20-year-old Cal
ifornia gay man has filed a lawsuit
against three Orange County law en
forcement agencies because he claims
they refused to hire him because of his
homosexual orientation.
In his suit filed in Orange County
Superior Court, Franklin Orosco seeks
SI.2 million in compensatory damages
and Si .5 million in punitive damages
from the police departments of Santa
Ana, Placentia, and Orange.
Orosco claims that he sought work
in 1979 with the Placentia Police De
partment as a reserve officer as the first
step toward becoming a full-time police
officer. Orosco says that during an oral
examination he was asked if he had
ever engaged in any sexual behavior of
which he was ashamed. He responded
that he was once ashamed of being gay,
but no longer feels guilty about his
homosexuality.
Orosco’s case states that Placentia
police officials then revealed his sexual
orientation to other officers and to his
friends, making it impossible for him
to be hired by any other police agency.
The suit claims that it is unlawful for
an agency to refuse to hire him simply
on the basis of his homosexuality.

State Agency
Investigates
Housing Bias
(Sacramento) California’s Division
of Fair Employment and Housing
Practices has agreed to investigate
and remedy complaints of housing
discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation.
This agreement, reached after direct
intervention by the National Commit
tee for Sexual Civil Liberties, over
turns an earlier Division policy of
refusing such cases.
In August of last year, the co-chair
of the National Committee for Sexual
Civil Liberties sent a letter to the
president of the Fair Employment
Practices Commission regarding gay
housing cases. The letter contained
the arguments as to the legal duty of
the "Division to accept such complaints
for investigation.
The letter suggested that the Divi
sion was bound by California’s Unruh
Civil Rights Act which prohibits hous
ing and public accommodations dis
crimination for any arbitrary reason.
This act has been interpreted by the
California Supreme Court to prohibit
discrimination against homosexuals.
When various officials of the Divi
sion failed to respond to such calls for
a change in policy, the National Com
mittee sought and obtained direct inter
vention from the Governor’s office.
As a result of meetings with the
Governor’s office and the Secretary of
State and Consumer Service Agency,
the head of the Division agreed to
reverse the previous policy.

East Bay
Groups Attempt
To Ban Ms.
(Contra Costa County) A special
committee of the Mount ()iablo Unified
School District will decide whether
Ms., the nation’s largest feminist pub
lication, ought to be banned from eight
Contra Costa high school libraries.
Last month, a group called Citizens
for Improvement of Our Schools pre
sented the school board with a petition
with over 100 signatures urging the
publication’s ban. District policy dic
tates that the so-called challenge must
be considered by a committee com
prised of three teachers, three admin
istrators, three parents, arid a member
of the school board.
"This whole think smacks of
Germany in the 30’s and the U.S. in
the 50’s,” stated Librarian Martha
Gould, a member of the American
Library Association’s Intellectual
Freedom committee.
Ms. editor Gloria Steinem also
blasted the proposal to ban the maga
zine. "At work here is the ultra-right
wing viewpoint of male supremacy—
which says the patriarch owns the chil
dren and the wife,” she observed.
Steinem went on to point out that
the same people who criticize the pub
lication also take strong stands against
abortion, the Equal Rights Amend
ment, and gay rights issues.
“ These people—fundamentalists.
Baptists, Mormons, all authoritarian
religious groups—define sexuality out
side marriage and not directed at hav
ing children as obscene.” Steinem
stressed that Ms. would take legal
action against the school system if
the magazine ban succeeds.
“ We are bothered by Ms. maga
zine’s ixtrtrayal of sex and the role of
women," complained Lamont Fluckinger, a member of Pleasant Hill’s
Church of Jesus Christ, Latter Day
Saints. “ It doesn’t give women proper
respect as to what their real potential
is. One of the highest contributions a
woman can make is as a wife and
mother.”
Harold Carlson, the pastor of the
Fair Oaks Baptist Church, declared
that “ there are some things we don’t
want to put before our kids.”
Denouncing the monthly magazine
for its “ humanist philosophy which
denies there is a God or that there are
moral absolutes and says do anything
that feels good.” Carlson has helped
drum up suppK>rt from Mormon and
Baptist members of the East Bay
community.
“ You can call it censorship but I
call it decency,” he insisted. Reading
from a story by writer Andrea Dworkin
published in the June issue of Ms. en
titled “ Scarlett O’Hara, Marjorie
Morningstar and the Bobbsey Twins
or. The Simple Story of A Lesbian
Girlhood,” Carlson staled that ’’I’ve
never spoken these kinds of words
before.”
He managed to read aloud one
sentence containing an obscenity, then
halted his recitation to reporters fol
lowing a line in the story that described
oral sex between the young female
characters.

PEOPLE
As she stood on the balcony of her
three-story home in the sacred city of
Ujjain in Central India, Pritan Kaur
received an unexpected visit from a
hostile primate.
A berserk monkey attacked her,
causing her to fall to her death on the
pavement below.

Hostile Primate

★ ★ ★
Realtor Loren Riggs of LangleyTackes was appointed as an alternate
to San Francisco’s powerful Assess
ment Appeals Board. Riggs was nom
inated for the post by Supervisor Hatty
Britt when Supervisor Quentin Kopp
was unable to find a Supervisor to
second his motion that the post be
given to Foice publisher Paul Hardman.
“ Helplessness over our international
situation—in which it often seems that
the world is irretrievably committed to
World War III has caused some citi
zens to create a movement to do some
thing concrete about it,’’ said Super
visor Carol Ruth Silver, explaining her
support for Energyfast.
This program calls on every citizen
to reduce gas consumption by 209«
overall, or to a flat rate of 40 gallons
per month. She has authored a resolu
tion asking the entire Board of Super
visors to endorse Engergyfast.
“ From.just such simple and small
beginnings the Vietnam peace move
ment began,’’ Silver said.

Supervisor Quentin Kopp remains
the only Supervisor opposed to a reso
lution urging the National News
Council to investigate violations of
journalistic ethics in the CBS program
“ Gay Power, Gay Politics.” The
Board passed the resolution by a 10-1
vote at a recent session.
“ This singles out one piece of jour
nalism,’’ Kopp stated. “ If we get into
the business of asking retractions about
every item of journalism we don’t like,
we could repeat this resolution every
week.”
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Last month Portland, Oregon voters
failed to elect Connie McCready for a
full term as that city’s mayor-commis
sioner. McCready, who had been given
a $1,000 contribution from the gay
Portland Town Council, lost to city
commissioner Frank Ivancic. “What
this city has too many of is Indians,
gypsies and queers,” said Ivancie at a
policemen’s association meeting last
winter.
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After testifying before the San Fran
cisco Immigration hearing last week.
Senator S.l. Hayakawa was asked his
opinion of the current INS policy of ex
cluding foreign gays from the country.
Hayakawa expressed deep concern for
the plight of gay people. “ I hadn’t
really thought of it,’’ he remarked.
“ So far as I’m concerned it’s alright.”
200 guests in formal attire mingled
and danced as candles flickered on
tables in the flower-decked ballroom
of the exclusive Etedans Brook Club
near Princeton, N.J.
But when .the first waltz was an
nounced, the two debutantes who took
the floor were Lee Hastings Bristol 3rd
and Greg Matthews, both 21 years old.
“ We were tired of girls being the
only ones introduced to society, so we
had our own debutante ball to intro
duce ourselves,’’ Bristol said.

Joan Baez

“ It does things to you when you see
people starving to death,” said human
rights activist Joan Baez.
Humanitas. International, a “ non
political, non-partisan, non-profit”
organization founded by Baez last year,
continues its Cambodian relief fund
raising efforts in the Bay Area with the
American premiere of Music Atone Is
Not Enough.
Lily Tomlin will join Baez at the
San Francisco Palace of Fine Arts on
June 17 for the benefit screening. The
film, directed by West German film
maker George Parvenu, documents
Baez’s participation in the March for
Survival that took place in February at
the Thai-Cambodian border.
Mormon Church officials unex
pectedly relieved Dallin Oaks of his job
as president of Brigham Young Univer
sity last month. Oaks recently won
approval from the Utah legislature to
permit his campus police to enforce
state sodomy statutes both on and off
campus. He will be replaced by the
Mormons’ top education commis
sioner, a former religion professor.
Meanwhile, at BYU commencement
ceremonies. Mormon apostle Nenl
Maxwell chastised Americans as view
ing life as “ no more than a night in
a second-class hotel.”

The Journal of the Nutritional
Academy reports that Third Graders
in a Connecticut classroom were asked
to spell the word “ relief."
More than half the children spelled
it "R-O-L-A-I-D-S”
Ronald Reagan reportedly is “a little
uncomfortable’’ about media questions
concerning his ballet dancer son. “ It’s
a funny thing about him and how that
started,” Reagan told The Washington
Post. Reagan insists his second son’s
ballet fancy grew out of his devotion
to sports, noting that the switch came
during his son’s freshman year at Yale
and after a high school athletics record.
“ How could I say no?” Reagan pon
dered. “ As he said to me, nobody
said no when I wanted to be an actor.”

Oregon State Senator Lenn Hannon
calls himself a “ born-again Republi
can.” He switched party affiliation
when the Oregon Democratic Party
came out for gay rights.
Hannon claims that when gay activ
ists visited his office, they arrived
“complete with jewelry and perfume.
You could smell them coming from
two blocks away.’’
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Breakthrough
On
Immigration
Protest Over Service For
Remains Elusive
Gays Killed in American Wars

sexual. That entry, officials said, took
delivered, and hours later asserted that
place in 1979, after he made a brief their intention had been merely to say
visit to Canada, and does not refer to that reviews by the Justice Depart
ment and other agencies were favorable.
his original entry at age six.
Administration officials now hold
While the administrative review has
At the time. White House officials
out little hope for an early resolution
been underway, a simultaneous effort sought
to recover credibility with the
of the current impasse on immigra was launched to force congressional gay community
in the face of the re
tion policy regarding suspected homo
action for a change in the law, clari treat by announcing
support for a
sexuals, Justice Department and White
fying that Congress does not intend to
in the current piolicy, either ad
House sources said this week.
exclude homosexuals as "psycho change
An administrative review of gay
pathic personalities or sexual deviants.” ministratively or legislatively.
objections to continuing the bar on
The bill, sponsored by Senator Alan
This week, however. White House
foreign gay visitors and immigrants re- ' Cranston and Rep. Anthony Beilenson, officials
indicate that some top officials
mains bottled up at the Justice
was expected to receive the Admin remain divided on a formal Adminis
Department, and a formal White
istration’s endorsement two weeks ago. tration response, urging that Carter
House response on proposed legis
White House officials notified gay continue a low profile on gay issues
lative changes favoring gays has be
leaders and Cranston’s office that a and act only in response to congress
come mired in staff work. White
favorable verdict would shortly be ional hearings.
House officials said.
While Justice Department officials
told the Gay Rights Advocates and
the National Gay Task Force as long
ago as last January that an adminis
trative decision on the issue could no
longer be delayed. Justice Department
officials now suggest that the overdue
review was not a priority.
San Francisco City Supervisor Harry America and around the world in light
Britt testified this week as to the of this discriminatory practice.
"I think the sense is that nobody’s
He further claimed that the “ psycho
“ abs«rdity” of the current INS policy
being hurt right now,” said Doris
that excludes foreign homosexuals logical humiliation” inflicted upon
Meisner, a Justice Department official
gays who are effectively branded "less
from entering the country.
involved in the review. "It’s a very,
Britt presented his remarks at the than full human beings” by the policy,
very difficult and problematic area of
twelfth and final hearing of the Select “ pushes all lesbians and gay men a
the law, and we’re having a lot of
Commission on Immigration and Ref little farther back in the closet.”
trouble with it. We want to take time
ugee Policy held last Monday at San
Francisco hearing was the
to look at it closely.”
Francisco’s Golden Gate University. lastThein San
a series of twelve the Select
Britt
suggested
that
the
duty
of
the
The Justice Department review, Gay INS should be to exclude individuals Commission has conducted in various
Rights Advocates says, hinges on how who
parts of the United States on all aspects
pose a dsmger to the country, of
homosexuality can be determined for and that
immigration policy. Testimony on
“there
is
no
reason
what
exclusionary purposes without the par soever to believe homosexuals are a the exclusion of homosexuals has also
ticipation of medical officers and issu threat to our society’s safety or moral- been given at the New York and
ance of a medical certificate of homo Ky." He therefore concluded that the Boston forums.
sexuality. Such a certificate is required policy “serves no social good.”
In coming months, findings from
under law. GRA says, and medical
City Supervisor noted that he these hearings will be considered along
officers have been instructed to no wasTheoptimistic
that the administration with research results and expressions of
longer issue diagnosis of homosexuality would revise what
an "em public opinion to develop the rec
since it no longer is deemed a medi barrassing tiolicy."heHetermed
stated that our ommendations that the Commission
cal condition.
government’s calls to other nations for will present to the Congress and the
Justice Department lawyers have ar human rights lose credibility both in President in March, 1981.
gued that an admission of homosexu
ality should be sufficient to bar gays
Harry Britt testifies before immigration panel.
under current law, but have elected to
“ parole" persons who admit homo
sexuality into the country until a formal
decision is made.
Nearly 50 people have been forced
to enter the country on that basis since
last August, INS officials say, with
most of those incidents taking place in
San Francisco and on points along the
Canadian border.
The first legal test of the non
medical exclusion*has yet to take place,
QRA says, but a case now may be
forming in Seattle, Washington.
A West German citizen who has
resided in the United States for 16
years faces a deportation hearing on
June 30 on grounds of homosexuality.
The man, who has lived in the United
State since he was six years old, ran
afoul of INS on other, nonrelated
grounds which remained unsubstanti
ated, and INS now is moving on de
portation based on the assumption that
he entered the United Stales as a homo
by Larry Bush

A memorial service at Arlington
National Cemetery honoring gays who
died in American wars has set off a
conservative backlash involving both
Congress and the White House.
The service, a simple wreathlaying
by the D.C. Gay Activists Alliance
and the Washington Metropolitan
Community Church on May 30,
prompted immediate protests from the
American Legion and congressional
questions about White House inter
ference with military officials on be
half of gays.
Those protests were encouraged
directly by Pentagon officials who
contacted veterans groups and conser
vative members of Congress in an
effort to bolster opposition to the cere
mony, sources close to the Pentagon
told The Sentinel.
Pentagon officials confirmed they
had first turned down a request for the
ceremony because it had included ref
erences to current military policy bar

ring gays and thereby fell into "parti
san” activity, which is prohibited at
national cemeteries.
Pentagon officials denied that they
had alerted Congress or veterans groups
of the application and their intention
to deny it, however.
Both the American Legion and Rep.
William Nichols (R-Ala.) said they had
received calls telling them the applica
tion had been made and that White
House officials were lobbying the
military to grant the request. No pub
licity for the request had been pro
vided by the gay organizations.
Nichols’ office confirmed the -Con
gressman had directly contacted White
House public liaison Anne Wexler to
protest any White House involvement
in the decision, and said Wexler had
promised not to interfere.
"The next thing \ve knew the Wash
ington Post reported that the ceremony
had taken place," the aide said. "We
wanted to know if the White House

went back on its word."
At a public Congressional hearing
the morning of the Post story, Nichols
posed that question to Army Chief of
Staff General Eugene Myers, who was
testifying on a military appropriations
bill. Holding the Post story aloft,
Nichols asked Myers why the request
had been granted and what the White
House role had been. Myers responded
that he would have to insert an answer
into the Congressional Record at a
later time, and at press lime that re
sponse was still pending.
Similar protests were made to the
White House by Rep. Robert Dornan
(R-Calif.) and Senator Strom Thur
mond (R-S.C.), those offices reported.
One of the strongest protests came
from the American Legion, according
to sources involved in the dispute.
“ We object really to any group us
ing a national cemetery that honors
veterans to make statements concern
ing their own beliefs or ideology," the
American Legion executive director
told The Sentinel. "When the Ameri
can Legion lays a wreath, they do it for
all veterans, not just bus drivers or
some other group. ”
Gay leaders involved in the ceremony
said they were aware of strong military
objections to the ceremony, and said
the request had been granted only
after threatened court action and an
amended application deleting refer
ences to current policies. The military
had forcibly ended an attempt to lay a
wreath by Florida gay activist Bob
Kunst last October during the March
on Washington.
“ I just wasn’t prepared for their level
of paranoia,” said MCC minister
Larry Uhrig. "I was amazed that I
had just written this simple prayer and
all of a sudden there were all these
mqjor figures from the Pentagon stand
ing around discussing it. They even
came up and asked, 'You’re not going
to pray loudly, are you? You’re not
going to shout, are you?’ "
The wreath, laid by longtime Wash
ington gay activist and army veteran
Frank Kameny, was removed from the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier within
minutes after the close of the ceremony.
A ribbon, reading "D.C. Gay Activists
Alliance,"had been carefully arranged
by military guards to disguise the
word gay.

Army veteran Frank Kameny lays wreath at Arlington Cemetery.

Several days after the event, how
ever, the ribbon was returned to th>
local gay organizations by a man whc
identified himself as gay and a member
of the cemetery’s honor guard, whr
said he wanted to express appreciatior
for the event.

Immigration Commission
Holds Local Hearings
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Election
Sum m ary
K ennedy
W in s B ig
Massachusetts Senator Edward Ken
nedy scored an impressive victory in
California's June 3 primary balloting,
capturing 45V» of the votes statewide
to incumbent President Jimmy Carter’s
37V» share.
Sweeping every Supervisorial Dis
trict in San Francisco. Kennedy netted
54V» of the votes cast in the city.
Kennedy had actively campaigned
around the state, courting San Francfsco’s gay vote with pro-gay pro
nouncements delivered through his
nephew Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., who
campaigned in the Castro.
The Senator had been endorsed in
his California primary run by the local
gay community’s Alice B. Toklas and
Harvey Milk Gay Democratic Clubs,
as well as the Sentinel and the B.A.R.
Even though the ofFicial delegate
apportionments still need to be formu
lated, it appears likely that Kennedy
will be represented by at least four
delegates from the local gay com
munity.
Harvey Milk Gay Democratic Club
president Bill Kraus, vice-president
Gwenn Craig, club member Anne
Kronenberg, and Michael Thistle, a "
volunteer aide to Supervisor Harry
Britt, seem to be assured of delegate
slots. Supervisor Britt, also a club
member, and Hugh Gilbeau, member
of Alice B. Toklas Democratic Club,
will likely be either delegates or alter
nates to the Democratic National Con
vention. Additional gay delegates may
be selected during the “ At-Large” del
egate selection meeting on June 21.
In other California elections, voters
soundly rejected the three most contro
versial propositions on the ballot; Prop
9 aimed at cutting state income taxes;
Prop 10 wl\ich would have curbed rent
control; and Prop II designed to im
pose a surcharge on oil profits.
Paul Gann, a retired auto and real
estate salesman, won the Republican
nomination for the U.S. Senate from a
crowded field of candidates. In the up
coming November elections, Gann will
be pitted against incumbent Democrat
Alan Cranston who easily gained his
party’s nomination for a third six-year
term.
Incumbent Congressman John Bur
ton handily won renomination for the
Democratic bid in the 6th Congress
ional District, and will face Republican
challenger Tom Spinosa in the Novem
ber elections.
In the Sih District State Senate race.
Republican Milton Marks won the
GOP nomination, unopposed, and
also captured the Democratic party
nomination as a write-in candidate.
Marks will therefore appear on the No
vember ballot as the nominee of both
major parties.
The State Assembly races in Novem
ber will match Democratic incumbent
Art Agnos against GOP nominee Larry
Jenkins in the 16th District, and Re-

Painful Setback
(Continuedfrom front page)
by lesbians and gay men, while a voice
says; “Can you imagine what the world
looks like through the eyes of a child?’’
A formal complaint about this “ in
flammatory and defamatory’’ adver
tisement has been filed with the FCC.
The blitz was capped off by a full
page color advertisement in the election
issue of the local newspaper which was
signed by various county attorneys
claiming that employers and private
clubs would be forced by the measures
to establish quotas for homosexuals,
prostitutes, transvestites, and the like.
SCVCHR treasurer Rosalie Nichols
conceded that "basically our opponents
won by the ‘big lie at the last minute’
technique. It’s hard to counter a media
blitz.”
Johnnie Staggs, campaign manager
for the pro-gay forces, had a much
grimmer explanation. She suggested
that “the bottom line issue is that our
nation is turning into a theocratic
dictatorship.
“ The people had a choice between
Biblical morality and human rights.
When 75 V» of the voters opt for

Cuban Gays
(Continuedfrom front page)
Valdes, the Times noted, headed that
Department until 1968, and “during
his administration, homosexuals and
others he defined as social deviants,
including some priests and ballet danc
ers, were made to do hard labor for
periods of two years.”
American sources in the Cuban com
munity said Valdes already had initiated
a new crackdown on homosexuals, re
sulting in dismissal for some university
professors and increased neighborhood
surveillance.
Despite the murky question of the
legal status for gay Cuban exiles,
U.S. officials still are seeking to allay
gay concerns that punitive actions,
including exclusionary proceedings,
might result.
“On this one, we’re caught in a real
bind,” Meisner said. “We’re trying to
be as sympathetic as possible.”
White House officials also conceded
publican challenger Thomas Crary
against Democrat Willie Brown in the
17th District. Republican Tom Oede
will be pitted against Assembly Speaker
Leo McCarthy in the 18th District
Assembly race.
Among the local issues, voters in
San Francisco defeated Proposition J,
the Supervisors’ pay raise, by almost a
two to one margin. Proposition V, the
corporate tax initiative, failed by al
most 60%. Three measures in the
mayor’s five-part tax package passed
outright, one failed to get the required
two-thirds majority, and the fifth will
be decided in the courts.
In the highly-competitive Municipal
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Biblical morality, something is very
wrong.”
.
Gay rights leaders fear that the fail
ure of these gay rights measures may
revive the anti-gay momentum that
snowballed after the Dade County,
Florida repeal of a similar ordinance
in 1977. After Anita Bryant’s success
ful Florida crusade, ordinances pro
tecting the rights of homosexuals were
repealed in 1978 by voters in St. Paul,
Wichita, and Eugene.
The trend was reversed later that
year when California downed the Briggs
initiative aimed at barring gays from
the classroom, and Seattle and Berke
ley voters retained or strengthened
their gay rights ordinances.
Yet with the strengthening rightwing movement within our society,
many fear conservative times ahead.
“ It isn’t just gay rights they are after,”
says Rosalie Nichols. “They want
prayers back in schools, and are against
abortion and sex education.”
Apparently dragged down in the
Santa Clara campaign was Democrat
Rod Diridon, a leading supporter of
gay rights. Diridon, a County super
visor, lost his bid for the 12th Dis
trict State Senate seat to conservative
Republican Dan O’Keefe.
As Johnnie Staggs despairingly con
cluded, “ I think we’re heading for
bad times.”
that the planned “ waiver” for gay
Cubans had fallen by the wayside in
the face of Presidential inaction on the
status of the Cubans. They suggested
that sufficient time remained to address
any actual problems after they arise,
and said the Justice Department had
no plans to take actions against gay
Cubans.
Currently the Justice Department is
seeking legal actions against a number
of Cuban exiles for either criminal acts
or provacative behavior during disturb
ances at refugee processing centers,
but FBI officials said no action was
being taken against gays as either crim
inals or “ undesirables,” a catchword
category sometimes used to refer
to gays.
INS officials also said they are taking
no note of sexual orientation in pro
cessing applicants for formal entry into
the United States.
Notice is being given to sexual orien
tation at Ford Indiantown Gap, Pen
nsylvania, however, where federal offi
cials say 11 gays and lesbians have been
confined to a security area for “ their
own safety.”
Court race, Philip Moscone and Ina
Gyemant will be pitted against each
other in a Novembw run-off. Raymond
Arata, Jr., and Richard Figone each
easily defeated their opponents for
Superior Court offices 01 and 02.
In the County Central Committee
races, four upfront gays were selected
from the local Assembly Districts. Jack
Trujillo and Ron Huberman both won
seats on the Democratic Central Com
mittee from the 16th Assembly District,
while Gwenn Craig was selected from
the 17th District. Republican Kevin
Wadsworth captured a spot on the
GOP Central Committee from the 16th
District.

Gay leaders grope for answers after initiative defeats

Where Did the Campaigns
Go Wrong?

by Chris Kerby

In the aftermath of the three gay
rights ordinance defeats in Northern
California last week (see related story),
spokespersons for the gay movement
are groping for the answers to the
eiusive question, “ what went wrong?”
as well as evaluating the future course
of the movement in light of the defeats.
At least in Santa Clara County, the
easiest element to “ point the finger at”
for the strong anti-gay sentiment has
been the last-minute, out-and-out
media blitz by the opponents. Voters
were barraged with flyers and news
paper, radio, and television advertise
ments which presented “outright lies
of the issues,” according to members
of the Santa Clara Valley Coalition for
Human Rights.
“ By waiting until the last minute,
they gave us no chance to counter it
effectively,” stated Johnnie Staggs,
leader of the SCVCHR.
But these “ scare tactics” of present
ing gays as drag queens and sexcrazed freaks w )» particularly effec
tive in Santa Clfca^ounty, as voters
“aren’t ftipiiiiar wi^ what it really
means to be gay,/ says Barbara
French, the reporter who covered the
gay rights struggles for the San
Jose News.
“ Most voters in Santa Clara County _
don’t personally know gay people,”
says French." “The fag and dyke stereo
types which had been so eloquently
ingrained in the voters’ minds just a
few weeks earlier on the CBS special
dealing with San Francisco homosex
uals were simply reinforced by the last
minute anti-gay advertising.
“ Quite simply, the voters didn’t
. want a Castro Street in their county,”
concludes French.
French feels the proponents of the
ordinances failed in their campaign to
convince the voters that the issue was
one of civil rights, one of ensuring
homosexuals the right to live private
lives, free from discrimination.
“ Rather,” she says, “voters were bal
loting against homosexuality, against
public sex, and against gay freedom
parades, llie issue became whether or
not one approved of homosexuality.”
The outcome might have been dif
ferent, French explains, if gays in
Santa Clara County had been more
integrated into the community, and
therefore could have been identified as
contributors to its livelihood. She
claims that many voters felt that local
gays “hadn’t done much for the com
munity but stirred up controversy.”
Voters perceived them as “ demanding,
but not willing to give” their efforts
to community improvement projects.
Santa Clara County homosexuals were
thus struggling with an “us against
them” battle.
In the attempts to pinpoint reasons
for the defeats, some spokespersons
have criticized the San Francisco gay

community for not playing a more
active role in the Northern California
struggles. California Assemblymember
Art Agnos (D-SF) claims that “ we
should have had carloads and busloads
of gay supporters in Santa Clara Coun
ty and in Davis.” He stresses that “we
in San Francisco must share our ener
gies outside our borders.”
Agnos echoes the feelings of some of
those working in Santa Clara who
felt abandoned in their struggle to
combat their well-organized and wellfinanced fundamentalist opponents.
SCVCHR leader Staggs remarked
during the closing days of the cam
paign that she was “ real disappointed
with the lack of support from San
Francisco.” She indicated that gays in
San Francisco might have donated their
time, money, and political expertise to
the cause, but they “ seem to be too
busy with their own problems to worry
about what’s happening down here.”
Staggs also expressed disappoint
ment that the San Francisco gay com
munity didn’t stage a candlelight march
to commemorate their defeats, as had
been done in previous years when sim
ilar measures were rejected elsewhere
in the country.
But San Francisco City Supervisor
Harry Britt argues that “ the people
. in San Francisco care a great deal
about what happened in Santa Clara
County.” He suggested, however, that
“ the people in Santa Clara County and
Davis needed to fight their own battles
in order to develop that important sense
of their own strength and community.”
Rather than viewing the outcom'es in
Santa Clara County, San Jose, and
Davis in purely negative terms, Britt
regards them as partial victories.
“ If gays in those communities are a
little more visible and united and the
issue of homosexuality is at least being
addressed, the efforts have been worth
it,” he notes.
“Winning and losing ordinance bat
tles is not what we’re after. No ordi
nance can protect people who are in
visible and despised.”
In fact, Britt notes, “ the gay forces
in Davis didn’t expect to win this first
time. They knew they were dealing
with a small, conservative, agricultural
community.”
But Britt commends their efforts,
suggesting that “ they understood the
importance of taking the first step to
bring the issue of homosexuality to
their neighbors and to demonstrate
that gay men and lesbians were pro
ductive members of their community.”
The city supervisor concluded that
“ we’re simply not going to have gay
rights in this country until homosexu
als are fully visible and participating
in their communities. So even though
we’ve lost these rounds, we’re a little
more visible. The ballgame isn’t over
and the movement continues.”
Despite the ordinance defeats, Britt
sees the gay community “on the offen
sive.” He states, “ The larger society

is having to deal with us, whether it
be churches of every denomination,
the business community, or the Dem
ocratic party.”
But other leaders are less optimistic.
As the gay movement has made its
numerous advances, the fundamental
ists, feeling increasingly threatened,
have intensified their efforts. Johnnie
Staggs warns of this strengthening
right wing movement. “ There is a real
serious threat out there,” she says.
“ And I don't have the answers. The
only thing I know is that people have
got to wake up and realize what’s
happening to our country, and more
personally, what’s happening to our
state.”
In fact, the backlash of the recent
defeats may have already begun. A gay
rights measure before the Santa Bar
bara City Council may now be dropped
in light of the state’s conservative trend.
Richard Campiglia, director of the
Santa Barbara Gay Resource Center,
claims that attempts to move the ordi
nance out of committee and to the
council may now be stalled. “ If it dies
in committee, we probably won’t push
for it,” he said.
In order to combat the well-orgMized
and heavily-funded fundamentalist op
ponents, gay spokespersons are calling
for the establishment of a lobby effort
able to compete with the powerful
right wing.
“We need a full-time lobby in Sac
ramento,” says Assemblyman Agnos.
The Democrat from San Francisco
notes the impact that the fundamental
ist lobby has on legislators in the state
capital. “The fundamentalists are on
the floor, every day, looking out and
lobbying for their own interests. Leg
islators are swamped with postcards
and letters if they vote too liberally.’’
Agnos suggests that a well-staffed,
well-coordinated statewide “ Gay AntiDefamation League” could counter
the right wing threat. With such an
organization, “ we could convince the
public and legislators, alike, what gay
people are really all about.”
Such an effort, he noted, would
entail time and money commitments
from the California gay communities.
Hoping to sober the San Francisco gay
community into taking the necessary
first steps towards establishing an ef
fective lobby, Agnos criticized the local
community for not extending its ener
gies beyond the city limits.
“ We raise more money for the cor
onation of Emperor and Empresses
than for lobbying efforts,” he pointed
out.
Agnos called on the gay communi
ties in both San Francisco and Los
Angeles to play leadership roles in
Northern and Southern California.
Without coordinated efforts, he felt,
defeats like those in Santa Clara Coun
ty, San Jose, and Davis will be the
course of the future for the gay rights
movement.

by Larry DI Rocco
Prior to 1935, employees had little
protection in the collective bargaining
process. With the passage of the Wag
ner Act that year. Congress realized
the importance of collective bargaining
because certain disputes might obstruct
the free flow of commerce.
Labor-management relations are not
subject to Federal regulation as such;
the power of Congress to regulate
interstate commerce brought the fed
eral government into this sphere with
the passage of the Wagner Act, also
known as the National Labor Realtions Act.
As spelled out in the act, it is the
policy of the United States government
to favor and encourage collective bar
gaining. It goes on to define a labor
organization as “ any organization of
any kind . . . in which employees
participate and which exists for the
purpose . . . of dealing with employ
ers concerning grievances, labor dis
putes, wages, . . . or conditions of
work.” A labor organization need not
be a highly structured union.
Congress, in its definition of a labor
organization and interstate commerce,
has applied a broad interpretation.
Hence, the scope of operations of the
bars in San Francsico clearly falls
within the realm of the collective bar
gaining process with the accompany
ing protection of Federal labor laws.
Therefore, the fear of loss of job in an
organization attempt is unwarranted
and without basis. The employers are
well-aware of their resppnsibilities in
collective bargaining and would be
foolish and ill-advised to engage in un
Family Conference

(Continued from front page)
more.”
Pratt, a Reagan delegate to the Re
publican Convention and executive
director of the Gun Owners of Amer
ica, also charged that the conference
had been doomed by a Carter effort
to court gay voters.
"The Conference leaders didn’t
want a definition of the family that
would exclude homosexuals and that
told the whole story right there,” Pratt
said after leading some 40 delegates
in the walk-out.
“They wanted to make the definition
so that alternate lifestyles, homosexual
marriages, and adoption by homo
sexuals would be included without
mentioning them,” Pratt said. ” It’s
not hard to figure out why. The Pres
ident has been openly courting the
gay vote.
” lf the definition were to exclude
that group,” Pratt stated, “that alien

fair or illegal labor practices.
As to the options outlined in Part 2
of this series, the first, an informal or
ganization is clearly ruled out. This
structure exists within the Tavern Guild
since both employers and employees
are members. Unfortunately, the power
of the employers reduces any beneficial
mutual exchange to a level of absurdity.
There would be no “ good faith” bar
gaining, and no force of law to uphold
the terms of any agreement.
Option 3, to join an existing union,
would be a viable alternative if not
for the myriad of differences that exist
between the straight and gay bar work
ing environments. In the interest of
uniformity, a contractual arrangement
organized by an outside union would
be unacceptable.
The existing unions and the so-called
“ workers’ movements” have ignored
the labor situation in the gay com
munity for too long. Would any sudden
interest be clearly interpreted as an
interest in the worken themselves? Or,
would it be viewed as an expansion of
an existing power and financial base?
Clearly the latter. The community as
a whole would regard this as an intru
sion into sacred territory. This is an
internal problem; one to be resolved
from within. And without the support
of the community, any organization
attempt would fall fiat on its face.
The intrusion of an existing union
would potentially yield 2000 or more
additional rank and file for that unipn.
When dues are taken into considera
tion (upward of $300,000 per year) the
enticement becomes even more evident.
And what guarantees would there be
that these funds would be directly
allocated to the gay members?
There is also the question of Health

& Welfare Funds and Pension Plans.
Would these be tailored to the needs of
the gay membership? Or would a Xerox
copier provide a plan that is insufficient
for and inconsiderate of the gay
members?
Outside interference has already
begun; it must be checked.
The only alternative is an organiza
tion formed by and for the particular
needs of gay bar employees. There is
no other way that will win acceptance.
Organized labor, as it currently exists,
does not command the respect of a
large segment of the gay community.
The image that is conjured up is one of
cement booties and corrupt pension
funds.
This is the golden opportunity for
gays to give organized labor a new
credibility; to begin from scratch with
the abundant resources of an informed,
responsive, and in-touch community
that are available for the asking. These
resources are not the exclusive domain
of existing labor organizations. They
are everywhere in the gay community.
One need only seek them out and pick
their brains for the best strategy.
The processes and legalities of form
ing a labor organization are not com
plex. The benefits to the membership
and to the community at large are im
mense. To see such a potemially influ
ential socio-economic base siphoned
off would be a cardinal sin.
The questions of where, when, and
how to insure employee rights have
been bantered about these pages for
the last several weeks. The answer; are
simply here, now, and from within.
Interested persons should contact
me for more information. An informa
tional meeting is tentatively scheduled
for the first week in July. Call 8642839 for details.

ates that voting bloc, and Anderson
is waiting to pick them up.’’
Pratt charged that the final result
was a Carter effort to veer the Con
ference away from any definition of
the family, so that “ pro-family” dele
gate would not take offense.
“ If he has something open for the
homosexual political position,” Pratt
said, “ he is going to lose the people
who put him over the top in 1976.
It turned out to be a very difficult
political problem for him. They are
very sensitive about that issue, they
Want that support, but they don’t want
to jeopardize the traditional family
support. He wants to be all things to
all people.
“ 1 can’t for the life of me figure
out why a politician would go after
that vote,” Pratt said, “ but he is doing
it all the same.”
In all, only eight openly gay dele
gates were among the 671 attending the
Baltimore conference, the first of three
to be held nationwide. Those delegates

were from New Hampshire, Connecti
cut, Massachusetts, D.C., New York
and Pennsylvania.
In opening day workshops, that
attitude set the tone, and neither gay
delegate nor fundamentalists were able
to win support for definitions of fam
ily which they found satisfactory.
For conservative delegates, how
ever, the inability to win complete sup
port for their position was an un
acceptable challenge to traditional
family values. The challenge had been
strengthened the first night when Betty
Friedan, the noted feminist, addressed
a delegate meeting and encouraged
them strongly not to withdraw from
issues such as ERA and abortion,
losing the war before the battle.
Gay and lesbian delegates were both
surprised and delighted at the final
outcome, but most said the greatest
gain had come from working within
the conference structure with other
delegates and discussing gay concerns
within a broad context.
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quests for speakers would be consid
ered. ” We have received no specific
requests from anybody,” he remarked.
Some lesbians who have been in
volved in the organizing of the parade
since the outset strongly denounce
charges that the parade committee has
inadequately reached out to the lesbian
community.
” I honestly feel women’s needs are
being reached,” said Carole Fitzgibbon, committee treasurer, at a recent
steering committee meeting. She urged
those present “ to work as a cohesive
unit without fighting and backstabbing.”
Nevertheless, the parade will go on.
There will be twice as many floats as
last year, with Sharon McKnight and
Sylvester performing from the top of
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two of them. The Leather and Levi
Club of Phoenix, Arizona will also be
represented by a float. A contingent of
10(X) gay men and women will be.arriving from Denver to march in the
parade.
In keeping with the festival atmos
phere planned for this year’s celebra
tion there will also be four carnival
rides.
’’The reason why 1 wanted to be co
chair,” said Fournier, “is that I love
the parade, it’s like Christmas in
June, the one day in the year when I
can see all of us in our various and
sundry forms having a good time.
“ And every single person who is
haranguing and threatening us, I want
to see them, too. Because the parade
is for everyone.”
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Pam Hethinger, the woman who de
signed the float.
The committee is also soliciting orig
inal women’s music to broadcast from
the float as it moves along the parade
route.
Fundraising efforts to finance the
only women’s entry in the parade have
been ongoing; and next Wednesday
before the general meeting at the Fort
Mason construction site the committee
will hold a Spaghetti Feast at Kite’s.
For more information about what
you can do to support and participate
in this highspirit^ community effort,
contact the Bay Area Women’s Float
Committee at 652-4401, ext. 604.
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(San Francisco) On Pier 3, at Fort
Mason, from June 16 thru July 1,
members of the Bay Area Women’s
Float Committee will be busy hammer
ing, welding, and fluffing 86 dozen
flowers for their entry in San Fran
cisco’s Gay Freedom Day Parade.
“ Women who saw our float last year
were so proud and pleased, we decided
to do it again,” said Nividita Glace,
chairwoman of the committee.
Assisted by women’s businesses like
Vivoli’s, Kite’s, Maud’s, Amelia’s,
and Daybreak, the committee is hard
at work creating this year’s entry.
“ At this point we could use help
.with the actual construction,” said

for the San Francisco Bay Area
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The Parade Committee, despite
plans for the elimination of political
speechmaking from the Gay Freedom
Day Celebration, has issued last minute
invitations to John Anderson, Ted
Kennedy, Walter Mondale and Ronald
Reagan. Parade Committee Co-chair
Bruce Goranson said the appearance
of national political leaders would help
’’legitimize” the gay movement, and
attract more widespread media at
tention.
It was not certain at pfess time which,
if any, of the politicians would respond
favorably to the invitation.
Governor Jerry Brown has pro
claimed the last full week in June as a
statewide Gay Freedom Week. Parade
organizers expect one of the largest
events ever, with floats and contingents
from many parts of California and the
nation.
Controversy around the function
procedures of the Parade Committee
erupts annually as Gay Freedom Day
draws near. The focus of this year’s
dispute involves a decision of the
Celebration Committee to allot no
time for political speechmaking at the
post-parade rally.
That decision was ratified by a vote
of the general membership of the
parade committee. ” By far the biggest
group of general people do not want
speakers,” said Goranson. “ People
don’t even come to the celebration site
because of the speakers.”
Men and women dissatisfied with
that parade committee decision have
threatened to "storm the stage” the
day of the celebration. Unsuccessful
attempts have been made to convince
scheduled entertainers to renege on
their commitments.
Parade committee detractors have
attempted to organize an economic
boycott of commercial booths at the
celebration site. Parade Committee
co-chair Amy Fournier dismissed the
proposed economic boycott as “ piddlyshil.”
According to Goranson, most of the
píen and women involved in the at
tempts to disrupt the. smooth opera
tion of the parade are “ a group of
people who lost elections in the begin
ning and now they want to do it in.
they have never contributed positive,
supportive energy to the organizing
of this parade.”
In fact, Goranson has stated several
times to the general membership of the
Parade Committee that individual re-
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Supervisors Pass Tough
Rent Bill

SPORTS

Measure Needs Mayoral
Approval to Become Law

by John Schrock
The Board of Supervisors voted by
a narrow margin to approve a contro
versial package of rent control legis
lation this week. Supervisor Harry
Britt called the bill “ the best piece of
housing legislation in the state of
California.“
The measure ends vacancy decontrol,
a provision of the current law which
exempts vacant apartments from rent
control guidelines. Tenant activists
claim vacancy decontrol motivates
landlords to evict tenants in order to
evade the 7 ^ ceiling on rent increases
applicable to continuously occupied
apartments.
The rent increase allowed for vacant
apartments will now be determined by
the length of occupancy of the previous
tenant. If the last tenant lived in the
apartment for two years or less, the
rent can be raised only 7V».
But a landlord can add an extra S<7o
increase for each year, in excess of two
years, that the apartment was continu
ously occupied. For example, if the
previous tenant lived Five years in the
now vacant apartment, the landlord
could charge a new tenant a rent inBay Area Boxing and Fight Club members Marty Orlando (left)
and J.P. Raeburn spar at a recent boxing exhibition. On Friday,
June 20 the Club will sponsor a boxing and wrestling exhibition
at the I-Beam, 9 PM -2 AM.
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Rick Basackar won the Mr. Western USA contest held last
in Carmel, California.
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Big Brothers
Win Court Case

The right of the Big Brothers organ
ization to ask prospective “ big
brothers” whether they are homosex
ual has been upheld by the Minnesota
Supreme Court.
The case arose when Gary Johnson,
in his application to the organization,
named a well-known local gay rights
spokesman as a reference. When asked
by the organization if he were gay,
Johnson stated that he was.
Johnson contended in his suit that
the Minnesota Civil Rights Ordinance
which forbids discrimination on the
basis of “affectlonal preference” pro
hibited such questioning.
Johnson further claimed that the Big
Brother organization was prohibited
by the ordinance from disclosing his
sexual orientation to the parents of
potential “ little brother.”
I theRejecting
Johnson’s claims, the
court noted that every potential big
brother was subject to questioning on
I any
important aspect of his lifestyle
which differed from what the parents
might regard as normal.
I The court concluded that since Big
Brothers had a legitimate objective in
inquiring into the applicant’s sexual
month
preference, to then inform the parents
of the same-sex preference would only
be a violation of the Civil Rights
Ordinance if actual discrimination
could be shown.
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Gay Rights Plank
(Conlin ued from front page)
tive. “What I see is that the major can
didates are recommending planks to
the Platform Committee, which in my
opinion is already disposed to a gay
rights plank. Both leaders are making
recommendations that there be an
outreach to the gay community and
there be an inclusion of a plank.
“We have to have some assurance
that it will be carried out in some
specifics,” Andelston added. “ I feel
very positive that this signal on the
plank is a signal that there will be
more to come to follow it up. In the
end, we have to just wait and see
about certain things, but we’ll be in
there fighting all the way.”
“As an advocate, it’s insufficient,”
said Virginia Apuzzo, a New York
Platform Committee piember. “ As a
politician, it is a foot in the door. My
sense is that what they’ve said is okay.
This is our cue from the Carter people
that they recognize the issue in the
Platform Committee. Now it’s up to us
to push it to its logical conclusion.”
Carter campaign leaders, in talks
before and after the presentation, also
sought to leave the door open to gay
leaders to push for specific recommen
dations, including support for the
Congressional gay rights bill, an end to
immigration policy barring gays, and
possibly an executive order demand.
“ We’d already decided to take a
firm position,” said David Rubenstein,
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crease amounting to 22^.
The landlord is required to furnish
prospective tenants with the rental his
tory of the unit in question, including
amount of rent paid, and duration of
each tenant’s occupancy.
Another important feature of the
new bill requires landlords to obtain
permission from the Rent Control
Board before raising rents above the
legal ceiling. Under cunent law, a
landlord can raise rents as high as he or
she pleases—tenants are simply given
the opportunity to file an appeal of
rent increases above the established
guidelines.
Under the new measure, the city
Real Estate Department will also be re
quired to notify tenants of any land
lord’s application for rent increases
above the ceiling. The notice will in
form the tenant of the proper mech
anism for filing an objection to the
proposed increase.
TTiis tough, but complicated, legis
lation is the brainchild of Supervisor
Doris Ward. Ward caused the failure
of an even stricter measure sp>onsored
by Supervisor Britt earlier this year,
when she demanded Britt buy her vote
by supporting the controversial sewer
program.
Britt’s refusal to succumb to Ward’s
a top advisor to Stuart Eisenstadt.
“ We’re going to have to take a look
at what might be proposed, but we’re
willing to take a look at what comes
up through the Platform process. Our
mind is not closed.
“We think it ought to be something
realistic that the whole party can be
behind it on,” Rubenstein said, pre
dicting that “it’s a good likelihood”
that the Platform Committee will add
specific recommendations.
Carter campaign strategist Marty
Franks, who has been responsible for
defining party issues likely to be chal
lenged by Reagan and Anderson in the
election, also suggested additional
changes might be acceptable.
“We think it’s a major step,” Franks
said, “but there’s also a recognition
that there are a few other things we
could do that would help.”
The strongest recommendation for
specific action came as expected from
the Kennedy campaign, which told
Platform Committee members that
Senator Kennedy endorsed a plank
calling for an executive order and gay
rights legislation.
“Senator Kennedy has a number of
times in the camptaign stated that he is
committed to the inclusion in the Party
Platform of a plank which relates to
the issues of discrimination against
Americans on the basis of sexual orien
tation,” Kennedy advisor Peter Edelman told the hearing.
’’That plank, as he has said, would
include a commitment to both the
executive order and to legislation which
would deal with issues of discrimina
tion in relation to employment and to

pressure resulted in the failure of his
bill. Ward then came up with her own
rent control plan, and has struggled
for the past month to make it accept
able to a majority on the Board of
Supervisors.
Supervisors in favor of the rent con
trol legislation are John Bardis, Harry
Britt, Ella Hill Hutch, Carol Ruth
Silver, Nancy Walker and Doris Ward.
The bill must pass a pro forma
second hearing next week and then will
need the Mayor’s signature to become
law. Mayor Feinstein is a landlady her
self, and it is unclear whether she will
agree to sign the bill.
Dissenting Supervisor Louise Renne
said of the measure, “ We’re going to
regret this whole thing.’’ She predicted
“ a big uproar when the voters realize
what’s coming down.” Renne’s con
stituents reside in affluent Pacific
Heights.
Supervisor Don Horanzy claimed
the measure will create an unman
ageable bureaucracy, which he said will
serve as “ a retirement fund for attor
neys and accountants.”
Other features of the new bill include
a clause requiring landlords to obtain
the necessary building permits before
evicting tenants in order to renovate
an apartment. Landlords will also be
required to pay one month’s rent to
any tenant evicted through no fault of
the tenant.
In other housing action taken re
cently by the Board, a six-block area
centering on Castro and 18th Streets
was officially rezoned to prevent
further conversion of second story
dwellings into commercial use. Britt
said he favored this legislation in order
to preserve some low-cost housing in
the Castro area.
issues relating to housing and imple
mentation of government programs,”
said Edelman.
Formal language endorsed by Ken
nedy as a draft plank may be intro
duced at next week’s hearing, Kennedy
campaign officials said.
National Convention Project director
Tom Bastow and Mary Spottswood
Pou, who have coordinated local
efforts to form a national lobby for
platform support, said that Kennedy
and Carter positions provided the best
opportunity they have had for winning
support of a major political party.
“ It’s a major step forward,” said
Bastow. “The President’s statement
represents the first time than an incum
bent President has spoken out for the
rights of gay Americans. This time
they’re supporting us. I think the
process is moving.”
Pou, along with other gay Platform
members, emphasized the process still
requires a strong effort from local
groups to influence Platform mem
bers over the next two weeks.
“We’ve got support from both cam
paigns,” Pou said. “ The stronger we
lobby the Platform Committee during
the month of June, the greater the
likelihood we will get some action. ’’
Bastow and Pou, as well as Krause
and other Platform members, specifi
cally sought to encourage gay rights
supporters to contact Platform Com
mittee members.
Platform members will ‘continue
hearing testimony, including support
for gay rights, in public hearings during
the next several days. A draft plat
form will be debated and voted upon
by June 24th.
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Russian River Resorts
Report Increased Qay Patronage
»

by H.Loub
The chilled night air and banks of
morning fog are sure signs that summer
has arrived in San Francisco. But at
Russian River, hot nights and a heat
wave mark another style of summer’s
start.
The River resort area is only 75
miles north of the City, but for the
weather difference on most June days,
you would be sure that you were
headed south. San Franciscan gays and
lesbian^ have traveled there for several
years for weekend tans. Redwood
trails and quiet escapes by canoe.
But now the word is out. Recogni
tion by the national press has launched
the River as one of America’s newest
major gay resorts. Resort owners are
reporting record numbers of early res
ervations for rooms—some had
Memorial Day weekend booked six
weeks in advance.
The change of character in Guerneville is noticable to vacationers who
haven’t been to the River since last
summer—new buildings and fresh
paint jobs in the business district, and
foundation-to-ceiling renovations of

many resorts, in many cases by new
gay owners.
Instead of an ice cream parlor,
there’s an ice cream ‘parlour.’ "There’s
a new bank on one end of town and
on the other, end, a new set of buildings
at the corner of Main and Armstrong
Woods Road.
The new businesses replaced a scar
that testified to Che battles dividing
the small community for more than a
decade—the charred remains of the
historic Louvre building, burned by
arsonists in November, 1977, in a
reported attack against hippies and
gays.
The face lift was just in time as the
River got national press, including
Newsweek, which gave space to the gay
trend among vacationers and real
estate buyers.
Conservative estimates of the num
ber of gay-owned resorts now range
from one-fourth to one-half of the
approximately 20 in Guemeville alone.
Until recently, only one resort—
Fife’s—specifically listed itself as a
gay-owned resort, “where gay and
straight people can relax together,”
according to listings in the Chamber
of Commerce.
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The Rodeo Is not without its own brand of camp. Among other notable clowning was a
drag act complete with water balloons which exploded right on schedule.
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The action was hot last weekend at the Russian River Rodeo in Guemeville. Despite a display of
bad taste in gay jokes over the mike, most gays enjoyed the fast-paced show in the arena.

Good News for Gays & Lesbians
P.O. Box 11353 — San Francisco, CA. 94101

FORD

Now new owners are openly listing
gay ownership and soliciting gay
clientele. The Hexagon House, one of
the elite resorts in the area popular
with gays, has opened a new gay night
club called The Woods, which has al
ready featured performers Sharon
McKnight and Etta James, in a mix
with disco and rock dancing.
Among notable changes in owner
ship are Russian River Lodge, High
land’s Resort, Rainbow Cattle Com
pany and Ram’s Inn, a totally new
guesthouse.
Soon to be added to the list making
the switch will be River Club, to be
come the Sundog Saloon; Dino’s
Resort, to become the River Village;
and Symposium at Guemeville, already
largely gay, which will reportedly be
come the Willows.
Despite the number of new resorts
and bars, the old standbys of Fife’s,
Rusty Nail, Fern Grove, Wildwood
Ranch and Village Inn all report excel
lent business trends already this season.
All resort owners are urging visitors
to book reservations early to avoid
disappointment, and the hot tip is that
many offer weekday discounts right
through the summer months to en
courage local visitors on days off.

Etta James made her own kind of music last weekend at The
Woods, a new gay nightclub at the Russian River. Her act continues
this weekend Ihrough Sunday. Etta’s open, get-down style initially
offended some locals, but they retgmed to give her a packed house
on Locals’ Night, a sure sign of changes in Guemeville.

Anita Bryant • Pope John Paul II • Jerry falwell
* * * all say God will bum you for gay acts. God is not such a
monster as these presumptuous humans would have you believe.
For the recorded truth abool this call 415-861-7646
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FRIDAY, JUNE 13
Gay Dating Game airs on Cable
Channel 25 this evening at 8 pm,.JHost
for the program is Bonnie Eiger.
SATURDAY, JUNE 14
5 am. The Gay Life, KSAN-FM—
Gay psychiatrists come out. Clinical
and ethical issues. Host, Randy Alfred.
(Repeats I am Sunday night/Monday
morning.)
The Santa Cruz 6th Annual Lesbian
& Gay Pride Week activities, with:
11-3 pm, Self-Defense and Movement
workshop at Louden Nelson Commu
nity Center; 11-1, Racism Workshop,
7-9, Women Take Back The Night
Rally, County Building Steps. Speakers
and music. Women Take Back The
Night March, 9 pm. Women only!
Parade and celebration on Sunday.
Assemble at 11:30 behind Penney’s
(Cathcart and Cedar). March begins
at 1 pm SHARP. Bring signs, friends,
family!
Lovestyles, Cable 6, SF—Guest Jo
ann Gardiner Loulan discusses Les
bian Relationships, 10 pm.
MONDAY, JUNE 16
Sam Rubin and “ Piano Madness.”
The Network Coffeehouse, 1036 Bush
St., S.F. at 8 pm. $1.989-6097.
TUESDAY, JUNE 17
Great Outdoor Adventures Coffee
House. View slides of past trips, sip
coffee & tea, plus meet other outdoorsy folks. 433 Waller, 7:30 pm.
$2.50/members, $3.50 non-members.
621-5336.
“ How to find the right job.'* The
Network Coffeehouse, 1036 Bush, S.F.
at 8 pm. $1 unemployed, $2 employed.
Phone 989-6097 or 861 -0755.
Verdant Garden and Barren Land
scape, slides of the California desert by
Derby Blake at the Network Coffee
house, 1036 Bush, S.F. at 8 pm.
Donation. 989-6097.

n .

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18
Great Outdoor Adventures Palo Alto
coffee house. Call 621-5336 for details.
THURSDAY, JUNE 19
“Art, Pornography and Censorship”
is the topic of the Radical Women
meeting, 7:30 pm. Held at Small Press
Traffic, 3841B 24th St. (near Church).
$1 donation. Call 824-1497 or 922-4799
for info.
Lecture/slides: Politics, Prisons,
Money & Allernatlvcs to Cages: Com
mittee Against More Prisons at 8 pm.
The Network Coffeehouse, 1036 Bush,
S.F. Donation. 989-6097.
“ L.A. or Bust.” San Francisco Gay
Freedom Day Marching Band & Twirl
ing Corps fund-raiser at the Trocadero Transfer, 8 pm. Tickets available
at the door, $10. 864-0326 for further
information.

FRIDAY, JUNE 20
KSAN-FM 95. 5 am. The Gay Life.
Host Randy Alfred with guest Edmund
White, author of States of Desire:
Travel in Cay America. (Repeats 1 am
Sun. night/Mon. morning.)
The Independent Music Makers’
Guild, 8 pm. The Network Coffeehosue. 1036 Bush, S.F. $2 donation.
989-6097.
Join Great Outdoor Adventures raft
ing down the Merced River. Call 6215336 for details. (Fri./Sat.)
Great Outdoor Adventures goes to
Yosemite at group campsite away from
busy valley floor. 621-5336 for details.
(Fri./Sat./Sun./Mon.)
SATURDAY, JUNE 21
Free occupational health workshop
for garment workers to be offered at
the Telegraph Hill Neighborhood Cen
ter, 660 Lombard in S.F. From 10 am
to 2 pm, will be in both English and
Chinese.
Great Outdoors and Sports Locker
present a “ Jock-Hop” and Mr. Cali
fornia Great Outdoors contest at 5:30
pm sharp at Studio One in L.A.
Tickets available at every major gay
business in Californa: $4 advance,
$5 door.
Summer Solstice Celebration for the
Progression of Project Artaud, a ware
house artists’ cooperative. 8 pm in
Artaud’s theatre, 450 Florida St., near
17th St. in S.F. Top Bay Area rock
artists, cabaret acts, video shows, per
formances, beer and wine garden. $5.
Advance tickets include $2 refreshment
coupons. Write: Project Artaud, 499
Alabama St., SF 94110 or calL552-^14.
TUESDAY, JUNE 24
Great Outdoor Adventares Womens
Division meeting. Join in planning of
women-only camping trips. 1914 Fil
bert, S.F. 7:30 pm. Call 621-5336 for
details.
“ Prayers of Harmony,” two artists
from India’s music and movement, 8
pm at the Network Coffeehouse, 1036
Bush, S.F. $1,989-6097.
THURSDAY, JUNE 26
“ Live to Work, Work to Live?”
S.F. Young Adult Network, 8 pm at
the Network Coffeehouse, 1036 Bush,
S.F. Donation. 989-6097 for more info.
Drummer Magazine and S.F.’s
Trocadero Transfer present the 1980
Mr. South of Market Contest. 9 pm,
lasts until dawn, kicking off the S.F.
Gay Pride Weekend. Tickets will be
'•7.50 with no membership restrictions.
Further information: John W. Rowberry, 864-3456.
FRIDAY, JUNE 27
Gay Freedom Disco Cruise. Embark
from Pier 1, to the left of the Ferry
Building. 9 pm departure, return at
1 am. Tickets $16 (including one free
drink, hors d’oeuvres, free drawings)
and available at Headlines on Polk
and Castro.

HEADSPACE

ON LIVE

ON CALL

EVENTS

by Jim Boland, Ph.D. and Alan Sable, Ph.D.

Amyl and Butyl Nitrite

with Randy Alfred

Thomas P. Lowry, M.D.

Head Space Is a new feature o f the
Sentinel, designed to help gay people
deal with persona! issues. We want to
provide support, understanding and
helpful Information to those who are
trying to maximize their growth and
happiness.
From years o f working with our
community we are aware of the diffi
cult Issues many of us face. We art
also aware o f the tremendous chances
for love, fulfillment, growth and cre
ativity that the gay world offers.
As two gay men. we wUI not presume
to adequately address the needs of
lesbians, but hope that the content of
this column will be of Interest and use
to many women in our community.
In responding to your Individual
letters we hope to address issues that
are community-wide. Our readers ate
encouraged to send us their questions,
comments and concerns.
Dr. Boland is Director of Mental
Health at the Pacific Center, a gay
mental health service In Berkeley.
Dr. Sable is a member of the Pacific
Center Mental Health Advisory Board
and an 'editor o f the Journal of Homoscxnnlity. Both also maintain gayoriented private counseling practices.
To contact Hend Spnee, write Jim
Boland at 1466 Hopkins, Berkeley,
94702 or Alan Sable at 2223 Lincoln
Way. S.F., 94122.

Assistant Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, U.C. Davis

times a week. Sixty-Five percent re
ported bad effects from amyl or butyl
nitrite, mostly following very heavy
use. Unpleasant effects involved head
ache (35%); nasal irritation (10%);
temporary loss of erection (5%); diz
ziness (5%); and coughing (4%). Most
respondents found the negative effects
improved promptly with abstinence.
Women tended to enjoy the increase in
total body perceptions, but reported
some inhibition of the final attainment
of orgasm.
Dr. Edward Swenson, a pulmonary
specialist, studied the lung function of
20 men who used an average of four
poppers a day for the past seven years.
There was no evidence of lung damage.
The cerebral effects of amyl nitrites
have been studied for over 80 years.
There is an increase in cerebral blood
flow, an increase in cerebrospinal fluid
pressure flow, and an increase in brain
volume. There is a release of anti
diuretic hormone from the posterior
pituitary. The tremor of Parkinson’s
disease, the progression of a migraine
attack and the biliary colic of a gall
stone attack are all relieved, tempo
rarily, by amyl nitrite. It is not known
if cerebral oxygenation is changed.
Brain waves, as measured by EEG,
show mild alerting following amyl
nitrite. Brain stem potentials, usually
very stable, show brief but remarkable
changes with inhalation.
In brief, the nitrites are used to en
hance pleasure through a rapid, brief
psychedelic effect. Blood pressure
drops, heart rate accelerates and arter
ies dilate. Brain blood flow increases;
there are definite, brief brain function
changes, not well understood. Heavy
usage causes headache and temporary
nose-throat irritation. As far as we
know, no one has died from it. The
margin of safety seems wide.

Last year, over 250 million recrea
tional doses of amyl ancf butyl nitrite
were sold. The States of Connecticut.
California, Massachusetts and Wiscon
sin have moved to ban the nitrites.
What are their uses? How do they
work? How dangerous are they?
Amyl nitrite (“ The Prince of Pop
pers” ) is a prescription drug used occa
sionally in treating heart disease and
cyanide poisoning. Isobutyl nitrite is
sold as a “ room odorizer” under many
trade names: Rush, Bolt, Locker
Room, Dr. Bananas, Cum, Heart-On,
Aroma of Men and Ambush. When
inhaled, both chemicals cause a drop in
blood pressure, rapid pulse, blushing,
and a spaced-out feeling. These effects
last about 90 seconds. When inhaled
just before orgasm, the user may have
an experience which is “ astonishing,
cosmic, beyond words, like being God,
a come that lasts forever.” In addition
to its use in all aspects of sexuality (it’s
a great favorite during fisting) it is also
widely used at the discos.
The author has done several studies
of the nitrites. A mail survey of 3065
emergency room physicians, registered
with the AMA, yielded 605 replies.
None had seen a nitrite death; 13 had
seen one or more E.R. visits involving
volatile nitrites, none serious. The
same survey was sent to 213 forensic
pathologists (mostly in Coroner’s Offi
ces): 47 replied and none had seen a
volatile nitrite death.
The author has spent two years try
ing to track down amyl nitrite deaths.
So far, none has been proven. Consid
ering the vast amount of amyl and butyl
nitrite consumed since it was introduced
by Dr. Brunton in London in 1867, it
seems to be hard to kill yourself with it.
In a survey of 255 nitrite users, the
average respondent was age 30 and had
been using for six years, two or three
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Law C lin ic

A Gay Community Law Clinic will
be sponsored next Wednesday as part
of a massive effort by the Bar Associ
ation of San Francisco to bring legal
services and education on legal rights
to the public during next week’s ob
servance of Community Law Week.
Lesbians and gay men will be able
to meet with laywers to discuss legal
problems, including questions of em
ployment discrimination, dissolution
of gay relationships, and landlord
tenant disputes.
The clinic will be held on Wednes
day, June 18, at 150 Eureka St., second
floor, from 7:30 to 9:30 pm.
Questions about the forum may be
directed to Rick Johnson (621-3900) or
Susan Bailey (775-6262).

DERE GO DA PREZ: Jerry Ford ad
dresses the Pacific Coast Builders
Association in Civic Auditorium at
2 P.M. on Sunday, June 29. That’s
right. The Gay Freedom Day Cele
bration will be in full swing right out
side the place.
What's the ex-president think of us?
Who knows? He opposed the Briggs
Initiative in 1978 but was recently re
ported to have pledged to raise a million
dollars for Nelson Bunker Hunt’s
“ Here’s Life World” billion-buck
Christian crusade.

TAXING THE IMAGINATION:
C.P.A John Middlebrook points out
that under a recent series of tax court
decisions, it’s possible for you to claim
a $1000 deduction for a non-related
dependent cohabitant who earned less
than $1000 and for whom you pro
vided more than half the support in the
tax year. That’s provided the relation
ship does not violate state <jr local laws.
Since gay marriages are against the
express public policy of this state,
claiming marriage would probably hurt
your standing in this instance. Cohabi
tation and private sexual acts between
consenting adults are not illegal in
California, so you may use the deduc
tion for roommates and bedmates.
But isn’t there a better name for
'live-in lover? Well, the two tax cases
involved are Turnipseed and Shackel
ford. So, you could call that special
friend your ‘shackelmate.’
RIGHT TO DISCO? Texas judge Steve
Russell doubts it, but he ruled against
Austin’s Driskill Bar and Grill in a
discrimination case brought by gay and
lesbian couples who were asked to
leave the dance floor there in 1978.
Russell’s April 16 decision said that
disco music’s “ lack of artistic merit”
and disco dancing’s “ lack of affectional contact” are no more the issue
than the 1960s' lunch-counter sit-ins
were about “the quality of the cuisine
at Woolworth’s.”
The judge also rejected the Driskill’s
claim that its behavior did not violate
Austin’s 1976 gay rights ordinance be
cause it allowed neither heterosexuals
nor homosexuals to dance in same-sex
couples. Russell cited Loving v. Virginia
(namephreaks, rejoice!), a 1967 case
“ where it was argued—and rejected—
that an anti-miscegenation statute was
not racially discriminatory because it
applied to blacks and whites equally.'’
But the Driskill is now appealing its
conviction on two counts of discrim
ination. Local attorney Matt Coles
tried the case as special counsel to the
city of Austin last year, and if trip
expenses can be raised. Coles will act
as special prosecutor when the case is
heard again this summer.

METRO MADNESS: What a party!
Mixed crowd: disco and new wave.
Ken Maley’s production was not only
the first party in the Van Ness subway
station (and perhaps the last) but also
the first crowd of any sort in that
splendid underground hall. Drenching
the walls with music is the perfect
way to dedicate such a place. Archi
tect Howard Grant, who never envis
ioned such a use, was mighty pleased
himself.
Van Ness was better for the party
than Castro because its platform is in
the center, tracks on the side. Parked
LRV’s provided places to sit down and
be quiet, and that’s something most
often missing from our big bashes.
Muni and other city staff on the job
that night were also enjoying the party,
and that’s always a great sign. As for
the printed acknowledgements and the
many hassles involved in putting this
on, Harvey Milk United Fund co-chair
Dick Pabich remarked acidly: “Oh, we
didn’t thank the ones who gave us
trouble.”
No final money figures yet for the
benefit, but one of the agencies will
get fundraising use of an eight-day trip
to Hawaii for two. It wasn’t advertised,
but it wasn’t awarded either ’midst the
madness, Maley says of the erstwhile
doorprize.

ODDS AND ENDS: The Castro Street
Garage at number 557 has moved to
Valencia “to be near the parts houses,”
says owner Coy Madison. Madison still
owns the old building, and it’s “ very
possible” that it will be converted to
a mini-shopping-mall. . . . Back from
Mt. St. Helens, Jim Gordon says his
1800-mile round-trip and excursions
are the furthest he’s ever gone for a
piece of ash.

HERE COME DA JUDGE: Steve
Russell, the hero of the previous item,
will be in San Francisco in July for a
seminar called “ Equal Justice Under
Law.” Russell is one of four judges
and seven lawyers selected by the Na
tional Endowment for the Humanities
to attend the month-long program. It
will be taught by Mary Dunlap, for
merly of Equal Rights Advocates and
Gay Rights Advocates.
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There are no long waits, no delays, no excuses.

We receive and hold for pickup, or
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magazines, parcels. We receive
telegrams, parcels via U.P.S., etc.

$4.00.......................1 month
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“ All services are private and confidentiar’ 441-5622
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' A FULL MENU OF DINNERS
with prices beginning at

$4.95

Salad and Homemade Bread S3.95
Regular prices after 7 p m

All dinners include: A tureen of homemade soup,
a crisp green salad, fresh vegetable & hot fresh bread.
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• R ange Up 10 10 Feel
• W e W ill Train and
C e rlily You To Legally
Buy and Carry Tear
G as in ihe S la te of
C alifornia

Classes on Wednesday Nights
and Weekends 510-7th Street
Police Assn. Building
$35 includes the Tear Gas
Call for Reservations

5 8 7 -7 7 7 0
Department of Justice Certified

GAY LITERATURE BOUGHT
AND SOLD
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W ed
Sat
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THE WALT WHITMAN BOOKSHOP
1412 sutler st. • near franklin
771-9754 • san francisco

Barrish Bail Bond
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Jerry Barrish
^24 Hour CalL

CS52-2811A
869 Bryant St. • San Francisco
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Dear Head Space:
/ am a gay man who is seeing a
straight shrink. He claims to be very
liberal on the issue o f homosexuality,
yet I never fail to notice a feeling of
disconifort on his part when my issues
o f homosexuality are brought up by
me. He never brings the subject up
himse(f. When I ask him about this,
he turns the question back to me. Since
my gayness is an important part o f my
therapy at this lime. I ’m feeling stuck
about this. Any suggestions?
Be completely up front with your*
shrink. Tell him exactly what you’ve
told us and ask him to respond. If he
reflects back your conqem rather than
responding, tell him you insist on hear
ing his position on gayness if you are to
continue in therapy with him. In many
cases, the ” you’re-wondering-what-Ifeel-about-your-gayness” technique is
appropriate to therapy, but in this case
it’s not.
Somehow we tend to forget that
we’re not only patients when in ther
apy, but that we are also consumers.
As a consumer you have a right to in
formation about the product you’re
buying. In this case, your therapist’s
attitudes about your gayness relate crit
ically to the quality and appropriate
ness of the service you’ve contracted
for. You also have a right to know the
therapeutic goals your shrink has set
for you.
If he is willing to answer your ques
tions, listen for his possible hang-ups
and/or homophobia and then decide
whether you want to continue with
him. remembering that it’s totally ap
propriate to changé therapists if the
right chemistry isn’t there.
If he is unwilling to directly and
openly respond to your questions,
assertively tell him you can no longer
work wilt) him. We would strongly
recommend that if you do need to find
a new therapist, he out professionally
as a gay man. A list of gay therapists
in your area is available and can be
obtained by sending a self-addressed
envelope to one of the addresses listed
in the intro to this column.
Dear Head Space:
I have never experienced ‘passive
anal sex and I ’m qfraid to try. Should
I get over these feelings? How?
You should do nothing, sexually.
But if you are curious about this, or
any other form of sexual contact that
millions of people enjoy, then by all
means try to open yourself up (bad pun
intended). The first step for you would
be to get in touch with your fears.
What exactly might you be afraid of
regarding anal sex? ^ m e men’s fears
are of physical difficulties. They fear
injury or picking up some form of
V.D. or other infection. Others have
fears that are more psychological: that
they will lose their "manhood,” or
become subordinate to the “top man.’’
Try to assess and work through the
fears you have. Some may be elim
inated when you see, for example, that
“ being a man” has nothing to do with
enjoying anal intercourse. Other fears.

SUBSCRIBES

such as those of an infection, which
are more objective may remain, but
you can weigh these fears against your
desire to try a new, and for many, an
extremely pleasurable activity.
If you decide to go ahead, it would
be a good idea to do so with a loving
partner with whom you can share your
fears as well as your fantasies and
hopes about anal sex. If after experi
menting with anal sex you still don’t
enjoy it, finel Put your energies into
the forms of sex you do enjoy.
Excellent books that might answer
many of the medical and procedural
questions you might have about passive
anal sex are The Joy o f Gay Sex, and
Mem Loving Men.
Dear Head Space:
My lover has been doing a lot of
drugs lately: Quaaludes, MDA, Acid,
grass, you name it. He also drinks a
lot. I do drugs myself, but nothing
like him. He gets so ripped so often
that I ’m gelling worried. How should
I help him before it gets even worse?
The concern you feel for him can be
the greatest help. It’s easy to slip into
misusing drugs and sometimes really
hard to stop. But having a lover such
as you who is concerned can be a real
support. The first thing to do is to
tell your lover about your concern. It’s
important to do this in a clear and
open way.
Because a loved one’s drug abuse
can cause their partner considerable
pain, anger, frustration, worry and
fear, there is an understandable ten
dency for the partner to lash out and
attack the drug misuser—to make him
or her “ bad” or “wrong” when the
subject is finally broached. Don’t do
this! Share with your lover how you
feel but don’t blame him for these
feelings. Acknowledge them as yours,
and point out that their intensity is a
measure of your love for him.
Next, ask your lover how he feels
about how he currently uses drugs and
alcohol. Be prepared that he may feel
very differently than you do. It’s even
possible he genuinely feels O.K. about
how he is using alcohol and drugs. But
more likely he’s even more upset than
you, more frightened and confused.
Let him talk out his feelings,^ sup
portive and loving. Probe to s<t(e if he’s
interested in getting in contact with one
of the excellent drug and alcohol pro
grams available for gay men and
women in the Bay Area (see listing
below).
If he is willing to be part of such a
program, then the situation is on the
way to change. If he’s not (and for all
sorts of reasons many drug and alcohol
abusers resist these opportunities for
change), then it’s important for you to
realize two things: first, that you must
accept his decision (short of legal ac
tion, you can’t force someone to get
help—efforts by loved ones to do so
are almost always counter-productive),
and second, that you must find ways to
take care of the emotional difficulties
his not seeking help may cause you.
One way to do this is to join one of
the gay co-alcoholic/co-drug-abuser
groups listed below. Even if your lover
does decide to get professional help,
you would still benefit from such»a
group. As you are finding out, living
with and loving a person who abuses
alcohol and/or other drugs can be one
of life’s most upsetting experiences.
Getting help for yourself in dealing
with this situation is your prerogative
regardless of what your lover decides
to do. Further, in helping yourself to
cope with your lover’s drug and alco
hol abuse, you will probably also be
helping him—one of the main emphases
of co-alcoholic/co-drug-abuser groups
is understanding how to change pat
terns that abet a partner’s drug and
alcohol abuse.
Difficult, painful times probably lie
ahead for you and your lover as you
both struggle to overcome the situation.
But if you struggle together with love
and understanding, yours can be a re
lationship of great beauty and value.
Good luck I
Drug and Alcohol Programs:
Fort Help (S.F.) 864-4357
Project Eden (Hayward) 538-3818
Lavender Hill Mob (Oakland)
632-7741
Women’s Ale. Coalition (S.F.)
282-8900
Acceptance House (S.F.) 931-4994
Pacific Center has a program, as well
as 28 other programs listed at the
Switchboard. Call: 841-6224,10:(X)a.m.
to 10:00 p.m.

LETTERS
STAQNATED QAY COMMUNITY?

Editor,'

Are there other people out there, includ
ing some staff persons on ihe Sentinel,
who feel that the San Francisco gay com
munity is suffering badly from smugness
and stagnation?
If having lots o f sex with lots o f different
men on a constant basis brought fulfill
ment, we gay men should be the happiest
people in the Western world. But we aren't,
are we? In fact, I see and know more
unhappy gay men now than ever before in
my years in this city.
Obviously lots o f sex hasn't brought us
fulfillment. Obviously having great bodies
hasn’t brought us fulfillment. Obviously
setting fashion trends hasn't brought us
fulfillment. Obviously having no responsi
bilities to anyone except ourselves hasn’t
brought us fulfillment. Obviously being
able to hang out in the Castro and hug
and kiss and grope and fondle publicly
—mistakenly called Liberation by many—
hasn’t brought us fulfillment.
Shouldn’t we be dealing with this instead
o f bragging about "new areas o f sexual
freedom” which are largely empty? Maybe
we should concentrate on such things as
being more kind to each other. Vest Some
thing that simple. Or being less afraid of
women, especially lesbians. Or more ac
ceptance o f homosexual men who look and
act differently from most o f us. Maybe
giving some o f our time to non-homosexual
community causes, such as tutoring or
visiting/hdping old people. If each of us
100,000 homosexual men gave just an hour
a month to some cause, think what could
be done.
I realize that this may sound somewhat
reminiscent o f 1960's Haight-Ashbury
philosophy, but we do need to do some
thing other than sdf-indulge ourselves.
We ate so big on how wonderful we are
here in San Francisco that it camouflages
some real big flaws in our collective char
acter. I get tired o f feeling that I and most
o f my gay brothers are 16 years old emo
tionally. But all I need to do is go to a gay
bar and simply observe; or walk through
the Castro and this assessment seems
too true.
Please, whoever reads this and perhaps
reacts to it, don't write a letter comparing
us to straights or give some kind o f poppsychological apology or rationalization
for our inadequacies. It’s fine to have them
(inadequacies). I just think that in the 1980's
we ought to deal with them.
I’d love to have the Sentinel lead the way
with art work and interviews and articles
and opinions on the subject. It is a widely
read and respected paper because h doesn’t
put on intellectual airs nor does it conde
scend to its readers. Come on. Sentinel.
It’s great that the gay community fucks
and enjoys it—but give some leadenhip in
helping us realize more in our lives than
a constant quest for sex.

Lawrence Hoover

SPEAKERS ON QAY FREEDOM DAY

Editor,

With regard to this week’s “ Comments”
. column, will The Sentinel come to the aid
o f free speech as it thought itself to be
doing during the Cruising controveny, or
will wr again be previewing its quotation
by one o f our dailies, say, in a Scott Newhall piece where the complaint will this time
be o f “ screaming monkeys’’ in Civic Center
Plaza rather than on Market Street—to
all o f which The Sentinel will agree?
OuK speeches are important and ought
not to Ik eliminated because the zonkedout don’t hear them anyway. Many o f us
do, as do they—not only here, but across
the country and In other countries as well.
Political asides by MC’s cannot esury the
force o f statement by our spokespeople.
One clear cootideration emerges from the
murk o f reasons referred to by those in
transigent in thdr defense of this omission;
the difficulty o f selection at this time within
the constraints o f the celebration format.
Apparently the mechanism has not been
found, but this task cannot be postponed
until next year in view o f the issues which
confront ui today. Needed is no less than
something on the order o f a lesbian/gay
State o f the Union message. We will do no
service to our movement or our city by
buckling under the difficulty of this before
Parade Day.
A solution is more important than bands,
banners, balloons, and billboards. Those
interested not only in protesting the posi
tion o f the Parade Executive Committee,
but in seeking a solution should be present
at the Women’s Building this Sunday,
Jun elS th atJP M .

IMMIQRATION ISSUE

Editor,

JOB PROTECTION FOR QAY
BAR AND RESTAURANT EMPLOYEES

Editor,

I have often heard the old expression,
“You sometimes can't see the forest for the
trees." This seems to be a befiiiing descrip
tion o f the |>olitical leaders of the San Fran
cisco gay community who seem unable to
relate local issues o f our movement to the
national issues which plague our country
and thus thwart our movement today. I'm
referring to the nonexistent outcry of con
tempt and disgust over the recent reversal
of lutional administrative policy concern
ing the immigration of gays into the U.S.
I would like to hear from our local leaders
Ihe cry o f “ Usurper, Betrayer!" in regard
to the Carter administration and its policy
toward the gay Cuban and Haitian refugees.

Congratulations to Larry Di Rocco for
bringing to public attention a serious ill in
our community; that of job protection for
bar and restaurant employees.
It is time that these people exercise their
rights and freedom to organize as protected
by our government. It Is indeed lime to
fight this yet another form of discrimina
tion and abuse o f one of our community's
natural resources; its people who repre
sent it.
I hope that there is a serious effort at
organizing and that these employees will
give a hard listen to what can be done for
them. Seems we, as gay individuals, pull off
one mask only to find another one beneath.

For nearly 30 years a ban on visiting and
immigrating gays has been strictly upheld
but now, in anticipation of the November
elections. Carter and his bureaucracy have
decided to end the exclusion o f homosexu
als into this country and grant gay refugees
asylum. Now since President Carter needs
all the support and votes o f as many o f us
who will believe he is saving the Western
Hemisphere from Ihe evils o f Communism,
he suddenly reverses U.S. policy to a more
benevolent, humane position. Benevolent
despot, I would say!

H. Norman

I salute you on the sensitive and perfect
photo o f Anita Bryant which appears on
page one o f the May 30th issue.
She’s never looked belter!

Chris Lirely

Gay lobbyists have attempted to persuade
the Justice Department for the past year to
stop the discrimination against gays who
have sought passports and visas to enter
the U .S. But recently the current adminis
tration has had to face such political fauxpas as the resignation o f Secretary o f State,
Cyrus Vance, over the aborted rescue mis
sion to free the hostages in Iran, the failure
to halt the increasing economic recession at
home, Ihe insensitivity to human needs
which precipitated the Miami riots and the
bludgeoning threat of a sound Republican
victory in November. Carter seeks now to
appease our movement and react to our
heretofore unheeded outcry of human
rights in order to secure much-needed sup
port and confidence of the American people.

ATTACKS IN BUENA VISTA PARK

Editor,

Fortunately, however, our national legis
lators from California are on the ball.
Senator Alan Cranston and Representative
Anthony Beilenson have introduced a Con
gressional bill which seeks to end the dis
criminatory policies of the U.S. Department
o f Immigration and Naturalization. The
bill, which will be reviewed by the Select
Commission on Immigration and Refugee
Policy, will probably not, however, be
heard until March of '81!
Where are San Francisco's locally-elected
gay officials in publicly supporting the swift
and expedient passage o f this legislative
measure? Where are Ihe political leaders of
the gay community in denouncing this sud
den reversal of administrative policy as
nothing more than an otiportunisl’s ap
peasement to better his own cause? Where
are the Alan Cranstons o f San Francisco
politics?
Unless our local movement is able to
elevate itself to the heights of “ seeing
the forest for the trees" and elect gay city
officials who have insight and the ability
to relate to national issues, then we are
doomed to a city government that cannot
boost San Francisco’s gay community into
the political arena as a recognizable and
viable socio-economic force!

Jim L. Davidson

Editor,

RIDE THE MUNI

Over the past five years, MUNI has at
tempted to provide a Considerable amount
o f extra service for members of the gay
community traveling to and from the Gay
Freedom Day Parade & Celebration. This
year will be no exception. Twenty-five extra
buses will provide additional service on five
MUNI lines serving the gay community.
The Official Program for the Parade &
Celebration provides information on the
lines providing this additional service and
the houn o f service. I would like to take
this opportunity to encourage members of
the community to “ Ride the MUNI” to
and from the Parade and Celebration. Extra
Inspectors will be on duty to make sure
that service is provided when and where
needed.

Art Curtis

ANITA MESSES UP

Editor,

I am writing regarding the activities in
Buena Vista Park for the last nine days.
Approximately every afternoon around
three o'clock a group of four to five young
black boys, with two dogs, run into the
bushes and secluded areas waving sticks at
the men they see. Depending on the number
o f men they approach they will either come
at them with the slicks or just call out some
obscenities.
I have lived in my home across from
the park for the last three years (near the
hospital) and it is getting more and more
dangerous, even to go outside in front of
your own home.
Will it be necessary for the gays to
attack these boys or others who lake pleas
ure in causing trouble or harm to other
human beings? It is even getting dangerous
walking around the outside o f the park,
especially those who must walk their dogs
in the evening.
Every gay group in this and other cities
must get the support from their local gov
ernment and police to avoid these problems.
I also believe that massive lawsuits should
be begun againsi CBS for the misrepresen
tation on their program “ againsi” the gays
o f San Francisco.
I am withholding my name and address
for the protection of myself, tenants,
and home.

Editor,

. CLEAN UP THE PARADE

I have seen much publicity about the
upcoming Gay Day Parade.
Four or five years ago the Parade was
a Parade . . . it was fun and happy with
clean people, smiles, music, and floats with
care and attention behind them.
The Parade has deteriorated yearly.
Men in ragged levis so tripped out from
the night before they can hardly hold on to
the float; mean, musclebound lesbians rev
ving up their motorcycles (Dykes on Bikes);
the usual old drag queens doing absolutely
nothing amusing; crowds sesu’ching vainly
for color-fiair-Ievity-Iaughter.
Crowds alone do not a Parade make.
Yes, there are hundreds o f thousands but
they come to see something good. Lately,
the number attending has been the only
newsworthy comment.
Aren’t gays supposed to be clever? Orig
inal? Talented? We seem to think so, but
the Parade does not testify to these “ facts."
The only thing great about the Parade is
the Gay Day Marching Band (no, I’m not
a member and no, I don’t know anyone
who is) and the rest is heavy breasted
lesbians in brown sweatshirts, doing their
best to look as rough as possible (success!)
and men cleverly dressed in jeans and
T-shirts.
“ The eyes o f the world are upon us” . . .
what better publicity could we want??
Give us color, fun, music, fresh people—
they will convey our message.

Kurt Saxon

LEONTYNE PRICE REVIEW

Editor,

This letter is in response to your Classical
Music critic Anthony Weaver and his reveiw o f Leontyne Price at the Opera House.
As Mr. Weaver points out initially in his
review, he states that La Price has been
entertaining opera enthusiasts for more
than 25 years with her incredible instru
ment. I cannot agree more. But:
As for her not being known for varied
roles, let me point out that she began her
career with the now legendary revival of
Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess. After more
than 300 performances she went on to star
in the NBC Opera Company's production
o f Puccini’s rasco. Mozart's Die Zauberfloie and Mozart’s Don Giovanni. Then
San Francisco took her for Poulenc's
Diaglogues o f the Carmelites. She sang
Verdi’s Aida for the first time also in San
Francisco. Meanwhile Chicago got her
for Massenet’s Thais. She had also per
formed Barber’s Hermit Songs, their
premiere. Puccini’s Turandol (bllowed;
next came her debut at the Met with
Verdi’s // Trovatore. She next did Puccini's
Madama Butterfly and La Fanciulla del
West and added yet another new role in
Tchaikovsky's Eugene Onegin. Next fol
lowed a new Mozart part in Cost Fan tulle,
then 3 new Verdi heroines: Ernani, La
Forza del Deslino, and Un Bath in
Maschera. Puccini was turned to again with
the addition o f two more o f his operas:
Manon Lescaui and H Tabarro. La Price
chose Strauss' Ariadne auf Naxos for her
first excursion into his realm. If this is not
variation enough, let me also mention
Verdi's Fatstaff. Handel’s Julius Caesar,
Monteverdi's Coronation of Poppea and
Virgil Thomson’s Four Saints in Three Aas.
Her name should be associated with
Samuel Barber as he composed his opera
Anthony and Cleopatra with, her voice in
mind. And this same opera opened the new
Metropolitan Opera House, a most impor
tant honor. Not only did she create Ihe
title role, but it was written expressly with
her voice in mind, and she opened one of
the most important houses in the world.
La Price has been repeatedly described
as the ideal Verdi lyric soprano. “ No rival
has taken her place in the minds of operagoers” says Winthrop Sargeanl. As for her
program, I see no reason to tamper with a
sure thing. After all, this was a Pension
Fund Concert for our Orchestra. It was like
the orchestra's farewell performance to the
Opera House before they make their journey
across the street to the new Davies Hall.
As for La Price’s produciion of tone,
from my seat (7th row), I could not dis
cern any strain whatsoever. Her perform
ance in II Trovatore to quote our local
critic “ was astonishing in its legato com
mand, its ravishing tonal beauty and its
quality of expression. One could not only
hear every note in its place but, at certain
limes when Price hit a note that resonated
sympathetically in Ihe hall, also the over
tones." (LMichael Walsh, S.F. Examiner
3-19-80.) Speaking of Ihe same aria, critic
Heuwell Tircuit (S.F. Chronicle 5-20-80)
- said: “ the quality and eloquence of this
particular performance were astounding. It
literally stopped the concert. A standing
ovation followed, lasting 5 minutes or so.
A little taken aback. Price took her bows
graciously, and gestured to de Waart for
the concert to continue. But the audience
would have none o f it . . . they just kept
applauding and screaming."
More such wild enthusiasm continued
after her Pace, Pace aria. As for the Bellini
the intonation, as well as the tenderness of
expression were consummate. Her colora
tura was secure and her artistry, beauty o f
tone and timbre, and fiawness technique
ravished the ear and any doubt of her
authority. La Price's voice is at its apex.
Concerning her encores, how can one
possibly say they were blandly character
ized? One was a pleading prayer (Vissi
d'arte) I lived for art; Ihe other (lo son
I'umile ancella) I am the humble hand
maiden of the arts.
I have often thought of critics as frtisirated
musicians, but in the case o f Mr. Weaver,
I feel that he is not only frustrated but
sorely iq need o f professional help. He
must feel extremely disconsolate being Ih e
only person (out o f a full house) to have
disliked a most unforgettable and lavish
display o f musical virtuosity.

Steve Willis

Reid Condit

Editor,

METRO MADNESS
I

Just writing to thank everybody who
' worked on the “ Metro-Madness” party last
Saturday night. Finally some new music!
We had a great time.
Most o f the music in the clubs and bars
around here is so tired, mindless and
boring. D .J.’s used to push new music,
challenge the crowd. Now it’s usually just a
rehash o f “ Disco’s Greatest Hits.” If that’s
what you like—great.
But it’s nice to see there arc d.j.s
around who like and are playing new music.
Alan Robinson, for one, has been doing
great at the I-Beam Tuesday nights. There's
a lot o f good live musk around town, too.
If you're tick o f Ihe boredom, pester the
d.j.s for new music. Get 'em o ff their ass.
Or get off your ass and check out another
scene.
Thanks again for the party.

Bob Collins
Eric Dunk

C O R R E C T IO N

Credit was inadvertently omitted in
the last issue for the following: John
Anderson photo page 3 by Guy Corry;
the Lloyds photo page II by John
Gieske; Mark Bunyan photo page 22
by John Gieske; Thom Gunn article
page 26 by Steve Abbott and Thom
Gunn photo on same page by Robert
Pruzan.
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State Department Begins
Review of Hiring Policy

bv L *

it >

Bush

The State Department bar to hiring
homosexuals now appears to be the
first significant test of the Carter pledge
to extend protections for gays through
an “ agency by agency” review pro
cess, Washington officials said this
week.
State Department officials confirmed
that a re-examination of their policy,
a near flat-out bar on gays in the For
eign Service, was started this week. The
review was prompted both by earlier
State Department internal forces and a

new consideration that the State De
partment might fall under Carter’s
May 12 directive banning gay discrim
ination in federal employment.
"The question is under review,” a
State Department spokesman said. “ I
don’t know the consequences it would
have, but I’ll let you draw your own
conclusions.”
The first step in the current review.
State Department officials say, is to
determine whether the Foreign Service
is covered under the 1978 Civil Serv
ice Reform Act. While that law does
not explicitly deal with gay discrimina
tion. the Office of Personnel Manage

QUESTION
What do you think of the decision
not to have speakers at this year’s
Gay Freedom Day Parade?

Brandy, city worker: There
should be speakers because
I don’t think that a white
middle class male and a
white middle class female
can speak for all the issues
of the lesbian and gay com
munity, including Third
World and other people.

ment (OPM), charged with implement
ing it. has ruled that gays are protected
under provisions of "prohibited per
sonnel practices’’ involving non-job re
lated factors.
A May 12 directive told all affected
agencies that they must immediately
act to notify their employees of the
protections, and the State Department
would be expected to follow suit if
lawyers rule the Foreign Service is
covered.
Staff lawyers at both the House Post
Office and Civil Service Committee
and the Office of Personnel Man
agement indicated their reading of the

Eleanor, real estate agent:
I would miss Robin Tyler
very much. Even if people
don’t listen to every speaker
I think it’s a forum that is
needed once a year.

Lewin, unemployed: With
my experience at rallies, 1
agree that there shouldn’t
be speakers. They are
always long winded and
too pedantic.

Cindy, store manager:
I’m very upset about it.
There should be a lot of
speakers at the parade this
year. That’s the whole
point of it. It’s a celebra
tion of the gay community,
and there should be spokes
persons there.

act would not permit State to claim
that it is exempt. A quick resolution
of that question, they say, may be
important since Congress now is con
sidering the first formal reform of
State personnel practices in 25 years,
and that might be used to provide gay
protections if the earlier legislation
proved insufficient.
The State Department policy, offi
cials there noted, was based originally
on Congressional directives that “ sex
perverts’’ be treated as security risks,
a position since abandoned by most
federal agencies. Congress has taken
no action in the past decade to re
impose that requirement.
“ It is not considered a personnel
issue,” said Assistant Secretary of State
Robert Gershenson, “ but a security/
suitability question. I personally don’t
believe it is an illegal personnel action.
But we probably ought to look at it.
I’m dictating a note right now.”
White House officials reconfirmed
earlier pledges, in the face of the latest
developments, that they would directly
contact State Department officials to
insure that the review starts with the
assumption that gays should not be
subject to discrimination.
Lawyers involved in the review indi
cated any State Department decision to
continue its anti-gay policy, which has
resulted in several universities with
drawing from State Department recruit
ment programs, would be subject to
challenge by Carter’s Special Prose
cutor for personnel issues, an inde
pendent agency. That challenge could
be mounted by applicants as well as
current employees.
In an interview recently, State De
partment officials sought to justify
their policy by suggesting that homo
sexuals might not be suited by temperment to serve at remote U.S. embassy
posts. They claimed that several years
ago, a Foreign Service officer had
been murdered by a colleague at a U.S.
consulate in Africa, and that doctors,
looking at the body, had said it was
a “homosexual” murder because of
numerous stab wounds.
In a related development. Congress’
agency for overseeing federal programs
also may implement a gay protection
provision as a result of new legislation
on employee practices. That legislation,
directed at the General Accounting
Office, with 5,000 employees, uses
identical language to the Civil Service
Reform Act of 1978.

Family Conference Delegates
Speak Out On Gay Issue
‘Families are based on more than
blood. They are a kinship of shared
experiences, shared dreams, shared
joys and sorrows. Most of all, they are
based on love that can span vast dif
ferences and the barrier of generations.
“ No one wants government interfer
ence in our personal affairs. We do not
want government in our kitchens, bed
rooms and living rooms, monitoring
and controlling family life."
—President Jimmy Carter in
keynote address to delegates
“ If gays are members of families,
then we have no right to exclude them
from the same rights we give ourselves.
It is not to say gays are special, but
they have the same rights as all of us.”
—Virginia delegate
“ I am a family doctor and a South
ern Baptist. I have yet to deliver my
first baby from a family composed of
two men or two women.”
—South Carolina delegate
“ I am a lesb^n, I live with my
female lover, and her daughter, and
her daughter is my daughter.”
—New Hampshire delegate
“ It would be naive to expect these
issues would not come to the confer
ence. Keep your laws off of our bodies
and off of our minds.”
—New York Unitarian minister,
delegate
“What I’m looking for people to say
is that we can support each other.
People’s differences are acceptable.”
—Connecticut gay delegate
“The definition of family does not
include exotic lifestyles.”
—Delaware “ pro-family” delegate
“The reality is that 10 percent of the
population is gay, and they should be
encouraged to-live in families.”
—D.C. delegate
“I believe recognition of gay families
would be a step towards undermining
the family and all the things we are
gathered here to accomplish.”
—Massachusetts delegate

- f xm

“ Gay issues frankly have not sur
faced that much. It’s just not very
strong.”
—John Carr, conference staff director
“ The gays orchestrated and con
trolled the whole thing with nods of
their heads, and everyone just voted
their way.”
—Delaware “ pro-family” delegate
“ If they can’t win on the most controversial issues. then they’re leaving.”
—Jim Guy Tucker,
Conference chairman
“It wasn’t run on Robert’s Rules of
Order, it was run on Jimmy’s Rule?.’’
—New Hampshire “ pro-family”
delegate
“ If we include gay families, this con
ference is going to lose its credibility.”
—New York delegate
“ I question their motives (‘profamily’ delegate leaders]. They came
with a predetermination they would
walk out. They asked for guidance in
public prayer, and then didn’t give the
Holy Spirit any room.”
—Catholic priest representing
Catholic Charities as observer
“These are very moral people, op
posed to government spending, but
they had no problem walking out and
still taking federal money for their
Hilton hotel rooms and a per diem for
being here. I’m going to ask the Gov
ernor to censure them.”
—Virginia delegation chair
“Their decision to leave is directly
responsible for the passage of that
issue. They could have made a differ
ence on this.”
,
—Conference Chair
Jim Gtty Tucker
“ I favor including gay families. I
think what comes out of this will be
very little success in the language, but
I believe the process has a lot to do
with changing people’s views.”
—Carol Bellamy, delegate and
New York City Council President
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a movement
idea just like other ait forms,” I-I
DJ Steve Fabus tells me a few days
later over coffee at Mommy Fortunas.
“ I think we’re going to see a lot more
contradictions in the 1980’s. It’s going
to be a very heavy, serious decade
that’ll make the 70’s look sweet and
serene. Music is a way of letting us see
these contradictions.”
One of the contradictions is that so
many opposite kinds of music, art and
fashion arc popular today. “ Nothing is
going to replace anything,’J^ys Fabus
who is opposed to what he calls “ style
chauvinism.” Disco will remain very
much alive, insists Fabus. “ It’s a mat
ing dance, more sensual and erotic
than New Wave. Flow is a key word. (
The essence of disco is to be taken i
somewhere by the DJwho uses music \
to create an energy field between him-.
self and the dancers.” For Fabus, this '
experience is almost spiritual, the disco j
beat functioning as a mantra.
i
Rock and roll began as a youthful!
protest against the bland uptightness '
the 1950’s. Along with jazz and the |
blues, such music had t>Mn part of ‘
black culture for some time but Nerv- 1
ous Norvis, Gene Vincent, Bill Haley'
and finally Elvis Presley brought this |
music to white audiences. The volcanic <
eroticism of Rock caused near riots. <
Ed Sullivan made sure his TV cameras ]
stayed above Elvis’ waist.
After 20 years, however. Rock be- (
^ ^c am e bloated and manneristic. Thej
close contact between performer and ^
¡^audience got lost in the Superstar.
syndrome and the mixing studios of*
¡^^big record companies. What had |
started as a protest against boredom
became itself boring.
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Join us July 4rtli for a day of grand eelebriation.
A lavish buffet, live entertainment, complimentary
room or locker await you on what will undoubtingly be the hottest day of the year. ( And to get
the sparks really flying, Hl-Ball poppers for
everyone.)
The fireworks will be exploding all day from 4 in
the afternoon until midnight.
Tickets on sale at the door. IJniited space.
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Although the nihibstic Sex Pistols
disbanded in 1977, given the kiss of
death by media hype in Time and
People, they had opened the'doors to a
new movement of experimentation and
protest in Rock music. Artists, poets
. _ and filmmakers leapt into the foreO N front of this New Wave movement.
Bands like The Tubes and The MutMts
were organized by avant garde artists.
Poets such as Patti Smith, Jim Carroll
and Andy Hayes proclaimed Rimbaud
the new hero as they organized their
own bands. The band Devo popular
ized the trend for New Wave groups to
make movies. Films such as Eraserhead, Pink Flamingos and Dawn o f the
Dead became cult films for the new
movement. By 1979 Blondie achieved
wide popularity by fusing together ele
ments of disco. Punk and New Wave.
Bill Sigfried is a husky ex-Vietnam
vet whose romantic, super-realistic,
prize-winning paintings used to hang
in traditional galleries. He was exposed
to New Wave about a year ago at a
party given by the magazine Another
Room. “ At first I thought it was too
trendy.” Sigfried says. “ It was like
being a hippie all over again, going to
the Goodwill to create a new costume.
Then he realized New Wave people
were using their bodies as works of art,
a tradition that stems from Dada and
Pop Art.

tos on this page were taken at the
Extremes Faihion Show at the Backdor
last March. Performance work was
very much a part of this show. Richard
Irwin has been a major organizer
of multi-media Performance Art in
the Bay Area, first at the An Insti
tute and later at Hotel Utah. He
sees such work as a “ rejection of the
taste and structures of an museums
and galleries that developed in the
Kennedy/Johnson/Nixon era,” an era
characterized by “ Zen-like isolation
and elitism.” Influenced by s»»eti
such as the Angels of Light and Snake
Theater, Performance An explores the
theatrical element in an and is more
connected to the happenings and
action painting of the late 50’s or early
60’s than to the art of the 70’s. Irwin
wrote an excellent essay on Perform
ance Art in the May issue of Damage
magazine. Damage is the most politi
cal and intellectual of New Wave pub
lications. Most New Wave magazines
like Nart, Another Room, Boulevards
and Wet have a more exclusively
graphic focus. Little Ceasar is an L.A.
mag that fuses essays on New Wave
music and ^history with spunky new
poetry.
I The rapid flux and diversity in con
temporary art and music has led to
much confusion for all but the most
devoted followers of the cultural Rich
ter scale. At the recent çctro mad
ness party, for instance, rtiany booed ;
the DJs because they had not expected i
to hear New Wave music. Even within
New Wave circles contradictions
abound. Many identify with the move
ment aesthetically as earlier generations
had done with the Beat or Hippie
movements.
Others feel New Wave should focus
on social or political protest. Still
others are simply out to enjoy what
they regard as the latest fashion craze,
an escape from boredom. As Steve
Fabus points out, however, no one
movement is likely to supplant another.
Some artists and musicans will fuse
together various aspects of these move
ments while others will attempt to
make the contradictions even sharper.
What cannot be denied is that the
1980’s promise to be a very exciting,
if confusing, decade.

The Role of Integrity in
an Immoral World

MOVIES____________
Can't Stop the Music

A Movie Targeted For Adolescents

ingly coy about its gay origins, but
by Sieve Beery
the pratf^alls and the one-liners are so
campy, and the boys so decorative and
an’t Slop the Music is a big, silly,
ubiquitous, that we are lulled into
warmhearted, and softheaded
movie musical, dedicated to the glori- accepting asexuality as part of the
fication^yf the physique of the Amer joke. When Bruce Jenner calls the
Village People "weirdos” because of
ican male. The men show a lot of
the way they dress, he gets a blistering
flesh and are trying to break into
reply from Valerie Perrine to the effect
Show Biz. The women have all the
that everyone has a peculiarity of some
power and get most of the laughs.
To an adult, the film seems madden kind or another, and the only place

C
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The big production number in Can’t Stop the Music centers around
“YMCA," the last decade’s most forgettable disco tune.

she draws the line is at uptight squares
like Bruce.
Later, the V.P. sing a song about
“ Liberation” in which what’s being
liberated isn’t mentioned. (“ Yes, there
are lies that we must stand up and
shake/If there are contributions we’re
gonna make.” ) But we’ve already
gotten a hint in the wonderfully orgi
astic VY.M.C.A.” sequence, which
is Busby Berkeley with muscles, and
must be seen to be believed.
Unfortunately, the other production
numbers don’t fare as well. It was
Berkeley’s special ability of pulling us
into and through a big dance with the
use of a fluid, tracking camera that
makes those Depression-era numbers
register so indelibly in our memories.
The big dances here, notably “The
Milk Shake” and “ 1 Love You to
Death,” are one-dimensional set
pieces, edited for movement rather
than choreographed that way.
%
There is no dancing from one place
to another, as there was in the Vicente
Minnelli and the Stanley Donen musi
cals of the 1940s and 3{)s—instead, we
see everyone strike a pose here, then
cut, and suddenly they’re across the
set. The dances resemble TY commer
cials, which only one of them is actu
ally supposed to be.
Admittedly, nitpickers could have a
field day. But the movie is clearly
targeted for the 10-to-15-year-olds who
comprise the nucleus of the Village
People’s following, and who, at that
time of puberty and sexual confusion,
would have the most to gain from a
malleable, non-specific “ liberation”
message.
My favorite scene found Glenn
Hughes, the group’s biker, in full
chains and leather atop a grand piano,
auditioning "Danny ^ y ” in a boom
ing Irish tenor with just a hint of a
lisp. Absurdity of this fine variety
exists for its own sake, and can be
savored here for the price of a bar
gain matinee.

Travolta wanders through a really juicy, bad movie

A Hit of Frìed Pie Chased
With a Nehi Cream Soda

Sissy and Bud are for all too brief
a time just another blissful couple.
They both work hard during the day
and share a common passion for Gil
ley’s. While such industry and together
ness might mean happiness for some,
for Bud and Sissy, alas, this is not to
be the case. Troubles soon start piling
up like road apples behind a herd of
black angus.
To begin with. Sissy isn’t exactly
URBAN COWBOY.
keen
about cooking or cleaning-up.
With John Travolta, Debra Winger.
Fast
food
litter is one of the first
Directed by James Bridges.
major problems of her young married
Regency I Theatre.
life. And then, too, she is used to
being an independent woman. She also
by Ned Brown
wants to ride the bull at Gilley’s. Bud
forbids it. Sissy, however, persists.
Texans don't care
Matters come to a head after another
If the sun don 'I shine.
parking lot brawl. Bud goes to work
Charlie Daniels
drunk and while climbing up one of the
tall, phallic towers, loses his footing.
ouston has a whole bunch of oil,
At the same instant that he is hanging
a passle of fire-breathing refiner
precariously upside down by one foot.
ies, and a booming economy. It also
Sissy is at Gilley’s mounting the bull.
has a climate not unlike a laundry
The scene deserves some award for
hamper in Hell.
comic Freudian cheek.
Houston people don’t need the sun.
Despite its all too predictable plot,
According to Urban Cowboy, what
the movie is not without its tasty
they need is beer, bourbon, tequila,
aspects. How often do we get to see a
C&W, and trillions of cubic feet of airre^Iy big, juicy bad movie? Urban
conditioning. Houston people don’t
Cowboy is like a hit of fried pie
even need the out-of-doors. They get
chased with a Nehi cream soda. Not
along just fine, thank you, with gigantic
too nourishing, but boy-howdy! Besides
nightspots like Gilley’s, the Astrodome
there are thirty-one country and west
of barangrills.
ern songs that liven up things like a
Gilley’s Bar is the real star of Urban
handful of jalaF>ena peppers in a loaf
Cqwboy. In fact, nearly all the highof combread.
points of the simple story unwind
The dance sequences, however,
within its humid acreage. After a while,
wouldn’t make it on an old Porter
the odor of Lysol, lager, and Lucky
Waggoner show. The Texas two-step,
Strikes seems to spill from the screen
supposed to "sweep the nation,” looks
into the theatre like a cloud of swamp
like a half-assed Arthur Murray
gas. You may want to go home,
routine.
shower, and change your clothes when
The actors acquit themselves right
it’s all over.
smartly and they (along with the music)
The action at Gilley’s quickly nar
will probably sell the picture to middle
rows down to the latest drinker’s game,
America. Travolta is competent but
a mechanical Brahma bull which
miscast. His performance is restrained
bumps its riders like an ornery 8and nothing to be ashamed of. But
Market at rush hour. (Bull riding as a
how can any cowboy win an audience
spectator sport in Texas ranks some
by riding a glorified merry-go-round?
where between coon-on-a-log and
Debra Wagner is right on target as
roller derby.) For men who once might
Sissy. Her pouty expression and slightly
have tested their mettle punching cows
hoarse drawl are as down-home as
or trapping nutria, this bucking playSissy Spacek’s. Scott Glenn as Wes
toy must now suffice as a measure of
How can a cowboy win an audience by riding a giorified
Hightower, a tatooed ex-convict and
manhood. (Macho ex machina.)
merry-go-round?
rival for Sissy’s favor, makes a strong
Into this ersatz Westworld comes
impression. His gimlet-eyed, slightly
yoilng, blue-eyed Bud, a “ real” cow
weatherbeaten face and slim muscula
boy from rural west Texas. As por
Bob gets him a job at a refinery and hair apiece.
ture project a scene-stealing rogue
trayed by John Travolta, Bud is polite,
After
the.
ceremony
Bud
whisks
introduces him to the social swing at
male sexuality. He could be a new
respectful, soft-spoken, and entirely
Gilley’s. There Bud meets Sissy (Debra Sissy away in his pickup which has
Clint Eastwood.
too pale. (If Travolta has been riding
Winger), a headstrong woman who been t.p.’d for the occasion and sprayed
While it is not as exciting as a typical
the range, he has been very careful
lives up to her name and dotes on with the traditional grafitti. (“Cowboys
episode of Dallas and is certainly far
never io forget his hat, gloves, and
Levis, Statsons, and Lone Star beer. stay on longer” is given particular
below the level of Coal Miner’s
sunscreen.)
Their whirlwind courtship is climaxed prominence over the driver’s door.)
Daughter, Urban Cowboy will probably
None too soon. Bud deposits Sissy,
Bud has been drawn to Houston like
by a brief wrestling match in a bayou
entertain summertime audiences look
blindfolded and chugging from a bottle
so many country boys before him by
sized mud-puddle. (Bud wins.)
ing for a cool dark place to beat the
of
cold
duck,
at
the
door
of
their
the glittering cracking towers of the
The wedding takes place at Gilley’s.
heat. A six-pack in the icebox after the
petrochemical Troy. (Big Oil, and all
The bride wears stampede white with honeymoon cottage (a mobile home
flick and Willie Nelson on the stereo
that that implies.)
matching boots. Her maids of honor wrapped like a toaster with a giant
might
double the pleasure.
red
ribbon).
In short order Bud’s good old Uncle
wear aqua chiffon and five pounds of

BRUBAKER.
With Robert Re4ford^
Jane Aiexander.
Opens June 20 at the Alexandria.
by Dick Hasbany
eople who think of Brubaker as
“ the new Robert Redford movie”
will be in for some surprises. We’re a
half hour into the film before we kiww
for sure who Redford is. This seems an
odd way to handle a superstar, but
Brubaker \i, after all, an unusual film.
To work it needi to create a distance
between the star/hero and the audi
ence. So, except for a scene in which
we see him eating a TV dinner and
except for his brimming eyes at the
end, quiet, personal moments virtually
do not exist.
As far as we can sec, this man has
no love life, no sex, no past, and no
doubts. He is Camus’ rebel in his
purest form, muttering “ no, no more.
This is too much. I will not stand for
it.” Resolution and the act of defiance
are the keys to Brubaker; they aíre
more important than an individual persoqality and psychology.
Td make the audience understand
the intensity of such resolve and to
help it accept such an austere and al
most abstract character, the film must
somehow help us experience the world
in which Brubaker operates. We are
permitted ultimately to hold, reserva
tions about his rigid defiance, but only
after we have felt the same nausea
he feels.
Brubaker’s greatest success lies in its
creation of Brubaker’s world. It is the
world of Wakefield Prison Farm, an
overcrowded facility the governor has
sent Brubaker to reform. Director
Stuart Rosenberg {The Amiiyville
Horror, Cool Hand Luke) and his
photographer Bruno Nuytten spend
the first half hour creating Wakefield
for us.
Brubaker, the new warden, has
come incognito to see what this prison
is like, and we arc experiencing it with
him. Money changes hands for driedout sandwiches. A man is beaten with
a wide leather strap, apparently be
cause the trustees have come to under
stand that they have gained a tiny foot
hold in a vicious system and to pro
tect it they have to be feared by those
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Inmates DaYld Keith and Jon Van Ness Initiate Robert "Redford into
prison routine in Brubaker.

below them. There is no story during
these first thirty minutes, just rich and
horrifying images.
After we arC convinced that, yes,
this is too much, something has to be
done, the film shows us Brubaker act
ing resolutely in both the prison and
the world outside. As the conditions
inside improve, Nuytten pulls the cam
era. back, giving the fraines, like the
inmates, more space.
We discover, however, that the
viciousness that has operated inside the
prison is simply an extension of the
corruption outside. The prison doctor
(apparently contracted from the out
side) charges for services to men
crushed by a collapsed prison roof.
Few movies convincingly create so
thoroughly corrupt a world and then a
give us a character of equally convinc- ~
ing integrity to oppose it.
This is ultimately the movie’s con
cern, not so much the reform of pris
ons (though that’s mixed in too), as the
role of integrity in an immoral and
compromised world. At times the con
frontations, between Brubaker and the
corrupt are heavy-handed and sim
plistic. If Brubaker is to be tested
and tempted profoundly, it must be by
characters who speak with the author
ity of apparent reason.
In the character of Lillian Grey (Jane

F|

Alexander), Richter creates a voice w
have to listen to in opposition to Bru
baker’s. Alexander’s Grey is sincere,
reasonable. She urges the new warden
to speak softly and work cunningly.
He says he "won’t play politics with
the truth,” but seeing how much oppo
sition he’s creating, we’re not "ure she
doesn’t have a point.
It is to the film’s credit that i. allows
its hero to brave the fires of our judg
ment. If we end up feeling that Bru
baker’s rebel is right after all, we do so
knowing the dangers of a narrowly
conceived and sometimes self-righteous
integrity.
Brubaker is in some ways a cold and
controlled film. The acting is uniformly
excellent, but because the script restricts
the characters to just the business at
hand and Rosenberg allows little sug
gestion of any individual depth or
history, it is hard to imagine these
people living for even a minute outside
the frames of the film. It’s hard to
imagine offering them a cup of coffee.
Anything that doesn’t fit the limited
scheme of the film has been eliminated.
But, paradoxically, it is in the control
and integration that the film’s passion
is made clear. It refuses to be sloppy;
it refuses to be cheap with easy appeals.
In a way, it shares the integrity of its
namesake.
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PHOTO EXHIBIT
This photograph of Jean Harlow was taken by artlst/photographer
George Hurrell, who made glamorous portraits of Hollywood’s
legendary stars during the “ Big Studio” era. Hurrell will personally
unveil the exhibit of his work and that of the late Phlllipe Halsman
at San Francisco’s Heritage Place Gallery on June 19, 6-8 PM.
The premiere will benefit Bay Area Republican candidates.
The exhibit will be open for public viewing June 20-29.

lover and just as quickly stifled.
This 1974 film reflects the unsettling
70’s, when every unemployed person is
by Mike Kurtz
a freelance photographer and for any
man of business, his phone is his office.
Written, performed, produced, and
ontreal Main portrays the short
edited by Frank Vitale on a very low
lived relationship between a man
coming to grips with his homosexualitybudget, the film has captured the
and an introspective 12-year-old boy.contours of a lost generation. The
As quickly as the relationship blossoms,
film’s technical qualities resemble the
early Warhol vein of filmmaking, i.e.
its implications are misconstrued by
the parents of the boy and the man’s grainy close-ups of dirty fingernails.

MONTREAL MAIN.
A t the Roxie June 25-28.
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FINE DRINKING AND DINING
2223 MARKET. SAN FRANCISCO
RESERVATIONS: (415) 621-0441

by Edward Gnlhmaan
With this column, Edward Guthmann returns to the Sentinel Rfter a
seven-month absence. Guthmann was
a stuff writer from March 1978 to
November 1979, and won a Cable Car
A ward last year for his work in these
pages.
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YOU ARE NOT ALONE

From Denmark:

A Film about friendship and love.

Addresses the subject of friendship and sexual affection be
tween teenage boys with a directness and uncompromising
honesty which is likely to shock many viewers, outrage some,
and delight even more.
Douglas Edwards,

The A dvocate

roxie cinema

.. Gentle and funny in the best style of Truffaut,
____________ ______________ John HartI,

Seattle T im es
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here’s nothing like two fast weeks
in New York to feel truly alive,
and there’s no one on earth like New
Yorker Stnart Byron when you want
the latest poop on American movies.
Byron, whose "Rules of the Game”
column is the best reason to buy the Madeline Kahn In a scene from
Village Voice these days, met me for Happy Birthday Qemlnl.
coffee and dessert in the Village last
month to hash over Hollywood’s latest
(Outrageous/), it lasted under two
gay film projeas—or lack thereof— weeks at the movies.
following the box office fizzle of Cruis
The back burner status of gay films,
ing and Nijinsky.
one might assume, has reinforced the
"It’s probably ten or twenty percent
traditionally closeted role of gays
more difficult now to get a gay project
working in the film industry. As re
off the ground,” Byron said, “than it
cently as last April, lesbian filmmaker
was before Cruising." The movieland
Jaa Oxenberg told me, “ I found a
powers don’t even recognize the indi
tremendous sense of paranoia and
vidual reasons for the two flops, but
anxiety on the part of gay people in
“simply look at the figures and con
the [Hollywood] industry. Coming out
clude. ‘It was a.gay film that flopped.
and being associated with gay projects
Therefore, gay films flop.’ ”
are still great concerns.’’
Paramount, the sad parent to Herb
Stuart Byron, however, refuted OxRott’s Nijinsicy, “can’t quite under
enberg’s story, claiming “an enormous
stand’’ its failure, Byron said, and is so
change from even 18 months ago.
diKOuraged by its performance that
Hollywood’s become more and more
they have dropped plans to film Dress
like Broadway where no one cares who
Gray.
knows in the community—they just
“It could be its similarities to Cruis
don’t want it in print. There’s even
ing," Byron suggested, “which is to
the beginning of people bringing male
say not its gayness but its anti-gayness.’’
dates to industry events. The party and
The Lndan Trsscott IV novel about a
society columns of the ¿.A. Times and
West Point gay murder, originally a
Herald/Examiner carry things like,
Herb Ross assignment, was rejected by
‘So-and-so gave a party on the second
several directors before Paramount
floor of the Bistro, and a nude boy
axed it. Byron said one of the men
came out of a cake.’ ’’
wrote a long memo to Paramount Pres
Fmally, one must ask how WUHani
ident Mietaad Ebacr, “saying that the
Friedkin’s career is faring now in the
project’s moment had p a s ^ , that the
wake of Cruising (after two previous
kind of film showing a gay character
strike-outs on Sorcerer and The Brink’s
going around tryiiig to seduce straights
Job).
was unviable given Cruising."
“ It’s very hard to be dead in Holly
Anntstcad Manplii’i Tales o f the
wood,” Byron said. “Once you’re
City, which has bem passed by Warner
established all you lose are degrees of
Brothers, may also be a victim of postindependence, and in Friedkin’s case
Cruising/Nijinsky nerves. Maupin’s people don’t say he’s a bigot or homo
gay-ish San Francisco farce was adapted
phobe; they say Billy got the idea that
by JcroBM Kaaa (Queen o f the Stardust
he was an auteur (after smashes with
Ballroom) into a screenplay that ArmThe French Connection and The Exor
istead once called “ the flip side to
cist) and that he needs to be con
Cruising." Bud Cort, in town with
trolled. In a sense, he gained in repu
Why Shoot the Teacher? recently, told
tation since Cruising came in on sched
me that he’d love to play Michael. ule and on budget.”
Tolliver, the gay protagonist of Tales.
Hadn’t all the obstacles created by
At this writing. Tales is “ in turn last summer’s anti-Outsing demos cost
around.’’ meaning the project’s in the the film a bundle? No, Byron said.
hands of producer Jay Wcstoa who
“ It actually made them speed up the
has a year to make a deal with another shooting in order to get it over and
studio before it reverts to Warners.
done with.”
Also significant is the disappearing
act of Happy Birthday Gemini. Based
on Albert laaaarato’s gay-themed
stage play Gemini and directed by outFurther progress reports: Martta
front gay director Ricliard BciiBcr Sbcmaa’s Bent, the Broadway play in

which Michael York Just replaced
Richard Gere, will not be done as a
film by Rahiér Werner FassMadcr.
Producer Lester Pcrsky has optioned
the drama of Nazi persecution of gays
for the screen, and has said he’ll offer
directing chores to Roaum Polanski
and Volkcr Schlondorff (The Tin
Drum) first . . . Jeremy (The Candi
date) Lamer’s treatment of Patricia
NeB Warren’s gay novel The Front
Runner was recently rejected by Uni
versal, this after years of failed at
tempts by director Frank Perry to get
his version of the book produced . . .
MOM has optioned David A. Kaafelt’s
Midnight Movies for the screen. A
recent Delacorte release. Movies is “ a
sophisticated melodrama, deeply
rooted in . . . (he glittering fashion
able lit-up world of New York . . . a
world where hit-and-run sex is a fact
of life.” Kaufelt’s story takes three
characters—straight man, straight
woman and gay man—and mixes them
up in Palm Beach,. Manhattan and
the Hamptoru. “ Dutch,” the gay
figure, brings the man and woman to
gether, “ because he loves them both.”

Barbra Strelsaad has uken a sup
porting role in All Night Long, a
movie that stars Gene Hacktaaa. Why
a sUbPorting role? It might have some
thing to do with the director, who’s
married to Streisand’s super-agent Sue
Mcagcrs . . . Streisand would still like
to do the film of Evita, which just won
Patti LnPonc a Tony Award. So would
Aan^Margamt. . . . La Cage Aux
Folles II is now filming in Rome. Ugo
Tognazri and Michael SerrsaH repeat
their roles for the sequel.. . . EUnbcth
Taylor and Angela Lansbnry. are re
teamed in a film of Agatha Christie’s
The Mirror Crack’d, their first picture
together since 1944’s National Velvet.
. . . Ltaa MlaBclU co-stars with Dudley
Moore in the upcoming Arthur. . . .
Audrey Hepburn is in Peter Bogdanorich’s next. They All Laughed.

Trash is abundant June 23 when the
Strand shows Joan Crawford in
Straightjacket and Bette Daria in
Anniversary, two post-Baby Jane pot
boilers. On the same night the Pacific
Film Archives in Berkeley shows SbeBey
Whiten in Bloody Mama. . . . Two
rare gay films emerge at the Roxie
Cinema June 23-28: Frank Vitale’s
Montreal Main (’74) about a 30-ish
man’s love for a 13-year-old boy. and
Johnny Minotaur, Charles-HenrI
Fords’s ode to older man/young boy
love, made in Greece in 1971.... Also
at the Roxie on June 24 at 7:00 and
9:00: the fourth annual Frameline, a
program of films by and/or about gays.
Films will be rotated and screened also
at the San Francisco Art Institute June

26 and at the South of Market Cultural
Center June 28.
Arthur Bell, the other good reason
to buy the Voice (sometimes), did a
nice column with Panlinc Kad last
week, on the occasion of the latter’s
rieturn to the New Yorker. (She fried
The Shining in her comeback.) Pauline,
who was raised on a farm in Petaluma,
called The Warriors, Being Then and
The Black Stallion the best pictures of
1979. Kael called The Empire Strikes
Back “ infinitely superior to Star
Wars," and charged American Gigolo
with being a throwback to John Wayne
films where “the villains represent all
liberal and sexual forces.” But my
favorite of the quotes Bell culled from
Kael is this: Llv UBrnann is “ an
actress we should put a moratorium
on.” Amen.
When it comes to culture vulture-ing,
this kid is second to none. All it took
was an ad in the Chronicle and I was
standing in line outside the Royal for
the sneak preview of Divine Madness,
the Bette Midler concert movie. If you
like Bette as much as I do (and I think
you know what I mean) you will love
this film.
Midler is cheesy and elegant tuid
everything in between and director
Michael Ritchie has done a remarkable
job of putting her magic on the screen.
Hint: when she sings “ Mjr Mother’s
Eyes” and “Stay With Me,” keep in
mind that Midler’s mother died jtist
months before this picture was made.
I did, and I cried.
The Divine Mies Midler
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by D. Lawless
Devo: “ Frcedooi of Choke”
(Warner Bros. Records)
America, what’s it all about? As
Devo see it, it’s about the blonde ideal,
babies and beerbusts in the basement,
a fortune in computers, a plate of
human waste, teenage boys who play
guitar and look like dog dishes, selfmutilation with a smile. Freedom of
choice? Of course, of course. Propa
gandized sitting ducks in some fart
suburb . . . bored and still waiting for
something to move the future forward.
The people here are conditioned not to
respond . . . learning to live without
thinking. Waiting. “Just take a num
ber and come back in a week.” Of
course, of course.
In the (gloved) hands of the Futuristic
Four, however, all is not quite that
grim. You can daiKe ’til you drop,
’cause Devo’s new disc, while slightly
unadventurous-sounding, is sealed in a
bass-heavy disco bottom. Jerky
stop’n’go rhythms—fearsome synthe
sizer whines and whizzes that stiffen
all motion, militarist chants calling
for action. AH propaganda.
They’ve recruited the services of
producer Robert Margouleff, top syn
thesizer wiz and Stevie Wonder-collab
orator, who provides them with a pol
ished, orchestrative wall-of-synths.
Lyrics are more sophisticated than ever
(within their well-established dorky
framework). Couple of “ message”
songs, even: “ Gates of Steel” and the
title track (with primal Roy Orbison
rifO; a tune about a former South of
Market after-hours sleazepit “ Mr. B’s
Ballroom” that’s in no way clever and
an irresistibly ca-raazy riff called
“ Whip It.” More propaganda. Still
alive, still de-evolving.
Chaka Khaa: “ Naaghty”
(Warner Bros. Records)
I love her, first of all, for that rawthroated chicken-pawkin’ wail. Chaka’s
voice is a one-of-a-kind energizer . .
gutsy, totally bombastic and fourteen
shades of amazingly alive! Songs here
are a thunkin’ batch of R&B ballads
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Devo’s new album includes a tune about a former South of Market
sleazepit.

and hipshakers. Hottist is the Latinish
“ Too Much Love,” and “ What You
Did” —with a samba arrangement spot
lighting bumpin’ tubas—contains a
good lyric about the importance of re
maining open to experience. Despite
the fuU-tilt excellence of musicianship,
too many of the songs eventually slip
away from sincerity and into that
standard Hollywood greeting—the in
different kiss.
Graham Parker: “ The Up Escalator”
(Arista Records)
Some people are visionaries; others,
revisionaries. Straddling both posts,
Parker’s a cocky British rock revivalist
who refuses to let the law take its own
course. Sticking up some dusty Stones/
Dylan riffs, Parker chain-links those
rusted barbed wires into a steely banner
of self-styled heroism. My kind of
hero! Other pop musicians, lacking
the courage to plumb their own confu-

sion, varnish over uncertainties with a
fashionable glaze of powdered affecta
tion. With the gleam of a heavyhanded open razor, Parker’s fire
springs into creation from the paraly
sis of his bleeding emotional con
straints.
Basically, his tunes are about learn
ing from the brutality of history, in
stead of being cowed by it—the antith
esis of “ stupid” emotionalism. As he
puts it on a song called “ Empty Lives” :
“ I’m gettin’ nothin’ and expectin’
oblivion/The past ain’t even worth
livin’ in/It’s just a nail that keeps
bein’ driven in.”
It’s no wonder he’s bitter and arro
gant—a definite turnoff for musical
sugar-snackers. But his wrath is
grounded in wisdom, irony and com
passion, and those who take the time
to appreciate his complexity will come
away smarter. Beneath Parker’s bullet
proof vest is a heart like James Dean’s.

Gay & Lesbian Musical Groups in S. F.
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by Jay

pride means different things to
G aydifferent
people. Music, a creative

The Elephant Man

A Play About the Enormities
of the Human Spirit

A

The famous British actress Madge Kandel (Penny Fuller) be
friends John Merrick (Philip Anglim) In the ACT production of

The Elephant Man.

downstage, on display to the audience
for the first time.
What happens in this pure moment
of theatricity is nothing short of magic.
With artistry, not a bit of makeup,
and a profound understanding of
movement, Roger Anglim utterly trans
forms his body. Here (and for the rest
of the play) the images merge, forcing
the audience to confront both the pain
ful horror, and the beauty of the man
who bares his body and spirit to us.
Much in the same way, each char
acter in the play goes through a process
of dealing with the extremity of Mer
rick’s physical appearance vis-a-vis his
or her self-image. While it is the Ele
phant Man’s greatest joy to be ac
cepted. “just like other people,” the
flaws and deformities of these “ nor-
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intelligent, sensitive, and perceptive
bySucZenwl 1
Merrick became an attraaion for some
prominent members of English society,
ctor Roger Anglim’s exquisite per including Princess Alexandra and thé
formance as the Elephant Man Prince of Wales, who later became
makes Bernard Pomerance’s ponder Edward VII, King of England.
ous play come alive, as does Jack He was befriended by a famous
Hofsiss’ directing. Penny Fuller’s act actress of that time, Maidge Kendal.
ing, and a slightly rough-edged yet Playwright Pomerance fictionalizes
incisive production by ACT.
their relationship, and the result, also a
However, the 1979 Tony award win tribute to Penny Fuller’s fine perform
ning drama succeeds not on the strength ance as Mrs. Kendal, is quite effective
of its script, but rather on the power of and moving.
its subject matter.
Fuller brings sensitivity and com
Like writers Carson McCuilers (The passion to her role and has some excep
Ballad o f the Sad Cafe) and her gifted tional moments. For example, in a per
contemporary, Flannery O’Connor fectly timed exchange with Anglim, she
(The Violent Bear It Away, Wise reaches to shake the Elephant Man’s
Blood), Pomerance explores the mean repulsively misshapen hand, then
ing of beauty through the creation of wordlessly, through a series of precise
a grotesque central character.
gestures, reveals the meaning of this
While Pomerance’s play lacks the difficult touch. It is quite a breath
spiritual sophistication of O ’Connor’s taking bit of aaing, and a moving
fiction, and the lyricism of McCuller’s statement about relationships.
use of language (especially her ear for
Former ACT veteran Ken Ruta’s
dialogue), it does present the audience performance as Dr. Frederick Treves,
with a wonderful and compelling title in contrast, felt fiat and inconsistent.
character, the unforgettable Ele The role of Treves is unfortunately
phant Man.
overwritten, and often the words he
The story on which Pomerance has speaks lack meaning or conviction.
based his play comes from the medical Unlike Anglim and Fuller, Ruta’s heart
case history of John Merrick, a horribly and spirit did not seem in his per
deformed man who lived in England in formance.
the late I800’s. Billed as “The Elephant
It is, however, the character of John
Man,” he was rescued from the cruelly Merrick and Anglim’s superb acting
exploitative world of freak shows by that especially captures the audience’s
Dr. Frederick Treves, an eminent Vic imagination.
torian physician.
In an early scene Dr. Treves describes
Treves managed to raise enough the Elephant Man’s medical condition.
money to maintain Merrick at a Lon Slides of John Merrick, who suffered
don hospital for the brief duration of from a degenerative disease called
his pathetic yet inspired life.
neurofibramatosis, appear on screen.
In this environment the delightfully Anglim, clad in a white diaper, stands

Beerbusts, Indifferent Kisses^ and
Self-Styled Heroism
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mal” people are simultaneously ex
posed by the playwright.
As are some of our more uplifting
characteristics, for ultimately The
Elephant Man is about the possibilities
and enormity of the human spirit, no
matter Imw it is embodied. “ I some
times think my head is so big because
it is so full of dreams.” chortles Mer
rick. This message provides an emo
tionally moving context for the play’s
otherwise slow paced action.
For me it was the little things that
made The Elephant Man worth teeing.
While Pomerance tended towards over
statement, Anglim, Fuller, and Director
Hofsiss rescue the play from mere
melodrama by paying close attention
to detail and the subtleties of human
nature.

expression that ordinarily carries no
message about the sexuality of its
interpreter, has become a means
through which gay pride has continu
ally been reinforced for performers
and audiences alike.
San Francisco has long been known
for the diversity of its prople. This
same diversity, of course, is reflected
within our lesbian and gay community
—or communities, if you wish. The
musical organizations mentioned below
reflect this diversity. This is an attempt
to give some basic information about
the groups, with contact people listed
for those readers who are interested
in performing or being included on
mailing lists.
The Chrysaathemum Ragthne Baad
has a repertoire that makes h unique
among aU the musical organizations;
its ten members play aU of their selec
tions in their original instrumentation
(mostly 1880-1920), re-creating the en
chanting music of San Francisco’s
earlier days. While Scott Joplin is weU
represented in the repertoire, the music
of the era was also written by dozens
of other composers who were not as
well-known. Audiences are also treated
to amusing and informative anecdotes
about the selections. (Contact: Larry
Ddorier, P.O. Box 14151, SF 94114,
phone 626-0284.)
The Gay Choral CoBectlvc is one of
the yet-to-be-heard groups being writ
ten about here. Its members are cur
rently orgsmizing and are committed to
“ the performance of music that wiU
speak from the hearts of gay people,
primarily to our brothers and sisters in
the gay community, as well as to the
world.” Of particular note is that its
members are taking a non-tradition^
approach to conducting, in that musi
cal selections will be conducted by dif
ferent members of the group; each
conductor wiU bring an individual style
to each work. (Contact: Marion at
285-8623 or Jack at 431-2408.)
While it is not a performance group
itself, GoWe« Gate PerfonBlag Arts
is a name that is identified as the cor
porate structure that currently includes
four performing groups: Lambda Pro
Musica, San Francisco Gay Freedom
Day Marching Band A Twirling Corps,
San Francisco Gay Men’s Chorus, and
San Francisco Lesbian A Gay Mot’s
Community Chorus. Each organiza
tion maintains its own artistic direc
tion; they appear in concerts devoted
solely to one of the groups as well as

combined on the same program. Per
forming Arts Associates is a support
group of friends and lovers who raise
funds and help with the logistical as
pects of putting concerts together.
(Contact should be made to the indi
vidual groups, c/o GGPA, P.O. Box
14665, SF 94114, phone 864-0326.)
Lambda Pro Musica is an orchestra
that made its debut this spring. Current
repertoire includes the works of Bach,
Britten, Gershwin, Mozart, and Vival
di. The members of the group feel that
the music they play is as appropriate
for a gay orchestra as it is for a non
gay orchestra. They hope their playing
transcends notes on a page and that it
touches the hearts of the people in the
audience. (Contact: Jon Sims, P.O.
Box 14665, SF 94114, phone 864-0326.)
The Laveader Harmony Band lets its
audiences know right away: the pur
pose of its group is to have a good
time. The enthusiasm of the musicians
quickly spreads to the audiencel Its
repertoire of marches and specialty
numbers includes pieces composed by
a member of the group. Sub-groups:
Rainbow Qrens, an ensemble of people
in circus outfits, clown, and animal
costumes who visually portray the fun
atmosphere created by the band;
Quattro, a woodwind quartet with a
repertoire that spans the time from the
Renaissance to contemporary music.
(Contact: Ray McCabe, 3982 Sacra
mento St., SF 94118, phone 752-6529.)
A lesbian chamber chorus is our sec
ond yet-to-be-heard performing group
(as weU as yet-to-be-named). In organ
izing the group, emphasis is being
placed on ability to read music, which
wiU include madrigal, classical, Broad
way, and pops selections. Members are
being auditioned for a fall performance
debut. (Contact: Sondra Zambino,
c/o Women’s Building of the Bay Area,
3543 18th St., SF 94110, phone
531-8510.)
The oldest group of its kind, now
two years old, is the San'Francisco Gay
Freedom Day Marching Baad A Twill
ing Corps. Its concert and parade
appearances have shown that its mem
bers can perform the classics as well as
marches and popular tunes. Its mem
bership experiences a slight shift in
personnel as the marching band travels
indoors to the concert stage. Sub
groups: the Gnard is a precision drill
team whose members work with flags
and mock rifles; Parc Trash is a sevenmember Dixieland jazz band; the Tap
Troupe, which made its debut in April,
is choreographed by Bess Bair, a/k/a

Rosie Radiator; Varsity Drag is best
known for their swing and popular
music. (Contact: Jon Sims, P.O. Box
14665, SF94114, phone 864-0326.)
The San Francisco Gay Men’s
Chorus sings a varied repertoire that
includes classical as well as modem
works. Its members try to achieve a
balance of musical excellence and gay
pride—two necessary components for
fulfilling audience and choristers alike.
Sub-groups: Chamber Singers special
ize in works written for a smaller (24)
group of voices, with a decidedly clas
sical bent; Lollipop Guild, a new
quartet of voices that sings barbershop
arrangements; Men About Town sing
swing era and popular music. (Contact:
Dick Kramer, P.O. Box 14665, SF
94114, phone 864-0326.)
The San Francisco Lesbian Chorus
has a membership whose strongest
common goal is its desire to sing and
make music together. It is a collective
whose repertoire includes music that
has been written for and about women,
as well as selections written for fourpart women’s chorus. A concert by this
group is also likely to feature pieces
performed by choristers as instru
mentalists, such as a duet for oboe and
piano or a pair of singers accompany
ing themselves with guitars. (Contact:
Sondra Zambino, c/o Women’s Build
ing of the Bay Area, 3543 18th St.,
SF94II0, phone 531-8510.)
With new groups and sub-groups
forming at such a quick pace, the
San Francisco Lesbian A Gay Men’s
Community Chorus, whose members
first rehearsed together in January, is
no longer the newest group in town.
Repertoire is predominantly classical in
nature, with the chorus performing
works by Bach, Brahms, Faure, and
Gershwin. Its membership takes pride
in its diversity, which is reflected in the
musical, cultural, and occupational
backgrounds of the singers. Sub-group:
a madrigal group is being formed now.
(Contact: Robin Kay, P.O. Box 14665,
SF 94114, phone 864-0326.)
Lest you think the interest in lesbian
and gay community musical organiza
tions is only a local phenomenon,
there are now eleven cities across the
nation with bands and/or choruses, in
addition to our own: Boston, Chicago,
Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami,
New York, Portland (Oregon), Sacra
mento, Seattle, and Washington, D.C.
Members of organizations in these cities
are currently maintaining a network
through which information is shared
and exchanged.
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The Village People: No

Interview

T h e JoflErey:

It*s Alive and Well

by Steve Beery

Who Is your target audience?
David: We have a broad-based au
dience. We think it’s great. Kids,
grandparents, and housewives.
Randy: Village People has always
been just fun. We’re not political,
we have no axe to grind and no mes
sage to carry.
How do yon answer charges that
you are exploiting gay images with
out acknowledging the cnltore?
Felipe: The group was started by
Jacques Morali as a tribute, as a
concept group paying tribute to the
gay and black beginnings of disco.
David: Now all sorts of people Find
the look hot.
Felipe: It’s Batman and Robin, or
cowboys and Indians.
Glenn: [Referring to his leather]
This is Marlon Brando in On the
Waterfront. It’s a fantasy coming
out of the closet. A gay fantasy
can be a straight woman’s fantasy,
or a straight man’s . . .
Randy: “ In the Navy’’ was con
ceived as a children’s song. In Europe,
they were calling it a gay national
anthem.
Ray: As far as I’m concerned,
I’m just an entertainer.
David: Some people think we’ve
cleaned up our act to get the kids,
but we have not changed one bit.
We still do the bumps and grinds.
The broad audience came to us. What
we do is burlesque, with a sense of
enjoyment. Women have been the
sex objects for too long.
Glenn: A lot of straight men get
off on what we do because it shows
them the possibilities of becoming
aware of their own sexuality.
Rnndy: Gay and black audiences
are the First to discover and support
you, then they go on to something
else. We had already lost the “ sophis
ticated” audience. . . . With this
movie, the 9- and 10-year-olds will
hear Valerie Perrine’s speech about
tolerance and acceptance. . . . And
those are the kids who’re going to
be voting in ten years.

The Village People dressed In “no message" garb

Events
FRIDAY, JUNE 13
Cabaret Mathod completes its spring
run at Ft. Mason’s Marina Music Hall
with shows Fri/Sat/Sun at 8 pmi $3,
Marina and Laguna Blvds. Bldg. “ D”
-647-2625.
“The Best Dressed Girl in the Whole
Eighth Grade Lopes Down the Road
Towards Freedom Like a Running
Dog," a unique dance theater concert,
will be presented by soloist and chor
eographer Olivia CorsoD on Fri/Sat/
Sun at Performance Space, 1350 Waller
St., S.F. Donation of S3.50 or PAS.
For more info call 655-8375. 8:30 pm.
Uvla Blankmaa will perform three
evenings of solos and duets Fri/Sat
Sun, 8:30 pm at the Performance Gal
lery of Sain Francisco, 3153 17th St.
For reservations and information call
863-1002.
The Spaghetti Jam announces “ An
Evening with Tormented,” 9 pm at
The Old Spaghetti Factory, 478 Green,
San Francisco.
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New York Post

‘‘W ickedly witty, delicious

m u s ic a l."

Cue Maialine

Lee M. Copila

consvLTAtrr/oesKnu

by Rtncc Rtnouf
f the Jeffrey Ballet possessed any
other name, it might be The Phoenix
Ballet. No, not the city, I mean the
symbol of that magical bird, selfimmolating, but rising from its own
ashes.
Considering the Jeffrey’s history,
cut and snip a bit here and there and
the parallels are remarkable. That may
also account for San Francisco Bay
Area dance lovers feeling such an
affinity for the company, abetted by
the residencies at Stanford and U.C.
Berkeley. The combination built them
a following'that attends performances
by other companies, but retains a spe
cial affection for this American dream
come true.
This preamble is a way of saying The
Jeffrey Ballet will be dancing at the
Opera House June 18-27, again spon
sored by the San Francisco Symphony.
The 12-performance season is part of a
three-month tour outside New York
City, a prelude to the City Center sea
son in October, the Jeffrey’s first
since 1978.
It also anticipates a March, 1981
tour to the People’s Republic of china,
sponsored by the State Department’s
International Communications Agency.
The Jeffrey becomes the first U.S.
ballet company officially to visit that
ancient land and new government.
(The Boston Ballet Company is touring
there now, but not officially spon
sored. Neither, might I add, was the
Boston Tea Party official!)
Due to Financial problems, when
one-quarter of the Jeffrey’s revenue
sources came to an end, the company
expierienced a six-month lay-off, start
ing last September. Dancers went on
unemployment or sought other work.
Some of the dancers performed locally.
The interim provided artistic director
Robert Joffrey with the time to chore
ograph his First ballet since “ Remem
brances.” Set to Erik Satie music,
the ballet features Luis Fuentes and
will come to San Francisco hot off the
griddle from its worlc) premiere in
Jeffrey’s home town, Seattle, June 15.
Gerald Arpiño, the company’s asso
ciate director, is supposed to premiere
two new works here, one partially
funded by the San Francisco Commit
tee for the Joffrey. The music listed
is Shostakovich or Verdi, or both!
Suite Saint Saens will be heavily
featured during the local season, as will
Arpino’s memorable Kettentanz, which
has gone back into the repertoire for
this tour. Arpino’s /.’/ Iird ’Esprif, fea
turing Starr Danias, also will be offered.
From the Joffrey II repertoire will
be two works seen at Stanford this
January, Momentum by Choo San Goh
and Random Dances by Marjorie
Mussman. Joining the two ballets will
be an even dozen of their interpreters,
a truly bright young group of dancers.
Gone from the repertoire this season
is a company signature piece, Trinity.

I

TVie group known as Village People
is comprised o f Randy Jones (cow
boy), Felipe Rose (Indian), Alex
Briley (G.I.), David Hodo (construc
tion worker), Ray Simpson (cop),
and Glenn Hughes (biker). They
arefriendly, open, and articulate.

Photographs ‘ by BUI Embcriy at
Moby Dick, 4049 18th St., S.F.
SATURDAY, JUNE 14
Ssam Ambler, poetry reading, 8 pm
until 9 pm at Pacific Center for Human
Growth, 2712 Telegraph Ave. (at
Derby), Berkeley. S2.S0 suggested
donation.
No Cars on the Horizon, solo per
formance by A. Dibz 14th, 21st &
28th, 9 pm. S3 or PAS-k 50c. Berkeley
Moving Arts, 2200 Parker Street at
Fulton.
MONDAY. JUNE 16
Recent Works by Barbara Johnson,
Ann Rdnigcr, Knryn Yandow—A.RE.,
1141 Market St. June 16-28, open M-F
3-9 PM. Reception the 16th, 7-10 pm.
TUESDAY, JUNE 17
“Mnsic Alone Is Not Enough’’—an
exciting new film on the work and mu
sic of Joan Baez wUl be premiered at
the Humanitas International beneFit to
be held at the Palace of Fine Arts at
6:30 pm. Reception in the lobby with
Ms. Baez autographing copies of her
book, And Then I Wrote Proceeds
. ..

going to Humanitas. Contact numbers:
324-9077, Humanitas, and Cambodian
Emergency Relief Fund at 777-0103.
FRIDAY, JUNE 20
Ear Salon 3—Music by John Gnintfest, Henry Kuntz, Loren Means and
Allen Strange at Valencia Tool & Die,
974 Valencia St., S.F. at 7:30 pm.
S2 donation. Call 285-4724 or 8437357 for info.
THURSDAY, JUNE 26
No on Yes! Yes on No! Sponsored
by Citizens From Mars Attack Squad
1980 opens at 9 & II pm at Valencia
Tool & Die, 974 Valencia (near 21st
Street). $2 admission.
FRIDAY, JUNE 27
Local Lesbian Ardsta, in conjunc
tion with a nation-wide, multi-media
arts review, Gniaa, present “One or
Two Things I Know About Her—Bay
Area Lesbian Artists Exhibiting.’’
Opening from 5-8 pro and Saturday 1-6
pm, at the Goodman Building Galler
ies, n i l and 1121 Geary Blvd. Linda
Lorraine at 431-4872 or message at
864-5821 for more info.

GRAPHIC DESIGN

**.. .a gorgeous series o f musical
stagings and dance."
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Two of its main interpreters, Christian
Holder and Gary Chryst, will be else
where this season. Holder has departed
for other artistic pursuits and Chryst is
on Broadway sabbatical, but scheduled
to return to the company for the Octo
ber season at City Center.
Returning to the company is Luis
Fuentes, one of the originals when the
Joffrey company formed in 1966. Fanfarita is being revived for him, the pas
de trois which he danced with Susan
Magno and Erika Goodman. Now he
dances it with Ann Marie de Angelo
and Denise Jackson. As obvious a
show piece as the Don Quixote pas de
deux, it also displays a fair amount of
wit, thanks to Fuentes’ personality and
his way with castanets. It makes the
bravura minutes an artist-audience
communication.
Glen Tetley’s Mythical Hunters,
originally created for the Batsheva
Dance Company of Tel Aviv, Israel, is
being mounted. Tetley, who seems a
regular guest choreographer with
American Ballet Theatre, is one of the

early Joffrey dancers, part of the orig
inal six who set out in a station wagon
to tour the South.
Sir Frederick Ashton will be repre
sented by Les Patineurs, but also, more
importantly, by Illuminations, the
work he originally set in 1962 for New
York City Center Ballet. The leads,
originally danced by Melissa Hayden,
Tanaquil Le Clerq and Nicholas
Magallanes, will be danced by Beatriz Rodrigues, Patricia Miller and
Gregory Huffman, Based on the poetry
of Rimbaud, the ballet has sets and
costumes by Cecil Beaton.
For those interested in women chor
eographers the Joffrey has three rep
resented in the repertdire: Twyla Tharp
in As Time Goes Ry.'Agnes de Mille’s
perennial Rodeo and the Random
Dances of Marjorie Mussman, 1 believe
another Joffrey alumna. At City Cen
ter in 1976, they also displayed Anna
Sokolow, Margo Sappington, and
Ruthanna Boris. I recall the total num
ber of women represented was six. No
other major ballet company in this
United States claims such equal time
for the feminine approach to ballet
alongside major mide choreographic
talent. Touches like this simply are
another component of the phoenix
quality of The Joffrey Ballet.
So go and enjoy!

.
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La Compagnie Renaud-Barrault
Zellerbach Auditorium
he glory of the French theatrical
tradition was on parade at U.C.’s
2lellerbach Hall and Zellerbach Play
house the end of May when the
Renaud-Barrault Troupe, en route
from a lengthy engagement in Mexico,
brought the French version of Harold
and Maude to the boards of the Zeller
bach stage. It was abetted by two solo
lecture-performances by Jean-Louis
Barrault on Les Libertes de La Fon
taine and Le Langage du Corps. And
when I use the word La gloire, it is
precisely that.
Harolde el Maude has been playing
on and off for seven years in the
Renaud-Barrault repertoire. While the
language barrier provided me with an
aural comprehension of one or two
words out of as mtmy dozen, the visual
magic and the body language added to
the polish and style of French acting,
compensating the lack of linguistic
comprehension. (What slovenly minds
we Americans have, with three thou
sand miles of the same speech!)
The magic of the evening rightly
. belonged to Madeleine Renaud, whose
stage presence proclaims her one of the
great ladies of the theatre. As Maude,
she led young Harolde gently, but
Firmly, into the civilizing world of fan
tasy. Barrault’s notes proclaim,
“ Neither Harolde’s nineteen wasted
years, nor Maude’s many intenselylived years will keep our two heroes
from getting together and loving each
other on the high level of Supreme
Childhood."
Renaud is the eternal garden, French
domestic variety, a combination of
spring flowers, succulent vegetables
and a loving, adroit presentation for
digestion and enchantment.
Madeleine Renaud was supported by
the ultimate in slender young men who
are personifications of the pueraetemis,
Daniel Reviere, possessed of a body
which can express doubt like a ripple
from thought to foot. Nonetheless, his
Grande Guignol tricks of Fire to the
cofFin, explosion in the closet, mutila
tion of the hand, Lon Chaney head in
the covered dish were glorious.
Philippine Pascale was Harolde’s
mother and she was provided with
some amazing stage business, from the
timing with telephone and cord while
being massaged, to the list of suitable
candidates to acquire the Chasen
name, all carefully screened by her.
That each of the three bear some un
canny resemblance to her expostulatory
personality only testiFies to her total
oblivion to the intuitive, introverted
nature of her son. She’s the Queen
Mother in Swan Lake rendered con
temporary!
Another marvelous scene in the play
occurs when Harolde and Maude climb
a tree and look out over the landscape.
It actually is a trellis, but Renaud and
Riviere convey a sense of the pastoral
and the visual beauty of the French
out-of-doors which conveyed to JeanJacques Rousseau the idyllic notion of
“ I’homme naturcl.” The rest of the
world has followed that idyl ever since.
Renaud makes me. for one, look
forward to my seventiesi
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BOOKS

mingled with a pressure-valve of con
stant sex talk. Isherwood also (with the
most noble of intentions) attempts to
enter monastic life in early 1943. This
experiment lasts just over two years.
At one point the writer observes:

A public view of a private struggle

THE

8 AN rii\N C kSC O

149 Powell St.

WE WANT
YOU
NOW
SUMMER’S JUST AROUND THE CORNER . . .
AND SO IS THE SAN FRANCISCO GYM
(AND TOTAL PHYSICAL FITNESS
FOR YOU)

WORK OUT BEFORE WORK,
DCRINQ LUNCH OR ON YOUR WAY HOME.
OUR STAFF TWAINS YOU
ON A ONE TO ONE BASIS
TO H ELP YOU ACHIEVE TH E RESULTS YOU WANT.
WE KNOW ALL ABOUT HOW TO TAKE IT OFF
AND HOW TO PUT IT ON IN THE RIGHT PLACES.
W E’LL GIVE YOU DIETARY COUNSELING
AND PUT YOU ON A PROGRAM
THAT’S TAILOR-MADE JUST FOR YOU.

HOURS
7:00 A.M. to 9:30 P.M.
MON THRU FRI
9:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
SATURDAY
12:00 Noon to 5:00 P.M.
SUNDAY
convenient transportation
One block from Union Square Garage
Two blocks from Municipal Parking
Convenient to most Muni Transportation

Phone for a free
guided w orkout

Spiritual Devotion vs. the
Pursuit of Worldly Pleasures

do. Given all this ambiguity, Isherwood
embarks on what will be a multi-decade
I assume, life-long) quest. He
hristopher Isherwood has written (and
does
not
a set of principles or
a new book that tells—in diary rules thatchoose
can
easily
and
fashion—about some important things written down. Rather,behegrabb^
decides
that most people have either stopped tmst an individual personality with toa
thinking about orfiave decided are just much larger and seemingly reassuring
too impolite (or olit-of-date) to discuss sense of presence.
in public anymore.
few years before Swami’s death
My Guru and His Disciple is a selec andA after
a near 4<y-year relationship,
tive and artfully crafted autobiography Isherwood’s
diary records:
that focuses on Isherwood’s relation
. . . 1 personally am a devotee first
ship (between 1939 and 1976) with
and a Vedantist second. . . . My
Swami Prabhavananda, founder and
religion is almost entirely what I
spiritual leader of the Los Angeles
glimpse o f Swami’s spiritual exper
ience. I still firmly claim that this
chapter of the Vedanta Society. (Now
isn't a personality cult.
that I’ve told you the crux of this
As Isherwood chronicles his increas
book’s subject matter, I’m afraid that
a good many potential readers will ing involvement with Swami Prabhava
already be turned off. Depending on nanda and the Vedenta Society, the
your degree of religious ^ienation, it conflict between a life of spiritual
devotion and the various pleasures of
gets even more threatening.)
Besides centering oh Isherwood’s worldly pursuits becomes more acute.
instinctual but cautious development At one point, Swami tells Isherwood
of a non-physical love for Swami, that “ . . . all sex—no matter what the
My Guru and His Disciple is also the relationship—is a form of attachment
chronicle of one man’s search for and must ultimately be given up. This
depth of spiritual and religious under will come naturally as you make prog
standing; a search for an inner God ress in the spiritual life.’’
Isherwood tries to follow a selfwithin the context of the daily dis
imposed ban on a number of occasions,
tractions of a post-atomic world.
Isherwood is no sap. His writing and including a period of shared meditation
ideas always reflect a sense of direct and celibacy with a friend, but interness and clarity, to the point of often
being deceptively simple. His interest
in spiritual affairs b ^ n s in the late
1930s with a growing awareness of his
pacifist beliefs, having only recently
left a German lover and soon to be
Nazi soldier. Isherwood—the writer
and intellectual—arrives in New York
in early 1939 and by May decides to
journey to California, seeking the By Gordon Johnston.
friendship and potential mental clarity /4.S. Barnes and Co., 330pp.
of fellow pacifist Gerald Heard (along $12.95.
with other British expatriates, Chris
by Ned Brown
Wood and Aldous and Maria Huxley).
Isherwood wants to consult with
The courage to b e ...
other pacifist intellects, but is already
means not just choosing
suspicious of Heard’s rumored involve
life out there. The
ment with some Eastern religion. The
real choice is choosing
writer puts it bluntly, “To me, all this
oneself, one's individual
Oriental stuff wras distasteful in the
truth.
extreme.’’
James M. Hillman
Heard. Isherwood discovers, is in
the process *f taking lessons in medi
n this well-researched, but often
tation from a Hindu monk, Swami
academic work, Gordon Johnston
Prabhavananda. Heard’s meditation
examines some of the multiple stresses
seems to be intimately tied to an articu
and demands of homosexual existence.
lation of his pacifist beliefs. Isher
wood’s intellectual friend offers some Through the use of monologues and
dialogues Johnston describes a number
relatively benign and seemingly honest
of the choices which the homosexual
advice: to become a true pacifist, you
faces in his efforts toward realizing
must first fmd peace within yourself;
a fuller life.
. . only then, he said, could you
Johnston’s work covers a vast galaxy
function pacifistically*in the outside
of metaphysical and psychological
world.’’
Isherwood agrees and eventually de speculation. His sourc« are impec
cable, if a bit too heavily relied upon
cides to meet Heard’s chain-smoking
to do the work of exegesis. Unfortun
gum. A meeting is arranged and the
ately, he is fearless in the face of ab
writer arrives, armed with doubt and,
in particular, sexual mistrust, suspect stractions and will take on an army of
them on a single page. He is also
ing the potential condemnation of the
homosexual that most often accom addicted to oily latinisms so that a
paragraph can often slip past the care
panies religious bureaucracies.
less reader like a loose bar of cocoaThe Swami is pleasantly surprising
and elusive. He asks only that Isher butter soap. Keen alertness pays off in
the end, however. The book offers a
wood should try to view his current
good introduction to the homosexual
lover as the young Lord Krishna. In
other words, in addition to his lover’s condition as viewed from a variety of
theoretical positions.
physical beauty, to also look for his
The individual homosexual, Johns
spiritual grace; to discover that which
ton believes, must learn to know his
is Krishna-like—the incarnation of
own inner self in order to re-evaluate
“this thing” —in his lover’s body
his existence and his relations with his
and heart.
society. He must motivate himKif
Admittedly, tAis all sounds rather
strongly and sharpen his skills for the
vague. Especially trying to discover
difficult task of erecting his own norms
“this thing” —the spirit, an inner pres
for authentic being.
ence or light, a God. “This thing”
Too often the homosexual lives out
comes with very little baggage and no
heterosexual scripts for his behavior.
specific mies for conduct and no set
The “ men’s room” is Johnston’s metalist of what a person must or must not
b y E r ic H c llm u i

C

I have no feeling for the sacredness
o f the shrine. If you ask me what 1
want. 1 reply: Sex, followed by a
long sleep. . . . I inhabit a world in
which people are scarcely real. Real
are my sex fantasies and sex mem
ories. . . . Utterly unreal are Ramakrishna, religion, the war with all its
casualties and suffering, and the
problems of other people.

Of course, the above passage, when
taken out of context, gives an unfair
and inaccurate impression of Isher
wood’s spiritual journey. My Guru
and His Disciple illustrates the frustra
tion, ambivalence, and courage of the
Western intellect trying to fully assimi
late a foreign and non-cognitive under
standing of existence.
In My Guru and His Disciple, Chris
topher Isherwood offers a public view
of a very private struggle. To a large
extent this biographical work is a por
trait of Swami Prabhavananda. How
ever, that picture is limited by the nec
essity of written description.
The significance of Swami’s presence
is dependent on our trust in the au
thor’s own humanity and clarity of
perception. Ultimately, My Guru and
His Disciple is a gentle affirmation of
individual belief in an ultimate mean
ing to human existence.
And as partial evidence for his belief,
Isherwood offers a life of intellectual
and emotional courage, coupled with
disciplined accomplishment, and the
shared joy of good friends and lovers.

Which Way Out of the Men's Room?
Options for the Male Homosexual

I

phor for the narrow and demeaning
space assigned to homosexuals by the
dominant male power strucMire. The
homosexual must learn how he got put
there, what being there has done to
him, and where he can find a way out.
Imitation of the dominant majority
is clearly not Johnston’s way out. Nor
is oppression of one’s fellows, a survi
val trick that the oppressed learns from.
his oppressors. For Johnston the
burden on the homosexual minority is
rather to define it$ px^^etjÿical stjm.c!ardt.m ..(iay to day 'sUuationaaa well
as iir political and philosophical tetms.
Johnston thinks that homosexuals
ought to concern themselves with the
strains of materialism, exploitation,
and shallow sexuality that too often
characterize the gay ghetto.
At present Johnston believes that
homosexual individuals are being en
couraged to evolve into neo-homo
sexuals. This transformation is to pre
pare a compliant, ghettoized subculture
for assimilation into the mass cultural
apparatus, is this goal of efficient con
formity what we really want, he asks.
What about individual creative powers
and uniqueness?
Johnston concludes his book with a
letter to a former lover in which he
describes his own journey to philo
sophical awareness:

Feminist Music Set
For Gay Pride V\bek
Celebration
by Mickad Maadoli

Concerts

Mary Watktaa Jazz Keyboard Artist
featuring Linda Tillery, vocals; Bernice
hree of the country’s foremost gay
Brooks, drums; Tucki Baily, sax A
male singcr/songwriters join forces
and Kirby Lowe, bass; at Cadell
for an evening of feminist musk when flute;
Place,
June 20, 9:30. 524 Union
Blackberri, Chris Tanner and Tom St.. S.F.Friday,
S3.391-4343.
Abo at U Pena,
Wilson appear at Metropolitan Com
Sunday, June 29, 8:30, Shattuck at
munity Church-SF in a special Gay
Prince, Berkeley. S3.843-0662.
Pride Week musical celebration,
Recording artbt Gwen Avery and
June 27.
band
bring their blues—and gospelThrough performances everywhere
tinted
rock to Berkeley’s Julia Morgan
from intimate clubs to national rallies,
Center for the Arts on June 26 for an
from San Francisco to Washington,
evening o( feminist music by lesbians
D.C., BLACKBERRI is well known to
and gay men. Also on hand for this
both gay and Third World commu
nities. One of his songs, “ It’s OK,”
was recorded by San Francisco band
Buena Vista and featured in the filro
Word Is Out. Another, “ Eat the Rich,”
was a winner in the 1979 SRS Song
writing Contest. Blackberri has ap
peared on the Folkways album Walls
to Roses: Songs of changing Men and
b at work on his Tint solo album.
CHRIS TANNER also contributed
to Watts to Roses and, in 1979, teamed
with fellow singer-songwriter Charlie
Murphy for a nine-city U.S. concert
tour. Enthusiastic audience response
and his bourgeoning Bay Area follow
ing encouraged him to begin work on
a solo album, now nearing completion.
Philadelphia-based TOM WILSON
is enjoying success with hb album Gay
Name Game, a collection of cabaretstyle ballads and utirkal songs (such
as “ Momma’s Boy,” “ Threesome”
and “ Recruiter’s Fight Song” ). The
album, which is distributed nation
wide, has been acclaimed by such
mgjor gay publications as In Touch
and The Advocate. The San FranCbco
Sentinel proclaimed. “ With it, the
potential of gay men’s music takes a
step forward.” Tom has been called
“the gay world’s answer to Tom
Lehrer,” arid the national Gay Com
munity News adds, “ If you ever get a
chance to hear this man, don’t miss
himi”
This very special event will be held at
MCC-SF, ISO Eureka (at 18th), Fri
day, June 27 at 8 p.m. Tickets SS,
Tom Wilson (above) appears with Blackberri
available at the door. For further in
June 27 at the Metropolitan Community Church.
formation call (415) SS2-4441 or (415)
431-6268.

T

PgRMANENT HAIR REMOVAL

very special Gay Pride Week musical
ceMration will Wncfcbenl and Chib
Tanner (of WALLS TO ROSES fame)
and Tom Wilson (“ the gay world’s
answer to Tom Lehrer” ). 2640 College
Ave., Berkeley. 8:30 PM. Tickets avail
able at the door. For further informa
tion: (415) 552-5551 or 548-2687.
Three of the country’s foremost gay
male singer/songwriters join forces
when Blackberri and Chris Tanner and
Tom Wilson appear at Metropolitan
Community Church, S.F. in a special
Gay Pride musical celebration, June 27
at 8 PM. Tickets $5, available at the
door. For further information call
552-4441 or 431-6268.

-

PROFESSIONALS SERVING

CASTRO VILLAGE
LARRY SEEMAN, R E.
CHUCK JOHNSON, R E.

POR FREE CONSULTATION
CALL

285 - 9948

712-A CASTRO STREET
SAN FRANaSCO, CA. M114
C U M ID SUNDAY AND MONDAY

THE BOYS IN THE BAND
Donald (Todd Waggoner, right) tries to comfort an inconsoiable
Michaei (Jerry Tobin) after a gay birthday party ends in disaster in
this scene from Mark Crowley’s The Boys in the Band.
Crowley's melodrama created a sensation when It opened during
the 60's. Many gay activists now regard the work as a museum
piece of gay stereotypes.
The BedinI Theater Project projection, directed by Lawrence
BedinI, continues through June 15.
and Chris Tanner

1m o l l a i n e

968-2314
(4151
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PRIVATE AIRPORT

D RU M M ER
M a g a zin e an d
th e n a tio n 's
la rg e s t b a th s to
do it. . .
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S U N D A Y S at 7 P M
T U E S D A Y S and
W E D N E S D A Y S at 8 P M

Chez Jacques

1390 California at Hyde

I am not gay. I am a homosexual
person with an infinite number of
talents and possibilities which I now
recognize 1 diould begin to actualize.
. . . I want to explore ideas and
broaden my intellectual capacities.
I want to explore people, places and
projects which I have avoided until
now. I want to live fully. . . . I also
want to include women, my parents,
my sister, and the young, the old,
the sick, the crippled—the whole
variety of human experience in m^
experience o f life. 1 have finish^
compartmentalizing my life. I am
through with narrow restrictions.
Gay closets, as well as straight clos
ets both lead to solitary confinement. .

Reservations 775-7574/$5.50
^1 °° D i s c o u n t
1f i t h i s A d

à i
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M en

Country Living
In the Heart of the City

781-3220

861-9699
38 Washburn St.
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ACTION

A SPECIAL PARTY !

Victorian f loflirau

132 Turk St., San Francisco, CA 94102 (415)775-5511

UPPER MARKET
FLAT k LAUNDROMAT

Busy lauodromat with flat above
Includaa all operating aquipinanl.
Good income producing property.
For linenclal statement, please call
for Information.
Above, a 1 bedroom apartment with.
Ilraplaca, new kitchen, view, ramodalad bath, and deck potential
above the two side by tide garages.
8225,000.00

566-2131
673 Portola Drive
next to Tower Market

SUNDAY
JUNE 2 9
5 PM
(A F T E R T H E P A R A D E )

Real Estate
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THE
ORIGINAL
GLORY
HOLES

The South of Market
Chib is

WHAT'S
H O T...

THE

Membership— $3.00

The most
unusual
"sex place
in the whole
wide world!

543-7753

On your next visit to San Fran
cisco, experien ce one
of th e C ity ’s newest
pleasures—a stay at
the tastefully restored
Hotel El Dorado. We
offer easy access to
the Downtown, Polk.
Castro and Folsom dis
tricts. Com fortable and
secure, you are reminded of

Rates begin at *19*®

“ V r

^ ninth Street. San Francisco, CA 94103 • (415) 552-4660

FCR TH E SECCND Y E A R , D R U M M E R E X H IB IT S W C RK BY
TH E E X C IT IN G ARTISTSV\/HD H A V E APPEARED IN ITS PAGES.
TH E G A LLE R Y IS CN THE W A LLS C F TH E HEAMIOARTEBS
(683 C L E M E N T IN A STREET) W IT H SOME OF T H E A R TIS TS IN
PERSON. D E F IN IT E L Y THE H O TTE ST A R T SHOW IN TOW N!
RUNS TH R O U G H TH E E N TIR E M O N T H OF JUNE.

Mmr
Ü S

K fi
m

m

■^

T H IS IS THE BIG ONE - T H E M R . SOUTH OF M A R K E T C O N 
TEST AT TROCADERO TR A N S FE R . COME A N D SEE TH E
SEXIEST MEN IN SAN FRANCISCO V Y IN G FOR TOP HONORS.
DOORS OPEN A T 9 PM. TIC K E TS ARE $7.50, NO MEMBERSHIP
REQUIREM ENTS. TICKETS A V A IL A B L E FR O M D R U M M E R
A N D T R O C A D E R O ^ T R A n ^ F E R (520 FO U R TH STR EET).
TH E BIGGEST BATH IN TH E W ORLD A N D TH E H O TTEST
M A G A ZIN E FOR MEN CO M BINE FOR TH E O N E P A R TY Y O U
____ W O N T W ANT TO MISS. DOORS OPEN A T S PM, A N D T H E
■ | r GOOD TIM ES RO LL A L L N IG H T LONG. TH E PERFECT W A Y TO
iin
END A PERFECT GAY PR ID E W EEKEND. T IC K E T S A V A IL 
ABLE AT THE DOOR, NO MEM BERSHIP R E Q U IR E D . B ULLDO G
BATHS (132 T U R K ).
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975 H A R R ISO N . SAN FRANCISCO 94107 . (415) 543-5263
LEVIS . DISCIPLINE

. JOCKSTRAPS

. SHAVING

• FFA . UNIFORMS • BONDAGE

FREE IN THANKS TO .
FREE THE MEN OF
FREE SAN FRANCISCO
FREE THE
FREE HANDBALL EXPRESS
FREE ANNOUNCES
LOCKERS FREE LOCKERS
LOCKERS THE MONTH OF JUNE
LOCKERS SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY
til MIDNIGHT
LOCKERS 6EXCLUDING
HOLIDAYS
Co c k e r s AND PARTY NIGHTS
LOCKERS MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED
WATER

SPORTS

•

WESTERN

.

DISCIPLINE

. LEVIS

• JOCKSTRAPS

• SHAVING

iA$v AS A m i seooucttONS'

TH E DEBUT OF TH E S IZ Z L IN G NEW M A LEB O X , NOW A D R U M 
MER M O N TH LY PU BLIC A TIO N A N D THE O PENING OF H A R D
CORPS: THE DR U M M ER ER O TIC PHOTO-SHOW A T TH E ASYL”UM (12 DECATUR STREET) IN SAN FRANCISCO A T 8 PM.
TH E MOST E X C IT IN G PHOTOGRAPHY Y O U 'V E EVER SEEN
A N D MORE!

TH E NEWS D RUM M ER MEN H A V E BEEN W A IT IN G FOR - TH E
LEA TH ER F R A T E R N IT Y GETS ITS OWN K E Y CLUB! TH E
FIRST ONE IS SET FOR SAN FRANCISCO IN LA T E SU M M ER , A
PLACE WHERE THE D R U M M ER M AN CAN M E E T H IS PEERS.
A N D MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES DRU M M ER SUBSCRIPTIONS,
CLUB DISCOUNTS, SPECIAL BENEFITS, A N D A H ELL O F A
LOT MORE. IN FO R M A TIO N O N JO IN IN G IS A V A IL A B L E O N L Y
FROM DRUM M ER AN D THE LE A TH E R F R A T E R N IT Y .

JUNE
aU
month
JUNE
ir
JUNE

26
JUNE
29
$60
CHARTER

MEMBERSHIPS!

- 'f. =..

■■'•vîSi..-

A MAN’S CLOTHING STORE

The

Folsom

HOURS; Monday— Saturday
Noon to 5 p.m.

A complete line of men’s
casual clothing—Including
Levi button Jeans, quality
motorcycle and bombtr',;
Jackets.

Man

Top Quality—Reasonable Prices

1258 FOLSOM ST.
SAN FRANCISCO

(415) 552-5667

You’ll come to us for our sensible rates.
But you’ll remember us for die men who stay here.
Mott could «fTord to stiy anywhere. But they lU y at me 100-b«l
Cat* Loma. Because money can't buy what we have. And they come
back for more. From all over the world. Again and again.
Come stay with us. And »e'll give you 100 good reasons to
remember us. Rates and floor plan on request. (415) 552-7100

CLUB S A N F R A N C IS C O
3 3 0 PITCH ST.-(4 1 5 ) 3 9 2 -3 5 8 2

k

Q ascicC om ci ])

FOB
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New Wave and
Rock ’n Roll
Music

■ox tS S O I

SIO VUlatere

§

ft a t T M M k s e d T Ita f lM tt tr M t.

Ba n

f h a n c is c o ,

C a 0411S

SATISFACTDN GUARANTEED!

LIBERTY BATHS
A PRIVATE MEMBERSHIP CLUB

1157 Post Street
San Francisco, 94109
(415)771-1300
If you are not com pletely le titf ied with the lubricating q u alitiet of
P E R F O R M A N C E C R E M E L U B R IC A N T return the unused po rtion
to H ad yt In«., P.O. Box 1 4 697, San Francisco 9 4 1 1 4 fo r fu ll
refund o f your purchaa« price.

/tsDERSON OPENAiARKET
■

Sunday
Champagne
Brunch
REEF’S
RESTAURANT
501 Balboa at 6th Ave.
11 to 3
387-5756

The SENTINEL

NURSES

HEALTH
CONSERVATION
INC.

H O M E D ELIVERY

CALL
864-2178

Ä SUBSCRIBE
NOW!

Not
even
your
best
friend
w'
tc
al
V.
i
I
I
i
I
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I
I
I
I
w
i
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L
I
San Francisco City Clinic I
250 Fourth St.
I
558-3804
I
I
Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 • 6:00
Tues., Weds., Fri. 8:00 - 4:001

Business Qfteis
FABULOUS
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Great Divisadero St. location, 2400 sq.
ft., liquor license available.
HYLAN D PROPERTIES
751-4SS3

FootS o le
CORBETT ST. UPR. MKT. CONDO
Dow ntow n & bridge views, 2 story
townhouse decks off both levels, 2 br,
firpi, 8 yrs old, orig owner Ivg area
ask $135,500 agt 584 7339 or 668-6060
BERNAL HEIGHTS COTTAGE
BY OWNER SAVES
Part remodeled new oak floors beamed
ceiling big yard sunny garage w/shop
space assume loans $81,000. Call for
appointment mornings: 826-1865.
Leather Jacket, size 38, dressy, bought
$175 Macy’s. Sacrifice $95 or best offer.
8111,285-6194.
Management problems? See services ad
OWN A BIT OF HISTORY
Mt. St. Helens volcanic ash. $2 per pkg.
D.C.W. Inc., 11880 SW 116th, Portland.
Oregon 9 7 2 2 3 . ____________

Bedroom Set All Oak
1940’s Vintage
Handmade Oak Cabinets
Hardrock Maple Rocker
Plus much more
668-6902
Must SeU by 6/25

OFENAfARKET

RNs

Robert John Dem

NORTH
WOODS
PROPERTIES
RUSSIAN RIVER
Vintage River House
High on a hill overlooking the
river, this 1927 two bedroom
home In Impeccable condition
offers almost a half acre of pri
vacy, yet Is close to the river.
W rap-around d eck, co u n try
kitchen, terraced vegetable gar
den, private road, large all Virgin
Redwood living room. Owner will
helpherel $103,000.

If you can afford a new car you
can afford to own this charming
cottage Ideated In the heart of
the Beautiful Russian River Re
sort Area. This one bedroom
cabin Is ready to move Into, no
fIx-up necessary. Included are a
refrigerator and range. Extra
sleeping room downstairs.
$39,500.

Down By The River
Complex of five buildings, for
merly the Russian River Inn, on
prim e G u e rn ev llle rive rfro n t.
Eight units, almost one acre,
with private beach, hot tub and
year round sun. $295,000 with
financing available.

Qien Craig Cottages
Fixer resort exuding all the
charm and nostalgia of our spe
cial Russian River area. Rent the
cottages for the summer as they
are— It's very pro fitablel— and
spend the w inter renovating.
Eleven cottages and three units
In the main house. $199,000 with
owner financing.

Cedar & Sun
Immaculate cedar home, 2 bed
room, 1 bath, huge deck, sun,
trees, on seasonal creek. Only
$69,500.

For The Birds
Own your own business and
home In Freestone Historical
District. 2 ^ acres. 1000 sq. ft.
home, bam, year round creek and
wall established retail bird farm.
$230,000.

Prime Business
Cafe-Restaurant In prime resort
area of Guernevllle. A money
maker with lots of potential. Bus
iness opportunity only. $39,000.
ForestvUle (707) 887-1583
M onte Rio (707) 869-2020
GuemevUlc (707) 869-3054
M a il to: Box 33
Guem ewood Parit, C A 95446

J o b sO ie ie d
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Excellent Working Conditions
Apply In Person The Watergarden
1010 The Alameda S. J .'
Must be 18 yrs of age & clean cut

WE OFFER: Top Pay,
Benefits. C.E.
Choose your hours and activities
to suit your professional lifestyle

CALL NOW—989-6966

278 Post St . #401, San Francisco

Jobs Wanted
WE NEED JOBS. Hospitality House is
looking for jobs for gay people new to
San Francisco. We have entry level and
some skilled people ready to work.
Please call us now at 7752103. Ask for
Ken Kline or Susan Penny. We will
screen applicants well before we send
them out. Please give a newcomer a
chance to become a productive part of
our community.

Massage by W/M 5'7'' 135 brn hr/eyes
mouat. Smooth muscular honest dlscreet very gdikng. Call Rob 9657949
Man For Men. Uncut, hung. Massage.
Early or late, call Hank, 621-4190. SF.
HOT YOUNG BLONDE MASSEUR
W ILL RUB YOU THE RIGHT WAY.
VERS. GREAT SMOOTH
SW IMMERS BODY. S73-RYAN
EFFECTIVE MASSAGE
Tension draining deep Swedish muscu
lar oil massage. Shiatsu, Polarity &
Trager-2 hrs. $25. nonsexual-certified
PAUL, 673-7924
LATINO SEXY MASSEUR
23 yr O ld , hndsm hot body gives
sensual massage.
Call SERGIO 261-0286
STAYING POWER MASSAGE
T R IM HANDSOME HUNG DUDE
W ILL GIVE DEEP GENTLE
MASSAGE EVES. 474-6583

Masseur; athlete; 85% repeat; low fee;
films; toys; total body; Barry—552-9025
Legitimate Swedish massage outcalls.
S.F.-by man; non-sexual. 673-5166.
2 gdikng yng students w/toys, films.
In/out. Marc & Rob 8855498 Hot stuff I
For hot scene call goodlooking, ver
satile Rod, In/out. 776^606.___________

M assag* ClasM s:
O ne day workshop and
weekly classes.
MnoJanIa 8S3-2842
Also avallabta for massage'

M O d d is/E so o its
$20— HOT DEFINED JOCK
HUNG NICE,6’1 M 7 0
SENSUAL MASSAGE
BILL (415)441-1054
PAUL MUSCLE STUD 928-0135
BULGING JOCKSTRAP
on a tall tan blond with firm white
buns. A hot hung homy handsome hunk
STEVE—921-5595

Restaurant workers wanted. Apply In
person at Pacific Exchange, 2225 Fill
more St. between 5 and 8 PM.
APARTMENT MANAGER
Part-time. Fillmore DIsf. 922-7504, 5-8.

Now accepting
applications for
Bartenders,
Barbacks,
Waiters,
and Floor People.
San Francisco’s
Number 1 Disco

STUDIO WEST
CaU 781-6357

between 4 & 6 PM
Monday thru Friday
for personal interview
"Experienced O nly”

(4I5) 4M -936I
OR C O TO HEADQUARTERS

PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELING
MICHAEL BETTINGER M JL.
MFCC «M12491 8851971
Masculine, sincere, W /m— 6 ft, 160 lbs,
brown hair, blue eyes, moustache, 4 0 seeks em otionally stable W /m for
possible relationship. Your photo
brings mine. Write: 470 Castro St.,
Suite 207, Box 33, San Francisco, CA
94114.
Vacation in London! 2 gay men seek
apt. exchange for summer/fall. Call
621-6769 for details, ask for Paul.
W EEKEND SLAVE needed. Send appli
cation to Don, 625 Scott #607, S.F.. CA
Hot together guy 2532 with big buns
wanted by masc. 6'2" bun pounder. No
dopers^phonles. Chuck 864-7010.

SAN FRANCISC094102

^>pen Ooofs
sensible
rental location
service

My ad in The Sentinel has been
very successful. Thank you for
giving me the opportunity to reach
so many of my gay brothers and
sisters.

See our listings
of apartm ents and shares
without obligation.
Fees from $10.(X)

Sincerely,

Sam Alex Zifferblatt

2317 Market (Noe/Castro)
Hypnosis, W t Loss, Habit C o n f ^ , SelfConfidence, Smoking. Sam, 4690349
evesfwknds till 11 pm. Certified._______
DAYTIME SUPPORT GROUP
New group for gay men starts soon S.F.
A safe place for growth, drawing
strength and care from each other.
Experienced group facilitators. Call
Dave Cooperberg, M.A. 431-3220.
Pedro Rojas, M.A. 841-9198.

M FD
Ç iU A F ^ -r £ F ÎI- v ]
America's moat exclusiva
personal ad publication
for Gay man.
' R«r«efi«l atfs
MallOfGw
' WedeWfRSi65uri

' CONMIWMIyS«CllOf1
40 word ad SIO Free Quarterly with
every ad. Sand us your ad or send $8 for
the currant issue mailed 1st class.

Courier Enterprlaas
1523 N. La Braa Ave . Suite P
Hollywood. Cain. 90028

Wanted:

To Rent or Lease.

Van with sliding side door
• for use in delivery of
Sentinels every other
Friday; for the day and
part of the evening.
Phone 864-2178, 9-5

Reniais
Economy apts (turn) Polk area 474-1721
All gay apt building, Buchanan & Oak
Studios & 1-br. $225325, remod Viet.
Carpet, bright and light. 621-0740.

COMMUNITY RENTALS
We are the largest gay owned/staffed
agency In SF. 3 offices. Open 7 days
a week. Over 1300 apts/flats/houses to
choose from each monthi
552-9595

Foot fraternity for men who dig bare
fe e t, boots, shoes, sneakers, sox,
Levis, leather and other clothing who
w ish to contact others Into same.
W rite: Foot Frat, P.O. Box 3385, San
Francisco, CA 94119.

f^Aou aôi-«6aô
492GROVE

Dear Friends,

Medical Intern wishes to rent 2-3 br
house or flat in Noe Valley area w/yard
for dog. Arriving June 1st. Paul, con
tact-person, 285-8825 eves, 285-2006
days.

PeEBODcOS

Looking for
an Apartment?
Need a Roommate?

VAN NESS & CALIFORNIA

Lg studios & 1 brs on Alamo Sqr $300 -iBrlte hdwd firs crpts/drps 921-9186.

LIVE-IN HOUSE MANAGER
Reimbursed w/Irg studio w/vlew, board,
sal, med care. For Info: Or. Wm Kapla,
(415)775-8872. ■

PANTHEON WANTS HOT MEN
for erotic filme/photos. Top fees paid.
If young, built & uninhibited, call (415)
6253489 for Info., Interview.

CONTINGENT
June 29

FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
$55/wk/ba, $45 w/oba. Good dn location
Lg clean rooms, gay management and
tenants. Hacienda Hotel, 580 O'Farrell
Dally also available (415) 9253450

CONSTRUCTION TRAINEE
In Mendo. Cty. No previous experience
required. Send employment history and
any background Info to Larry Woods,
24491 Rose Terrace, Wllllts, CA 95490

studio near Alamo Sq. View yard hard
wood fl safe $265; Call Ken, 285-7604
Stu dio apt $180 H ayes/Flllm ore.
552-0908
922-7504,6-9 p.m.

with the

Complete satisfying massage by hndsm
guy 30 dwntwn S.F. David, 398-2198

Exp. lab tech for 7/1 pos In gay FP In
S.F. Must be thoroughly fam w/bact,
parasi, hem, & chems. Sal neg. Cal lie
not req. Call Alison, 775-8872._________

Receptionist WANTED In gay moti
vated, dedicated, personalized dental
o ffic e. Experience and/or In-fleld.
Motivation a Must. Salary Open (■«■
Benefits). Contact 621-5345.

r 111’ ! ‘ •mi- '•« -î.»r

LVNs-AIDES

RUSSIAN RIVER HIDEAWAY
Private 1 bd house, sleeps 4, fully
furnished, sunny, excellent location.
$200/wk/$100/wknd eves 415-921-4256
WESTERN ADO NEWLY REMOD
$360—spacious sunny 1 bd-1 ba In a
secure bldg. Must see to appreciate.
Gar avail. Close trans. 863-2704 appt.
Clean quiet rooms In redone Victorian.
Sw itchboard, sauna, lounge, share
kitchen. Rooms from $l5/nlght, $59$79/wk. 417 Gough, SF 431-9131.
SOUTH OF MARKET RENTALS
2 br unfurn apt near 7th & Howard Sts
375 & 340. 6256657, 552-1959, 552-1985
$265 large studio-f dinette, unfurn,
elev, view, trans, 600 Fell, 626-2041.
RUSSIAN RIVER BEACH HOME
Private 3 bd & sleeping cottage, fire
place, picnic area, furnished, barbecue,
sleeps 6, $350/wk. (707) 623-1846.
Folsom St storefront space with up
stairs studio Inc kitchen & shower.
1500 sq ft $800. 362-8059 or 5457998
APARTMENT WANTED
Two professional men seek uncommon
apartment for occupancy beginning In
July or Aug. Need garage & washer
dryer outlet. Prefer Pacific Heights.
(415)346-1791.

EUROPEAN STYLE TRAVEL CLUB
An old fashioned hospitality network
which allows gay travelers to stay In
private homes rather than hotels. If you
have a spare bedroom and would like
extra Income thru occasionally hosting
visitors from other cities and countries,
we are now accepting Host applica
tions. You choose who stays with you
and for how long. Discreet, non-sexual.
For Into, call 552-0960.

Commercial business space available
for rent or lease. Available for any type
of business. 4035 18th St. (nr Castro).
Ground fir & upr fir. Mr. Freydo, 6488849.511 AM, 7-9 PM.

qayhI sea rc h er
Interview ing men who have been
pornography subjects tor book. Call
Toby. (415) 398-2040. days.

OLDTIBURON
1 lg bedroom lower duplex w/deck view
Angel Island, SF. Walk to ferry-bus.
$525 mo. 435-3375/435-9270.

$485—VIct flat 2 bedroom fireplace
1 Vi bathroom, easy parking.
Call 2857750.

864-5555

Hypnosis Is your snswsr. Professional
who cares. Call 883-1713,7-10 sm.
A MOVING COMPANY
1 ROOM OR ENTIRE HOME
961-2924

Wm

ST U D IO .-L arg e 554 Hayes St.
#6 $ 3 0 0 .0 0
O N E O F A K IN D
$ 1 0 7 5 , 2-S T O R Y , 12-R O O M
P E N T H O U S E 5-BDRMS, 3
B A TH S. D b l Parlor, huge dng
rm & kitch , top floor sitting
rm plus sundeck. spectacular
view . F ull tile in kitch &
baths, in c l floor, cpts in all
other rms. Curtains & shades,
all elec baseboard htrs. all
elec kitch . 645 Hayes St..
Pets OK.
STORE. 5 6 0 Hayes. $250.
STORE. 5 6 4 Hayes. $250.
STORE. 5 1 6 Hayes, $400.
STORE. 5 0 0 Hayes. Corner
O ctavia, $9 50 .
First and last month's rent requirpd, no deposits. M ust be
employed.
O w ned an d managed by
B U N K H O U S E PROPERTIES,
la rg e s t
H ayes
V a lle y
landlord. W e live here too.
See M g r. at 419 Ivy St., or
call for appointment to see
these e x c e p tio n a l a p a r t 
ments.
N E W O m C E HOURS
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Mon. - Sat.

863-6262

Apartments
in

Secure
Gay
Buildings
$295 STUDIO APARTMENT nr.
Alamo Sq. Spacious,
quiet, garage, laurtdry.
$315 STUDIO APARTMENT nr.
Alamo Sq. View, spacious,
quiet, garage, laundry.
$375 1 BEDROOM APT. nr.
Alamo Sq. Spacious,
quiet, garage, laundry.

RUSSIAN RIVER
VACATION HOMES
BY MONTH
OR SEASON

Secure Gay Buildings
Phone Michael, 621-6223
orG inny, 552-8175

I II (
I Iv’ I \

664-13¡2
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
MERCHANDISE
VICTORIANS
$250— 1BR— APT— 411 Pierce
$600— 5BR— Flat— 422 Pierce
$600— 5BR— Flat— 971 Fell
$235— Studio— 410 Pierce
Abova apartmenle and flats have
Tiffany Lamps, W/W, Drapes,
Staam heat, nawly painted

$175— Studio— 435 Hayes
$250— 1BR— 1560 Golden Gate
Abova have hardwood floora,
ataam heat, nawly painted

LA N D LO R D S— When you
need someone to clean an
empty apartment, call THE
CLEAN TEAM. When you need
someone to clean the com
mon areas of your apartment
building or condominium, re
place the light bulbs, wash the
windows, etc., call THE
CLEAN TEAM. Or, of course,
to have your own home
cleaned regularly, call THE
CLEAN TEAM.
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Boggs & Balletta
Construction

7 days a week

861-2312

Roommates
GAY ROOMMATES
The largest service In S.F. for gay men
& women I Detailed forms provide fast
resultsi 2 offices.
552-6866

The Highest Quality Available
at a price you can afford.
Specializing in
• Tiffany Lamp Shades
• Stained Glass Windows
and Panels
• Gifts

Sally J.
Shute
552-3829

Carpentry
new

repairs

Fine Quality Kitchens
Bathrooms & Additions

B b lV E R

K A R T B E IS E R

• Design
• Installation
• Maintenance

(416) 552-4432

2 8 2 -8 0 8 6

^ SHOWER ENCLOSURES & SECURITY DEVICES
G«t It all (Xxw wim
ont call; By com
bining many sarvices we otiet a
regair & Improve
ment service mat's
geared lo all those
small & medium size
|obs that no one
else wants lo do

R e s id e n tia l
C o m m e rc ia l
Q u a lity W o r k

• COUPON

C 415) 9 2 9 *1 1 4 8
2
O
<

14151 5 8 7 * 4 0 9 7

M A IN T E N A N C E
A BREUER ENTERPRISE
CAR»»ENTBY
ELECTRICAL
GLAS8WORK
PAINTING

VICTORIAN
Fireplace & Firebox
Rebuilding
Smoking Chimneys
Cured & Cleaned
Cap & Extensions
Made to Order

nCTM IM IO NDELIIG
SPECUUSTS

6 4 1 -9 2 3 4

OF IT ALL. Inc.
TRUCKING &
CLEANING
SERVICES;

Frw Estimates
(41956S3886

Our M l Y(tr SaiWig Osr Cpwawirity

i
o

Michael

824-9211
after 6 p.m

MITCH

House Cleaning

R A U PH JO Y

San Francitco

Sabaetopol

416-863-4188

707-823-6509

3
o

COMPLETE LAMP WORK • PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

Dem olition & Trash Removal

Free Estimates

STATf lie 1 524S37
1126 CHUKCHS F

PATCHING
PLUMBINQ
TILINQ
HAULING

“LetuamakayourkhaaereeHty"

ûgfitle

BONDED

Ph. 861-2401

The Sentinel reservej the right to reject,
in whole or in part, any advertisement
which It determines to be objectionable
in appearance, character, wording, or to
be inconsistent with the best interest
andlor policy of The Sentinel

Gey Men end Women

864-8445 • SKILLS tVALU4TK>N
IIT »14

• ErsKcnvt assuMS

• INTf NVTiW STHATEOISS

C h a rle s K . S ivaslian Jr.

individual invaatmant Consultant

Painting and
Floor Refìnishing
Highest quallri' work
and matcrialK.
Int./Ext. Work • Free E»tR e n a ls s a n c e C o .
431-7227

Housecleaning— Reliable, experienced.
References, $5.50/hr. Danny, 864-2257.

HAVING A PARTY?
USE US
Cowboy - Armyboy - Lifeguard - Leatherman-Jock or any fantasy. Bartenders,
waiters, party specialists. Jon & Daniel,
eves/weekends. 864-3524, S.F.

282-1297

Cslifomia License #373957

* CiffCA V66K
• KASI6M1CUTU

Complete Career

CERTIFIED ASTROLOGER
Complete Astrological services; natal
and progressed charts; relationship
charts. Tarot Readings also. George
Hammack, (415)647-6276.

QUALITY LINE PAINTERS
Complete prof Int wall prep & painting.
Furn refInIsh, odd Jobs. Ed, 621 -5732

839 Larkin at Geary
Mon—Sat 12-7
441-7737

E L E C T R IC

Plumbing

Coufyete>9 Servies for

YARD RENOVATION
Quality Landscape and Yard Work.
John Bowen, 431-3449 after 5 PM.

PAINTING A PAPER HANGING
with care. Call Len at 864-3010.

THE
MAGAZINE

DO S O M E TH IN G GOOD
FOR YOURSELF

PAINTING INT-EXT
Quality work, reasonable, references
Call for estimates. Dan 431-4547 eves.

441-4946
House cleaning for Apts., Flats. Good
rates, references. Call (415) 552-5512,
ask (or Todd.

V
r
r
>

Star

456-5111

QOOO CLEANING MAN IS
EASY TO FIND
Phone C harles evenings 626-4223.
Local references, 7 years experience.

PAINTING, HAULING, MOVING,
BASEMENT CLEANING 6264)831

remodeling

Lone

.'8fj 9846

U c«M *'359335

SMOKE ALARM SYSTEMS
~
BURGLAR ALARMS
HIGH QUALITY— FAIR PRICES
LICENSED CALIF FIRE & SECURITY
626-8426

Dt; Luxt ____ ■
Doc Croocoing

z

■ M a x tm ; ( i i ) ' - \ V i t l ¡ / I \ o i ¡

James M . Reid
Construction Co.

HOUSE CLEANING
Carsful, thorough, rel. Tom, 221-3265.

WE’U-.TAKE
YOUR LOAD
C all A rt

Gay woman to. share 2 br apt In Inner
Sunset. Call Laurie at (415) 566-5677.

LOVE'S PIANO SERVICE '
T U N IN Q -R E P A IR -6 6 1 -3 6 6 6

TIM CARRICO COMPANY
564-4836

N16BA6h 868AgTlAH
ASan880Francisco
CIA768

(0

Oakland Hills. 3 gay men seek same to
shr home hottub grdn own fur bedroom,
bath 8 util, $110, call Goo 339^944

431-4257

Landscape Gardening

T E N A N T S — W ouldn't you
really rather have someone
else clean your empty apart
ment after you've moved out
or your new one before you
move in? Call THE CLEAN
TEAM. Or, of course, to have
your home cleaned regularly,
call THE CLEAN TEAM.
REALTORS—When you rieed
someone to clean the house
or condominium before you
show it, call THE CLEAN
TEAM. Or, of course, to have
your own home cleaned regu
larly. call THE CLEAN TEAM.

Billy

Buy—
SellTrade—
OLD MAGAZINES
and
Hot New Ones

(415)824-8628

**S a v e t im e a n d m o n e y ’

621-6172

From
Capt. Billy's
Whiz Bang
To
Drummer

CUSTOM MADE
STAINED GLASS

FULLSERVICE
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

Our new enclosed
truck will handle
up to 7 rooms of
furniture

References: Our Past Customers
(75% ol our calls are from
past customers)

& D e liv e r ie s
Since 1973
Large Enclosed Van
Every job owner supervised
. leasonable Rates
Reas
Extremely Careful

%200 mod vw flat, age 25-40. 821-1485

ALEXANDER'S CLEANING
Apartments & Flats.
776-3595

863-4500

415

DONALD M. COONAN
INTERIOR - EXTERIOR
FREE e s t i m a t e

Moving Co.

LIcanted 6 Insured
Cal-T-116,476

285-2185

Charlie

No job too big
t< small.
or too

• Enclosed Trucks and Vans
• Near Or Far • Local Deliveries
• Insured

Insurtd

Starving Studants
Fast
Efficient
Intelligent Movers
at the Lowest Legal Rate.

elnco 1973

Experienced Men

Quality Repair Service
Reasonable Rates
10 Years Experience
Free Pick Up and Delivery
Personal One Man Service
Estimates Given On All Repairs

c a ll

H O U SE
COAT

General and Finish
Carpentry

OFFICE: 900 Oak Street
Open every day 10-5

I \ -M I I i

S pecializing in the repair
o f B ritis h cars

urban rasistanco waar.

Ph. 863-5286
8—5 P.M.

- insured
- dependable
- affordable - guaranteed

Hand caning, rushing

$395 1 BEDROOM APT. nr.
Alamo Square. Spacious,
quiet, view, garage,
laundry.

I' \ (

Phone:

C o u ntry Living
In the H e a r t o f the (Zlty

B U N K H O U SE A N NEX.
STUDIO , 514 Hayes St. #10
$250.00
S T U D IO . 501 O ctavia #9
$250.00.
2 BDRM. 501 O ctavia St. #6
$350.00
2 BDRM. 514 Hayes St. #1
$350.00

I

‘MOTORCAR REPAIR SERVICE"

ALL AMERICAN MAIL SERVICE
Private mall/phone message daytime
service M o n .— Sat. Call for rates.
470(3astro, Suite 207.
621-7111
PAPERHANGINQ PAINTING
Free est.
626-4421
552-8622

!!.)(ion%

i

HANDYMAN SERVICES
Carpentry, windows, decks, stairs, locks.
CIsanIng/haulIng, for est. (415) 641-1270
EXPERT PAINTER
25 yrs. exp. Superior wk., rel. Free est.
Ress. rates. Call Alfred Perry 346-0315.

Granny’s
Truckers

Id s l.ill.liio n s ( ) n l\ .

T«l. (415)906-3232
Rn. (415) 434-2599

H o m e Cleaning Specialists

O ffic e : 419 Ivy St..
S an Francisco.

FOR R EN T:
BU NKHOUSE.
S T U D IO 4 1 9 Ivy St. #28
$2 50 .0 0
S T U D IO 4 1 9 Ivy St. #16
$2 50 .0 0
1 BDRM. A PT. 419 Ivy St. #10
$275 00
1 BDRM . A P T . 419 Ivy St. #18
$2 50 .0 0
2 BDRM. APT. 419 Ivy St. #4
$3 00 .0 0

1650TanTllSl..S<c. 401
SanFrandKO.CA941(S

Decks & only Decks. Photos of work
Free est. Von Meyer, (415) 285-2864.

TraefelitCo.

I !■ 'Î V\ .1Î » ; I It .j i I fv,- S \ *,h' ms
Q ) ii.ilil\

QUALITY INT. PAINTING
FOR FREE EST8.-86 4-1 415

List your vacancy free.

9 unkhouse|lpts.

Certified Public Accountant

^
_ F IN ^ C IA L PROBLEMS?
^ p e rie n c e d attorney has lots of solutlona. Free Initial consultation. W alter
R. Nelson (415) 3550583.

$nrrssciscs

1 1 5 -(> 2 1 -1 4 5 0

now opertto service SF

Cozy Cottage

There’s more
than
one way
to get it!

!forPRESCe4T

S T F P IIIC X ’S CO.

PHOENIX HAULING
COMPLETE HAULING SERVICE

Two men

Large truck

$25 appointment fee.
That’s all I get until
I make money for you.
• Will set up a program to
ixiixyour financial needs.
• Special attention to lover
relationships.
• Minimum cash and/or stock
deposit $5,(XK).

Please call or write today.

Name.

625 Post St., Box 645
San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 673-6023 X 106

__

Street.
S ta te

City _

Ciassification

Apt #

__ Zip _

Enclosed is $ ______

Phone; (

(or_____ insertion(s)

Signature:

izs-

References furnished upon request.

Available 9 4

8618439

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Open Market

1

f

2

Use one space for each letter, each unit
of punctuation, and each space between
words Please print plainly
Type choices
Regular typo — 36 units per line
BOLD CAPS — 24 units per line
Rates: 53 50 for first line. 52.00 for each
additional line Include Area Code in
ALL telephone numbers in ads Payment
must accompany orders for classified
ads Make check or money order
payable to THE SENTINEL
Do not send cash Classified ads may
also be placed in person

(Wilh mv Slanature I ceriify lhai I am over IB vearv ot ajje'

$3.50

1

*-

S $5.50
“ $7,50
¿ »9.50
$1 >50

BOLD CAPS — 24
1
1
t
1__ L__ 1___ 1 t
1
1
1
1
1
1
<
t
1
1

I « IS ii o $11.50

°

It's easy to place your ad:

units per line — ^
1__1_ 1 - i___i___ 1__ 1_ 1___1___1___1___1___i___1___L _ l ___1

i

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 _1___1___1___1___1___J___ 1___1__ 1___t.. —1__

I

Clip and mail to:

The Sentinel

1042 H o w a rd Street

1 ■

San Francisco, CA 94103

(415) 864-2178

Ï
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N E W 3 -W A Y SPEA K ER S Y S T E M (Model 985)
W ith S ound Q u ality S o
F a n ta s tic You W o n ’t
B e lie v e Your Ears!
Giant size cabinets give rich resonant
sound to fill even the largest room.

$149 each [$298 for the pair].
Although
these
speaker systems are rather large for
the average room, their beautiful
walnut grain color blends well with
any decor.
These speaker systems are one of M a ra n tz’s
newest models. (So new that most stores
don’t even have this new series in stock.) Do
not confuse these high quality M arantz
speakers with the lower priced M arantz
speakers, such as the 15M , 12M, 2 M , etc.
This new modei (the 985) is an incredibie
speaker system.

This is

So Powerlui They Can Be Used With The Maionly Of Receivers On The
Market

5 Y E A R SER VICE PO LICY INCLUDED FREE

(Model SR2000)
At a price so low.
It w ill shock you, and
d riv e other Stereo Dealers Insane!!!
76 W A T T S RMS!!

This powerful A M -F M Receiver has an ample 38 RMS watts
Per Channel (times 2 ch.) into 4 ohms minimum continuous
power output from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with less than
0.1% Total Harmonic Distortion.

Go to Any Stereo Store in the City,
and ask if they will sell you this same
receiver, (Brand New), for less than
the Manufacturer’s list price of $325.00

But now you can buy
this great M arantz
Receiver, [Brand New
in factory sealed carton],
for only ..............................

Muting
Dual Speaker Control
AM-FM Stereo Loudness
Gyro Touch Tuning
Signal Mater
Volume

Power

Duel Power M eter,

Bass

Trrt,le

Balance
Selector

12iU

[that’s
right, only
one dollar].

when you buy one pair of
the speaker systems shown above,
at the price Advertised above.
Your cost for the Speaker systems
above is $149.00 each, for a total
of $298 for the pair,
plus $1 for the M arantz Receiver.
Thus, your complete'cost for the
complete 3 piece group
is only......................................... $299

SfK***Uf

^HAHCiiCO.

2555 Irving Street - San Francisco

